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NOTICE

The statements in this report reflect Ithe views and opinions of the workshop panelists. They do
not represent analyses or positions of the Risk Assessment Forum or the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).

This report was prepared by Eastern Research Group, Inc. (ERG), an EPA contractor, and
Menzie-Cura & Associates, Inc., a subcontractor to ERG, as a general record. of discussion held
during the Workshop on Monte Carlo Analysis (May 14-16,1996). As requested by EPA, this
report captures the main points and highlights of the meeting. It is not a complete record of all
details discussed, nor does it embellish, interpret, or enlarge upon matters that were incomplete
or unclear.
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SECTION ONE

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF OPENING REMARKS

1.1 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

The importance of adequately characterizing uncertainty and variability in human health

risk assessments has been emphasized in several U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

documents and activities. These include:

• The EPA Risk Assessment Guidelines.

• The Risk Assessment Council (RAC) Guidance or "Habicht Memo."

• The 1995 Policy for Risk Characterization.

There are several approaches to characterizing uncertainty and variability; however, Monte Carlo

analysis is the most frequently encountered. EPA's Risk Assessment Forum has therefore

undertaken the development of preliminary guidance on using Monte Carlo analysis.

Proponents of Monte Carlo analysis have criticized deterministic. approaches. to risk

assessment, which results in point estimates of exposure and risk. They argue that point

estimates are problematic because there is no way of knowing the degree of conservatism. Also,

point estimates are sometimes derived from combinations of exposure factors that may be

unrealistic. The proponents argue that Monte Carlo analysis and other quantitative uncertainty

analysis techniques are superior to point estimates because they provide a full description of

exposure where the impact of assumptions is explicit.

Critics of the application of Monte Carlo analysis techniques to risk assessment express

concerns over the potential for misuse, particularly in data poor situations. They argue that a

false sense of certainty or completeness is often associated with the results of Monte Carlo

analyses and this could mislead risk managers. Also, critics are concem~d that the value added
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however, discussions were further stimulated by a presentation from panelist Max
Henrion (Lumina Decision Systems, Inc.) on presenting information on
uncertainty analysis.

Within each topic area, as the presentation concluded, the workshop chair facilitated a

lively open discussion of the issues by panelists~ Toward the end ofa discussion session,

observers were invited to comment and ask questions of the panel members.

On the evening of the second day (May 15), panelists were assigned to workgroups. Each

workgroup was given a writing assignment to organize and clarify major points raised on a

particular topic during the first two days of discussion. On the third day of the workshop (May

16), the workgroups presented the results of their writing assignments and panelists held final

discussions to further clarify the emerging principles.

Section 1\vo of this workshop report summarizes the discussions held during the

workshop. Section Three provides the guiding principles and conclusions developed by the

panelists. For issues where the workshop panel members were in general agreement, the

principle is stated with supporting arguments. For those issues where the panel was divided, the

pros and cons of various proposed principles are provided. The principles articulated in this

report will provide the foundation for the development of future Agency policies and guidance

related to Monte Carlo analysis. In the interim, this workshop report may provide useful

perspective and insight to assist risk assessors in reviewing and preparing exposure assessments

that use Monte Carlo analysis to characterize uncertainty or variability.

1.3 WELCOME AND REGIONAlL PERSPECTIVE
Mr. William J. Muszynski, Deputy Regional Administrator, U.S. EPA Region 2

Mr. Muszynski opened the workshop by welcoming the participants and observers to

EPA's Region 2 and to the Workshop on Monte Carlo Analysis. In giving his perspective on the

importance of the workshop, Mr. Muszynski noted that efforts such as this are critical both to

EPA's ongoing commitment to use the best possible science and to EPA's goal of better

explaining how the Agency uses science. In fact, he said, using strong science and data is one of
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EPA's seven guiding principles-and one that Administrator Browner frequently highlights when

discussing the need to incorporate quality science into decision-making. Mr. Muszynski

commented that holding a workshop on scientific issues related to Monte Carlo analysis will help

expand recognition of EPA as a leader in environmental science as well as environmental

protection.

To provide further context, Mr. Muszynski briefly summarized the history of the use of

Monte Carlo analysis. He cited a textbook definition that described Monte Carlo analysis as a

class of mathematical methods first used by scientists working on the development of nuclear

weapons in Los Alamos in the 1940s. But use ofMonte Carlo methods predates even the use of

computers, he said. Indeed, one of the earliest documented uses of random sampling occurred

in the late 1700s, when French scientists used the technique to define a solution to an integral.

Scientists elsewhere used the technique to solve integral problems through the early 1900s, and

Enrico Fermi performed Monte Carlo analysis calculations in the 1930s to study the behavior of

the newly discovered neutron. More recently, use of Monte Carlo analysis in risk

assessment-the subject of this workshotr-has received growing attention. The fact that the

workshop attracted such well qualified experts and such a range of observers, Mr. Muszynski

said, demonstrates that interest in Monte Carlo analysis is high.

Mr. Muszynski concluded his remarks by enumerating the three major technical issues to

be addressed in the workshop: input data/distributions for model parameters, evaluating

variability and uncertainty, and presenting results. As a Deputy Regional Administrator, Mr.

Muszynski stated that he was especially interested in the last topic, since he considers

communicating variability and uncertainty to be the most difficult part of risk management.

Following this introductory statement, Mr. Muszynski asked Dr. William Wood to give an

overview of the Risk Assessment Forum's goals for the meeting.
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1.4 OVERVIEW

Dr. William Wood, U.S. EPA Risk Assessment Forum

Dr. Wood began by thanking Marian Olsen for organizing this Risk Assessment Forum

sponsored, region-based workshop. He then offered a brief explanation of the history and

purpose of EPA's Risk Assessment Forum. Formed in the early 1980s in response to a National

Academy of Sciences (NAS) study, the Risk Assessment Forum works to builld consensus within

the Agency on difficult and precedent-setting risk assessment issues. It does so by creating

mechanisms (e.g., workshops) for dialogue and consensus-building. The ultimate products of this

work include guidance documents and technical reports to communicate and promote consistency

in the application of risk assessment methodologies. Recently issued drafts and publications

include cancer, neurotoXIcity, exposure, and ecological risk assessment guidelines.

Dr. Wood went on to describe the Risk Assessment Forum's membership, which includes

32 scientists from EPA laboratories, regions, and program offices. The members are distributed

into four groups that address cancer, noncancer, exposure, and ecological assessment issues. The

Exposure Oversight Group organized this meeting and will be responsible for followup. The

Risk Assessment Forum typically uses a bottom-up process to develop documents. Technical

panels work on individual issues and draft documents, and these are passed onto the oversight

groups, the Risk Assessment Forum as a whole (which addresses technical issues), and finally the

Science Policy Council (which addresses policy issues). This being a Risk Assessment Forum

workshop, meeting participants will discuss technical rather than policy issues related to Monte

Carlo analysis.

Agreeing with Mr. Muszynski that quantitative uncertainty analysis (including Monte

Carlo analysis) has a long history, Dr. Wood focused on the history of Monte Carlo analysis

within EPA. In 1986, EPA issued its first exposure assessment guidelines in which there was a

discussion of uncertainty analysis. The Agency training courses that followed included a module

that discussed Monte Carlo analysis. Nevertheless, EPA has in the past used Monte Carlo

analysis mainly on an ad hoc basis, with those feeling comfortable with the tool using it and .

others largely ignoring it. To date, Monte Carlo analysis has been used mainly in exposure

assessments. Its use in dose-response assessments is being investigated.
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Most EPA programs are now experimenting with Monte Carlo analysis as a tool for

quantitative uncertainty/variability analysis. Several forces are speeding the pace of this

experimentation, including:

• The 1992 revised exposure assessment guidelines' call for fuller descriptions of
exposure, which some have interpreted as encouraging the use of Monte Carlo
analysis (which is, in fact, discussed in the guidelines).

• Strong recommendations from EPA's Science Advisory Board (SAB) to perform
quantitative uncertainty analyses for risk assessments under SAB review.

• Recommendations from the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) on the use of
quantitative uncertainty analysis to improve risk assessment (in NAS' 1994 report,
Science and Judgment in Risk Assessment).

• Administrator Browner's 1995 risk characterization policy, which has provoked
many discussions of quantitative uncertainty analysis.

• Risk-based legislation requiring EPA to discuss and clarify uncertainty in Agency
risk assessments.

Dr. Wood noted that EPA faces both institutional and technical hurdles in attempting to

broaden use of Monte Carlo analysis. These include a lack of EPA policy guidance on the use

of Monte Carlo analysis, a lack of technical guidance, a lack of good examples of Monte Carlo

analyses, limited experience and technical expertise with Monte Carlo analysis, a lack of guidance

on how to distinguish between good and bad quantitative uncertainty analyses, a lack of default

distributions to use in Monte Carlo analyses, concern that Monte Carlo methods are particularly

subject to the "garbage in-gold out" phenomenon, concern about whether use of Monte Carlo

analysis actually adds value to risk assessments, concern that the ability to model uncertainty

using Monte Carlo techniques will be used as an excuse to not collect data, and concern about

resource implications (given that reviewing Monte Carlo analyses takes much more effort than

reviewing typical point estimate calculations).

Dr. Wood noted that this .workshop is intended to address some of these hurdles. The

Risk Assessment Forum hopes that the workshop will result in recommendations that the Forum

can take to a technical panel. In the short term (over the next few months), the Risk

Assessment Forum would,then develop a set of guiding principles on Monte Carlo analysis.
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These, in turn, would form the basis for a Science Policy Council policy statement on the use of

Monte Carlo analysis as well as a more extensive guidance document on its use in EPA risk

assessment. EPA also plans to develop a training course on Monte Carlo analysis.

After these remarks, Dr. Wood entertained questions from workshop observers. Two

observers commented on widespread confusion about the use of terms related to uncertainty

analysis (e.g., "uncertainty" versus "variability") and asked whether the Risk Assessment Forum

plans to address these issues. Dr. Wood replied in the affirmative, stating that these questions

will be addressed during and after the workshop. Another obselVer noted that the Risk

Assessment Forum historically has addressed ecology rather than economics and asked whether

the Forum plans to broaden its focus to consider economics. Dr. Wood stated that the Risk

Assessment Forum has not addressed economics issues, but that the Science Policy Council is

exploring that area. Several observers commented that avoiding policy issues during this

workshop might be difficult because some questions (e.g., what is the scope of the assessment)

straddle the border of science and policy. Dr. Wood agreed. Finally, several observers identified

guidance material development efforts and other activities that have been or are being

undertaken in their regions; they suggested that interested individuals seek out information on

these activities.

Following this dir.~ussion, Dr. Wood thanked the participants and observers for attending

the workshop and introduced Charlie Menzie, the workshop chair.
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SECTION TWO

SUMMARY OF PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The agenda for the first and second days of the workshop was divided into three broad

topic areas:

• Input data/Distributions for model parameters

• Variability!Uncertainty

• Presenting results

Each topic area commenced with one or more presentations to set the stage for subsequent

discussion on the topic. The discussions, in turn, provided the foundation for crafting of

principles and conclusions that are described in Section Three of this report. Panelist discussions

are summarized below by topic area. Overheads and background papers supporting the

presentations are provided in Appendix D.

2.1 DERIVING AND USING INPUT DATA AND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MONTE CARLO
ANALYSIS

This topic area opened with a presentation by David Burmaster on Input

Data/Distributions for Model Parameters. Dr. Burmaster began by defining variability and

uncertainty.

• Variability represents the natural heterogeneity or diversity in a well-characterized
population. Variability is:

Usually not reducible through further measurement or study.

A bounded characteristic or property of the population.
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The primary physical, chemical, and biological phenomenon.

• Uncertainty represents ignorance (or lack of perfect knowledge) about poorly
characterized phenomena or models. .It is:

Sometimes reducible through further measurement or study.

An unbounded characteristic or property of the analyst.

The primary mental phenomenon.

He then briefly discussed the selection of key variables as random variables, as well as how

processes create distributions. He also reviewed approaches to fitting univariate and bivariate

distributions to data for variability; developing second-order random variables for uncertainty1;

truncation of input variables; and correlations and/or dependencies among input variabies.

Dr. Burmaster strongly recommended that, in any future EPA guidance documents about

Monte Carlo methods and probabilistic assessment, the Agency include a statement at the

beginning of the document to make it clear that 1) the report contains guidelines for minimum

practices that are acceptable for use in probabilistic exposure assessments; 2) the report does not

list all the possible techniques that a risk assessor may use for a ,particular assessment (since this

would be impossible given the breadth and depth of probabilistic methods and their rapid,

development); 3) the Agency encourages the development and application of new methods in

exposure assessments; and 4) the document should not be construed as limitin~ the development

or application of new methods whose power and sophistication may exceed the guidelines for

minimum acceptable practice contained in the document.

Overheads for David Burmaster's presentation are provided in Appendix D.

IMonte Carlo analyses in which variability or uncertainty is handled separately are referred to
as two-dimensional ("2-D") or second-order analyses. The variables associated with uncertainty
alone are sometimes referred to as second-order variables. Examples of these kinds of analyses
can be found in Appendix D.
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This was followed by presentations of two case studies illustrating how input data and

distributions were derived for Monte Carlo analyses conducted as part of environmental risk

assessments:

• The first case study (developed by Michael Dusetzina and delivered by Charles
Menzie) ('.overed the use of Monte Carlo analysis for a .risk assessment for the
benzene M3.Ximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standard (under
Title III (jfthe Clean Air Act). The analysis was conducted as part of a
screening-level risk assessment for 174 petroleum refineries. Dr. Menzie reviewed
the purpose, scope, and overall methodology for the assessment. He also
described which variables were used and how the variables and distributions were
selected. He concluded by discussing the assumptions, uncertainties, and
variabilities in the assessment. Overheads for the presentation and a paper
describing this analysis are included in Appendix D.

• The second case study, presented by Dr. Teresa Bowers, concerned a risk
assessment calculation done by Monte Carlo analysis for a Region V Superfund
site. The assessment focussed on 10 contaminants of concern in a flood plain
area. The analysis was a two-dimensional analysis1 in which variability and
uncertainty were "decoupled" and considered separately. Dr. Bowers reviewed
the analytical methodology and described the approach and issues concerning
selection of the concentration distribution and the exposure frequency
distribution. A prepublication version of "The Use of Two-Stage Monte Carlo
Simulation Techniques To Characterize Uncertainty and Variability" (Cohen et
al.), describing this assessment, was distributed at the workshop; the paper will be
published in the December 1996 issue of Human & Ecological Risk Assessment: An
International Journal..

Workshop panelists then launched into a discussion of issues related to use of Monte Carlo

analysis in general and derivation of input data/distributions for model parameters in particular,

as summarized below.

2.1.1 Differences Between Deterministic Risk Assessment and Probabilistic Risk
Assessment

Panelists spent some time comparing deterministic and probabilistic risk assessment.

Probabilistic risk assessment not only. provides distribution shapes, but also takes into account the

dependency structure between the factors. Deterministic risk assessment does neither. These

additional features of probabilistic risk assessment are important, one commenter said, because
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many things with zero correlation have a strong dependence-for example, eamed income as a

function of age, and workplace exposures. These dependencies make a big difference in the

calculation of any risk numbers.

Another important difference between deterministic and probabilistic risk assessment is

that, in probabilistic risk assessment, the probabilistic expressions cannot be as easily

inverted-there must be a deconvolution.

Another difference was that a deterministic risk assessment tends to focus on known data

and ignore other influential factors. ]8'or example, a deterministic risk assessment for

contaminated tap water might tend to focus on the ingestion exposure route, because this route

can be quantified, and might tend to ignore the inhalation and dermal routes, which cannot be as

easily quantified. A probabilistic risk assessment, on the other hand, ideally will at least consider,

clearly acknowledge, and attempt to capture as many influential factors. as possible.

Panelists briefly discussed the degree to which policy was embedded in a probabilistic risk

assessment versus a deterministic risk assessment. They generally agreed that both approaches

have a policy content because they both incorporate many assumptions. Also, how the results of

a Monte Carlo analysis are used and what portion of the range is regulated will always remain a

policy decision.

2.1.2 UseNalue-Added of Monte Carlo Analysis for Regulatory Decision-Making

A key topic of discussion was how the results of a Monte Carlo analysis are used for risk

management decision-making and whether such an analysis added important value compared to a

deterministic risk assessment. Panelists had varying impressions about t~e value of Monte Carlo

analysis for decision-makers.

In one panelist's experience, Monte Carlo analysis appeared to be particularly useful

when there were economic pressures on the risk management decision. Regions will need to

understand what pra.ctical value is added by the sophistication of the Monte Carlo analysis. One
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panelist mentioned that, to achieve consistency in how Monte Carlo analysis is applied to air risk

management in California, state staff are developing distributions for use in these types of

assessments. She encouraged EPA to develop distributions and require that they be used in

Monte Carlo analysis assessments wherever that makes sense.

One panelist spe:ulated that the interest of risk managers in probabilistic analysis likely i~

increasing, since EPA managers increasingly are called on by Congress to justify their risk

management decisions.

Some panelists were skeptical about the appropriateness or value of using Monte Carlo

results for risk management decision-making. Various concerns were expressed. One concern

was that the results of a Monte Carlo analysis could be used to create the illusion of greater

precision when in fact this was not the case. Another concern was over the difficulty of

communicating the results of a Monte Carlo analysis to risk managers and the public. This

theme was discussed further on the second day of the workshop-see Section 2.3.) One panelist

strongly felt that Monte Carlo analysis is "overkill" for exposure analysis. Monte Carlo analysis

was designed to solve complex equations and was not designed for simple multiple realizations of

the world, he said. The panelist suggested that simple exposure models are sufficient for

exploring the behavior of variance.

A number of panelists expressed a concern that risk managers would be confused by the

plethora of results from a probabilistic analysis. One panelist stressed that it is important not to

embark on a sophisticated analysis unless both analysts and managers know what they will do

with the results.

Another panelist speculated that the results of probabilistic risk assessment could

conceivably lead to reduced risk management costs. For example, when a full distribution of risk

is available to risk managers, they may be able to establish more cost-effective cleanup levels.

Incremental improvements in decision-making provided by probabilistic risk assessment versus

deterministic risk assessment could sometimes make a big difference in the real world.
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One panelist felt that microeconomics and cost-benefit analyses fit very nicely with

probabilistic risk assessment, especially if they include the uncertainties as well as the

variabilities. This leads to the discipline called the "value of information" where one can figure

out what information is needed, how much society or an institution is willing to pay for it, and

where to focus future research. For example, this discipline could address the question: Should

an environmental agency spend money better defining body weights or investigating children's

behavior at the playground? This type of question becomes answerable in a probabilistic

framework.

Some panelists expressed concern about the validity of distributions-that without

sufficient data to develop a distribution, there was a danger that a distribution was essentially a

way of fabricating data and that such a distribution might not have any more validity than a,point

estimate. Another sourC'e of uncertainty is the fact that most biological processes are not well

enough understood to be quantified. One panelist cautioned that probabilistic analysts must be

very careful to neither have nor convey overconfidence in their results. Echoing this sentiment, a

panelist pointed out that the results of a Monte Carlo become more uncertain towarc:t the tails,

yet it is these results that typically are used by regulatory agencies for decision-making. Even

when decision-makers are told what the "error" is, will that help them make the decision, he

asked?

One commenter pointed out that there are two types of uncertainty: uncertainty in

measurement, and uncertainty in the assumptions underlying models-the cancer slope factors,

for example. The latter type of uncertainty cannot be quantified and can only be dispelled by

mechanistic research. This type of uncertainty makes Monte Carlo analysis irrelevant to risk .

assessment, he suggested, because it is substantial enough to make the results implausible. Other

panelists disagreed. They felt this type of uncertainty could and should be modelled, where

appropriate. Panelists agreed, however, that a Monte Carlo analysis should not be performed in

situations where the rest:.lts would be implausible.

It was suggested that guidance is needed on how to distinguish a good Monte Carlo

analysis from a bad Monte Carlo analysis, so that decision-makers can tell the difference.

Several panelists pointed out that the flaws in probabilistic risk assessment can be the same as in
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deterministic risk assessn,lent, but they are harder to see because they are cloaked in

mathematics.

2.1.3 Use of a Tiered Approach/Steps in a Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Panelists strongly supported the idea of using a tiered approach to probabilistic analysis.

For example, in the first tier analysts could define the range for each input and how important

that was likely to be. In some cases that activity alone might be sufficient to meet the goals of

the assessment. Several panelists stressed that the appropriate level of effort for an analysis

depends on how the results will be used. An interactive educational dialogue with risk managers

is important to define the appropriate level of analysis. Panelists then defined key steps in a

probabilistic risk assessment.

Problem and Purpose Definition

One of the first steps in any assessment, panelists agreed, should be to clearly define the

purpose of the assessment. This step clearly has policy dimensions: For example, one panelist

recently was involved in a debate about whether to include pregnant women (who are largely in

the 95th percentile) in a distribution or to create an entirely different exposure model with

different distributions for the pregnant women. These types of questions have to be asked and

answered long before beginning either a probabilistic or deterministic risk assessment, she

stressed.

Supporting this idea, another panelist pointed out that how an analysis is constructed very

much depends on the questions asked early on about the purpose of the analysis. He

emphasized the importance of recognizing the philosophical underpinnings of the analysis-for

example whether the goal is to specifically protect pregnant women, or to protect 95% of the

population and basically assume that pregnant women are covered by the conservativeness of that

approach.
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A few panelists thought that many decision-makers currently lack the technical

sophistication to frame the questions for a Monte Carlo analysis. However, another panelist said

that, in her experience, risk managers typically look to the analyst for guidance about what is

important. Risk managers do not need to be experts in probabilistic risk analysis.

A number of panelists supported the idea of bringing the various interested parties (e.g.,

risk managers, the public) in when formulating the problem and making the early philosophical

or policy decisions. Doing this would help ensure that the analysis is responsive to the range of

questions these parties might ask. Supporting this idea, a panelist pointed out that how a

problem is framed has a large influence on how the assessment is formulated. At a hazardous

waste site, for example, the analysis will be very different depending on whether the goal is to

protect a specific population or to achieve a certain cleanup level.· Regulatory agencies tend to

have a predetermined sense of what endpoint they consider to be important, he said, but they

should consult interested parties about their issues and concerns when formulating the analysis.

They also should maintain flexibility so that they can respond to new concerns that might arise

mid-stream.

Another panelist suggested that analysts should remain open-minded and be prepared to

learn something during analysis--;-for example, about the question, the objectives, and how to

refine the model from the failures (e.g., when the data do not quite fit).

In particular, panelists supported the idea of drawing an influence diagram when

structuring a model. An influence diagram defines the relationships between what is currently

known and what knowledge or data is desired. It should capture everything that is plausible.

Then a conscious decision can be made about what factors can realistically be included in the

model. In addition to its value for. developing the model, an influence diagram provides a good

mechanism for clearly communicating what was included or not included in the model. Panelists

generally supported the idea of consulting or brainstorming with interested parties when possible

about what should go in the influence diagram.

One panelist emphasized that, in deciding which variables to include, it is important to

think about how the variables will be modelled and to avoid choosing biased models. Another
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panelist responded that many routes of bias can be eliminated by posing the question carefully so

as to avoid bias. .Bias occurs in data sets, said a third panelist, and analysts shoul<i be creative in

recognizing bias. For eX.1mple, sample sets often are haphazard rather than representative and

they often exclude representative subgroups. Analysts must be creative about reconstructing,

.from the available data, the distribution of the true parameter that is really relevant to the risk

assessment. Effectively, analysts must model the processes that produce the bias in order to

debias.

Deterministic Risk Analysis as a Screening Tool

Panelists supported the idea of using conservative deterministic risk assessment as a

screening tool for probabilistic analysis. If the results of that assessment are clearly below the

level of concern, then there is no need to do a full-blown probabilistic analysis.

One panelist mentioned that she always performs a deterministic risk assessment first as a

screen. When the result is below 10-6
, a probabilistic risk assessment is not performed. When

the result is above that threshold, she does a full-blown Monte Carlo analysis. Another panelist

said that using point estimates for screening has enabled many facilities in California to avoid

costly and unnecessary probabilistic analyses.

Model Validation and Data Quality Review

Panelists briefly mentioned that steps in a probabilistic analysis should also include

validation or verification of the model for the sample values, and evaluation of the quality of the

available data.
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• Whether ~omethingaffects the tails and does not really affect the· central part of
the distribution for the result. When this happens, the analysis can produce a
very adverse outcome because of bad input assumptions and/or a nonlinear model
that a traditional local sensitivity analysis cannot reveal.

• Input variables that do not show up as being statistically significant (for example,
in correlations of covariants of an output with an input), but that shift the whole
result up or down because they are skewed or because of a nonlinearity in a
model. In other words, a variable can appear not to be "sensitive," but can
significantly skew the analysis.

The panelist emphasized that analysts cannot rely on local sensitivity analysis and should

be very careful in using the preliminary probabilistic assessment to look not only for how the

input affects the variance of the output, but also for how it affects the mean and the tails.

Three panelists questioned the value' of these proposed approaches. One pointed out

that, to do any of these a priori sensitivity analyses, analysts need to know something about the

mean and the standard deviation of lthe inputs anyway, which means they need to know

something about the distribution of those data. In generating a standard deviation, an analyst

comes close to having a distribution that can'be used in a full-blown analysis anyway. And, most

of the Monte Carlo analysis software provides a sensitivity analysis at the back end.

A second dissenting panelist pointed out that most analyses are dealing with simple

exposure models that have around five or six parameters. For many of these parameters (e.g.,

body weight), there is no argument about the shape of the distribution. He did not see how

sensitivity analysis would playa role in most exposure assessments done 'in Superfund or indoor

air situations.

Another complication with doing sensitivity analyses, pointed out by the third dissenting

panelist, is that there can be synergistic effects between variables, particularly when tnere is more

than one pathway where a particular variable may be unimportant as long as another variable

goes with it. For example, the amount of time one spends in the yard may be unimportant if th~

soil adhesion factor is low. The panelist suggestedJhat using numerical experiments to

simultaneously vary the variables will be far more informative than simply doing the strawman

type of sensitivity analysis one parameter at a time.
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Three panelists stressed the value of sensitivity analyses as a tool to focus data gathering.

By identifying key variables, sensitivity analysis can provide managers with an important basis for

deciding where to focus research dollars to improve distributions.

2.1.5 Characterizing the Uncertainty Associated With Use of Surrogate Data

The workshop chair then asked panelists to focus on the following issues statement:

For some parameters of the exposure equation, site-specific measurements may not be available

to determine the probability distributions. In these cases, distributions derivedfrom surrogate

data (e.g., national data on body weights) may be used. How do you characterize the

uncertainty that has been introduced into the analysis when using surrogate data that are not

col1ectedfrom the population being studied?

One panelist responded by saying that this type of characterization cannot be done with

point estimates or first order random variables. It can only be done by using second-order

random variables.

Another panelist pointed out that site-specific measurements are rarely as certain or

specific as one would like. Thus, this issue must be approached on a case-by-case basis in terms

of deciding whether national data are appropriate for a local situation. National data should not

be excluded, as long as the analyst can objectively justify why they relate to the site in question.

One panelist described how he applied national data on fish consumption for a coastal

community to a specific site. There were four national candidate data bases. None were ideal,

so he ran all four to look at the range of plausible value~ for the distribution and test whether

any of the four data sets made a critical difference to the distribution. He added .the weaknesses

of all four sets and postulated that the maximum weakness would fall somewhere in that range.

Using this argum~nt, he justified that the four data sets provided a reasonable measure of the

range for the fish consumption rate at the site.
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Building on this idea, another panelist suggested that if any stakeholders had alternative

fish consumption data, the analyst could also have run that data set to see whether it made a

difference. If it did not, that would be informative. If it did, the stakeholder would have a good

point that might influence how the fish consumption rate was ultimately handled in the analysis.

One panelist expressed concern that doing this could encourage outlandish proposals from critics

who wanted to delay a project.

A panelist pointed out that national data can also help catch an error or identify

something inappropriate in local data. For example, if one developed a range of concentrations

for a contaminant in the local area that was way outside the background range for a reference

population, that might cast suspicion on the local data.

When data from other studies are not that pertinent, said another panelist, then one can

characterize the uncertainty in terms of the parameters of that distribution as they may apply to

the case in question. Also, there are a set of very effective tools based on Bayesian methods that

allow the analyst to have a prior belief (e.g., based on literature values, national estimates) about

the distribution of the parameters for the application. This belief may have quite a bit of

uncertainty associated with it. These tools include formal techniques that allow an analyst to

start off with a prior distribution and then use local site-specific data to come up with an

updated or posterior uncertainty distribution. They can be used for the value of information

calculations mentioned earlier.

At this point, a panelist introduced the idea of ground-truthing. He pointed out that

probabilistic analyses often produce intermediate and final predictions that can be ground

truthed against real data. For the benzene Maximum Achievable Control Technology example,

for instance, EPA is predicting the distribution of benzene concentrations in nearby census tracts.

There probably are some ambient benzene data, collected at monitors, for refineries that are

major contributors to ambient benzene concentrations. Even though these sources may not be

the only contributors, it would be velY instructive to compare the predicted distribution of

ambient benzene concen":rations to the observed values. If the predicted distribution wasc10se to

ambient values, then EPA could feel some confidence in it. Similar approaches could be used

for other values and media. For example, in a body of water, one could take the number people
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fishing in the area, multiply by the fish intake, and see whether the result was consistent with the

catch. The panelist proposed that using observed data for ground-truthing purposes be an

important priority throughout the exposure/risk assessment process.

Another panelist provided an additional example of ground-truthing. He said that data

are available from several sources on the population distribution of serum concentrations of fish

related toxicants, such as polychlorinated biphenyls and methyl mercury. An ordinary lognormal

fitting provides pretty reasonable fits with about the same geometric standard deviation. This

provides confidence that this data set includes the variation and effective intake of those fish

liver toxicants, as well as some- additional pharmacokinetic variability.

Another panelist pointed out that some of these issues are similar for point estimates. If,

for example, one needed a mean estimate of fish consumption and had conflicting studies, it

.would be exactly the same set of questions: How does an analyst justify supporting one study

versus another? How should conflicting data sets be handled? The panelist suggested evaluating

the different data sets by applying some weight to each data set. However, if one has a number

of data sets and no particular idea which are better, they could be assigned the same probability,

but that fact will get lost if one simply crunches numbers. If the data are inconsistent and point

in different directions, both the scientist and the decision-maker should know that they are

inconsistent and how they affect the bottom line.

2..1.6 Collection of Site-Specific Empirical Data for Probabilistic Analysis

'. Panelists were then asked to focus on the following issues statement:

If surrogate data are inappropriate for evaluating exposure to the population of interest, site

specific empirical measurements may be necessary. What guidance can be given on the

coOection ofsite-specific empirical data to replace the surrogate data used to develop the

distribution for a pat1icular: exposure parameter? How can you handle subpopulations when'

developing these data? How can you characterize the reduction in uncertainty associated with

the collection ofmw data?
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The first comment on this issue was that there are several different types of sampling.

Stratified random sampling generally is important on a site-specific basis (Le., sampling randomly

among the different strata of the people or organisms that may use the site). The commenter

felt that this approach provides the strongest intellectual basis for devel?ping a distribution.

Another approach would be some kind of two-stage sampling, possibly with oversampling

in high concentration areas to maximize the information for the areas that might have the most

impact.

One panelist stressed the importance of identifying the 'users for the sampling data and

involving them in the sampling design prior to sampling, since different users have different

sampling needs. There are primarily two camps of users, the panelist said: those measuring the

extent of contamination, and those looking at receptor behavior. From a risk assessment

viewpoint, sampling plans should be designed to help elucidate who or what the, receptors are, by

what pathways they are exposed, and how they are most likely to contact contaminated media.

Sampling plans should not simply emphasize extent and distribution.

Another panelist described a situation where engineers wanted to design the sampling

plan around delineation to support cleanup decisions, while the risk assessors wanted to design

the sampling plan to avoid bias and give the most reasonable risk assessment. In the end, a

combination sampling approach was implemented that involved 1) judgmental sampling aimed at

finding the edges of contamination, and 2) random, evenly spaced samples more suitable for a

risk assessment.

Data quality objectives are used at EPA for various purposes and, suggested one panelist,

they perhaps could be generalized to become part of the decision-making connected ,with

exposure assessment and risk assessment. However, the data quality objectives may need

multicriteria because there may be more than one objective.

The workshop ch~ir asked if anyone performs a formal analysis to evaluate the behavior

of the distributions being formulated based on the sample size and the information

collected-i.e., a sensitivity of distribution shape and statistics as it relates to intensity of sample
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information gathered. One panelist responded that this would be easier to do when there are

phases to the sampling. For example, at one site where three phases of sampling were

conducted, the panelist looked at variance after the information from the first phase had been

collected and found that more samples were needed. This approach enabled him to design

around what the initial sampling revealed.

The workshop chair asked if anything special was being done regarding multistage

sampling for probabilistic risk asse~sment. A panelist responded that one thing being don~ after

multiple sampling runs is to quantify the degree of the lie represented by ordinary standard

error-type uncertainty analysis. He explained that ordinary analyses of uncertainty within a

particular data set rely on the implicit assumption that the major source of uncertainty is

essentially sampling error (I.e., random fluctuations represented within the data set). But when

older measurements are' compared to more recent measurements of the same parameters made

with newer, more accurate techniques (as can be done in physics, for example), scientists find

that the new values wander outside the stated confidence limits for the older values much more

frequently than would be expected by chance if the confidence limits calculated under a normal

Gaussian'distribution were right. This leads to the conclusion that these types of confidence

limits are wrong, probably in part because there is unsuspected systematic error in those

measurements as well as the random error described by ordinary statistical procedures. Some

work is being done to quantify the degree of error that is implicit in various kinds of data. This

work is valuable for helping analysts correct these kinds of biases in uncertainty estimates.

2.1.7 Estimating Distributions When Empirical Measurements Are Inadequate

The workshop chair asked participants to respond to the following issues statement:

In some cases, empirical measurements (site-specific or otherwise) for a particular exposure

parameter may not be available or may be inadequate to determine a probability distribution.

In these situations, should a distribution be estimated to complete Monte Carlo analysis? 1/so,

how? For' example, it has been proposed that distributions for these parameters may be
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estimated via expert judgment or Delphi techniques. lfthese techniques are used, whatfactors

should he conside,'"ed in the weight ofevidence?

Panelist response to this issue varied widely. One commenter pointed out that the

workshop panelists likely had significantly different views about the nature of uncertainty, which

probably would affect their response to this issue. His view was that uncertainty is the state of

the lack of knowledge, and that the purpose of the input in a Monte Carlo distribution is to

describe the state of the knowledge (i.e., the function/behavior of the inputs within the given

model) and not to go much beyond that. At most, a very close extrapolation could perhaps be

justified in some cases from the observed knowledge. To the extent that the input is complete,

then the results of a Monte Carlo analysis approach a true description of risk. In this sense, the

distribution becomes deterministic (i.e., the shape of the distribution is fiXed once the input

knowledge is complete).

Input information should not be predicted when the input knowledge is incomplete, the

panelist continued. Th1.;S, for example, where there are three data points and no information to

distinguish among the likelihood of those three points, then the distribution is uniform. If one is

more likely than the other two, then one has some sort of a triangular distribution. Analysts who

view uncertainty as a construct rather than a state may argue that one can do a lot with a

construct. The panelist cautioned against using "pretend data" to do a probabilistic analysis

because the "pretend data" will appear real and ,convey a false sense of confidence. Another

panelist supported this viewpoint, suggesting that if distributions have to be invented to do a

Monte Carlo analysis, then a point estimate should be used instead.

Another panelist had a different opinion. He stressed that judgment is always present in

an analysis. For example, there is judgment about which data to use and whether the particular

data are relevant to the particular quantity in question. The relevant question is ,"How explicit

should we be about that judgment in our analyses?" Being honest about that judgment and

careful in how the judgment is expressed will likely lead to greater credibility.

The panelist also cautioned that Delphi techniques should not be used as a synonym for

the elicitation of expert judgment. There are many techniques for eliciting expert judgment, he
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explained. Delphi techniques are a particular method characterized by having a panel of experts

who share their opinions in the hope of refining them. Empirical research has shown that all

elicitation techniques are likely to lead to overconfidence. However, the Delphi method is

particularly likely to lead to overconfidence because of a "group-think" phenomenon that occurs.

Thus, other methods arc. superior because they reduce the degree of overconfidence.

Another problem with Delphi techniques, according to another commenter, is that they

can easily be used to get a team of experts to answer a question that does not make sense. This

can be avoided by makir.g the experts say why they are providing a particular answer and what

the basis is.

Another opinion was judgment must be exercised about when to use a Bayesian approach

to think about a problem. This approach can be appropriate when there is an adequate basis for

making judgments, but may not be a reliable or practical decision-making approach when the

basis is inadequate.

A panelist pointed out that it is important to distinguish between variability and

uncertainty. Because variability reflects a natural process, gaps can be filled in by examining

available data that relate to the process in question. However, for uncertainty, a whole different

. class of distributions comes to the fore, including triangular, uniform, and trapezoidal

distributions.

One panelist enciJuraged analysts to think creatively about how to use analogous available

data to fill gaps. For example, if one lacks data on a particular species, one could try to find

data on a related species. An appropriate reference class can provide an idea of the

probabilities. ,While there clearly is some degree of inaccuracy associated with the use of

analogous data, this approach provides an important way of making progress when measurements

cannot be done.

A couple of panelists pointed out that, since a point estimate cannot be developed

without thinking about range, the issue of using expert judgment is not unique to the

probabilistic approach.
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One panelist suggested it would be remiss not to mention the technique of maximum

entropy as a more objective alternative than expert judgment for developing distributions.

Expert judgment and m,l'l{imum entropy can also be combined, he said. For example, one could

select a lognormal distribution based on expert judgment and then choose the lognormal

distribution that is maximally entropic.

Panelists mentioned three additional alternatives to using expert judgment: 1) use of

default policy values; 2) doing many analyses (a potentially resource-intensive option); and 3)

doing no analysis.

Panelists generally agreed that whatever approach was used, it should be transparent. If,

for example, jUdgment fllrms a large part of an assessment, the!l that fact should be made clear

to decision-makers and the public.

One panelist mentioned that, in her experience, the public tends to think of professional

judgment as bias. They ,10 not want it to be considered as information. Therefore, to gain

credibility, the analyst m ..lst be able to fully support the outcome. presented to the public and the

rationale for including expert judgment.

Another panelist stressed that the use of judgment in assessing uncertainty is not

fundamentally unscientific. Even when there is empirical evidence, judgment is needed to assess

the uncertainty. Even the uncertainty in fundamental physical concepts (e.g., the speed of light),

which is reported as a standard deviation of the measurement, is judgmental.

A panelist reminded the group that getting expert judgment requires an investment of

time and resources. Sometimes this investment would be better spent on simply getting empirical

measurements of the quantity in question.

One panelist mentioned that distributions can be portrayed using a scenario-based point

estimate approach. In tuis approach, which has been used in California, the risk is calculated for

a variety of plausible scenarios relevant to the exposed population (for example, a homeless'
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person who does not wash and lives outside, a couch potato, and so on). One important

advantage of this approach is that it helps make the results understandable to the public.

2.1.8 Charactedzing the Effect of a Judgment-Based Distribution on the Tails

The workshop chair asked the group to comment on the following issues statement:

Can the effect (of using a distribution derived via expert judgment) on the tails of the output

distribution be ch~racterized? If so, how?

One panelist suggested this effect could be characterized by using a point estimate and .

then using the distribution elicited via expert judgment to see if there was a difference.

Another panelist cautioned that the sort of combinatorial toggling mentioned earlier

(trying it with and without) is very difficult because there are infinite families of distributions to

choose from and it is hard to do all possible combinations. There are techniques that can

incorporate all distributions at once, he said, including probability bounds and a whole tradition

of robust Bayesian statistical analyses. These techniques can be used to assess the affect of

distribution shape on the tails.

Another panelist mentioned a situation where he used the judgment of three to four

experts for a couple of p:.trameters. The experts were asked to explain their judgment. He then

ran the model separately for the different expert inputs of the same variables. Three of the four

inputs gave roughly the same tail and three gave roughly the same central tendency. Using this

method, the source and rationale for the disagreement were transparent.
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2.1.9 Correlations Among Parameters

The workshop chair asked for comments on the following issues statement:.

Some ofthe parameters in too exposure calculation may be correlated with each other. Which

parameters do we presently know are correlated? Do we know the magnitude of too

correlations that exist? These correlations may vary in strength, and the absolute value ofthe

correlations are often unquantifiedlunquantifiable. If these correlations exist and are moderate

to strong, they may have effects on too tails of too output distributions. How should tOOse

correlations be accountedfor in too MOllte Carlo analysis? For example, it has been proposed

that one may perfonn one Monte Carlo simulation with the correlations set to zero and anotOOr

with the correlations set to some plausibly high value. In this way, too analyst may evaluate

the importance of unquantified correlations in the analysis.

A few panelists stressed that, where possible, dependence should be handled by building

it algebraically into the model, so that the parameters cannot vary independently when there is a

known dependence. To do this, however, requires knowing what the dependency is. Where

possible, the causal mechanism (the reason for the correlation) should be built into the model.

In addition, the value of the parameter quantifying the dependence has uncertainty and can also

be built into the model.

One panelist pointed out that some dependencies are complex, especially in ecology. For

example, sometimes when one looks at both sexes together, the correlation is positive, 'but when

each sex is evaluated separately, the correlation is negative. In such situations, said another

panelist, there are probabilistic techniques that can be used to provide bounds on the true

dependency structure, but these techniques are not very precise.

There is an idea, said another panelist, that when one does not know the correlation, one

should set it to a high value and compute it, and then set it to zero and compute it to see what

the range is. This will not work, the panelist said. When multiplying or adding things together,

then the extreme correlation is the positive one. But when dividing or subtracting anything, then
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the smallest possible correlation produces the widest distribution. This needs to be taken into

account.

Panelists mentioned a couple of actual situations where a correlation had a significant

impact on the results. One example was an analysis to compute the extinction risk for the

spotted owl. When the correlation between mortality of the juveniles and adults is not included,

the analysis suggests that the owl is not endangered. When the correlation is included, the

analysis indicates the owl is endangered.

One panelist said he used numerical experiments to help resolve whether there might be

correlation.. However, another panelist cautioned that numerical experiments can only do linear

correlations and cannot indicate anything about dependencies more generally.

2.2 VARIABILITY/UNCERTAINTY

This topic area opened with a presentation by Christopher Frey on Quantitative

Techniques for Analysis of Variability and Uncertainty in Exposure and RiskAssessment. Dr. Frey

began by defining and contrasting variability and uncertainty. He discussed the different types of

uncertainty, issues concerning developing distributions, and the dependencies among variability

and uncertainty. He also reviewed approaches to modelling and analyzing uncertainty and

variability, and incorporating a discussion of uncertainty and variability into analytical reports.

Overheads from Dr. Frels presentation are provided in Appendix D.

Dr. Frey's presentation was followed by two case studies concerning variability and

uncertainty:

• Dr. Timothy Barry reviewed the application of Monte Carlo analysis to an
exposure assessment for radon in drinking water. He described the data available
for the four exposure model variables that were selected for the analysis. He then
explained how the distributions were developed and tested, and how uncertainty
was characterized and analyzed. Overheads for Dr. Barry's presentation are
included in Appendix D.
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• Paul Price presented a case study on applying Monte Carlo analysis to an
exposure assessment for a Superfund site. The analysis modelled indirect
exposure to TCDD through the consumption of beef from cattle raised down wind
of a hazardous waste incinerator. The results were presented as a cumulative
distri1?ution of individual doses in an exposed population and the uncertainty in
the distribution. The case study illustrated a relatively simple approach to
separately evaluate uncertainty and variability in estimates of long-term dose rates.
Overheads for this case study are provided in Appendix D.

2.2.1 Value of Separating Variability and Uncertainty in Quantitative Analysis (i.e.,
Second-Order Uncertainty Analysis)

Following the presentations, panelists Clillcussed the value of second-order uncertainty

analysis. Several values were suggested:

• Uncertainty analysis provides greater opportunity to be fully objective and to fully
explore the quantitative implications of any assumptions than does first order
analysis. For example, uncertainty analysis provides information on how imprecise
the risk numbers are.

• Making uncertainty explicit enables one to determine. whether separate risk
estimates agree or disagree.

• Second-order analysis provides more information about the range of the output
(e.g., "the best estimate is X with a range of Y to Z"). This provides a range of
plausible outcomes for risk managers.

One panelist expressed skepticism about the value of second-order analysis. He. argued

that because it uses completely subjective descriptions of uncertainty, it appears to add no value

compared to other forms of risk assessment.

One panelist said that she had not yet seen any two-dimensional analyses used. She

cautioned the group about making recommendations whose wording might suggest that two

dimensional analyses were being recommended as a general principle.

Another panelist suggested that uncertainty should always be addressed, but this did not

necessarily have to be done by a formal analysis. For example, uncertainty could also be
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addressed by comparing different scenarios and by sensitivity analyses (especially if combined

with a qualitative assessment of where variability and uncertainty lie with respect to each of the

variables to get an idea about whether one or both of those factors is driving the analysis). Use

of interval probability analysis and response surface methods were also mentioned as methods for

addressing uncertainty.

A number of panelists supported the idea that uncertainty should be addressed in some

fashion. The second dimension keeps the first dimension honest, said one panelist. At a

minimum, the analyst should be clear about what is uncertainty and what is variability in the

analysis, otherwise both will be inaccurate.

One panelist suggested that performing an interval analysis might provide some insight

about the degree to which the uncertainty might contribute to the overall random variation. This

approach could potentially serve as a screening tool. If it revealed that uncertainty was not

important compared to variability, then a one-dimensional analysis could be sufficient.

Another panelist suggested that a one-dimensional analysis would also be adequate when

variability dominated uncertainty by several orders of magnitude, or vice versa; where variability

in a population does represent uncertainty for a random individual; and, possibly, when one is

looking at uncertainty across an average of a population.

2.2.2 Characterizing' Model Uncertainty

The workshop chair then asked panelists to address, the following issue statement:

How can one adequately characterize the uncertainty associated with the selected conceptual

and mathematical models? Can all types of variability and uncertainty be analyzed using

techniques such as Monte Carlo analysis?
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Panelists had a variety of responses to this question. One opinion was that uncertainty

was more difficult to characterize for a conceptual model, such as a dose-exposure model, and

easier to characterize for a mathematical model, such as describing body weight distribution.

One panelist suggested a posterior analysis approach to characterizing uncertainty, which

he felt was less subjective than the two-dimensional approach. This approach works as follows.

Analysts can readily determine which inputs have a larger or smaller effect 011 the model by

evaluating the sensitivity of the individual inputs. And, because analysts have a qualitative sense

about which inputs to the variables are driven by uncertainty and which are driven by variability,

they can then have a good sense of whether the inputs with the largest effect are driven by

uncertainty or variability or both. TIus provides a qualitative way of identifying the degree to

which uncertainty affects the final outcome. This approach could be taken one step further by

quantifying uncertainty, albeit highly subjectively. Conceptually, this approach is not different

from quantifying uncertainty at the front end, but it does not pretend to give a numerically

precise estimate of the variability on the tail end. The panelist preferred this method to others

that pretend to be more objective.

Another panelist seconded this idea, especially in situations where there is little data.

She suggested that the model could also be run with a few different point estimates for the

uncertain parameters.

Another panelist said that the broadest mathematical framework currently available to

address this type of problem is to use all variables as second-order random variables. He felt

that this is a powerful and important mathematical method, but that there is resistance to its use

because it is new. He expected use 1to increase over time as people become familiar with it.

A number of panelists expressed concern that uncertainty analysis could mislead decision

makers about the magnitude of the uncertainty because there are more uncertainties than can be

captured by an uncertainty analysis. This sentiment was expressed by one panelist who said that

assessors are being encouraged to use Monte Carlo analysis, which is being "sold" as a software

package that will readily provide distributions from which one can pick off a predetermined

regulatory decision point (such as the 95 percentile) and compare it to the point estimate. He
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was concerned that the technique had been oversimplified and that many people had no idea

about the uncertainty involved in using it.

Agreeing that it is not possible to analyze all uncertainty, another panelist suggested that

the analysis focus on the important uncertainties and clearly disclose what set of uncertainties the

model attempts to represent and what it does not. He suggested that analysts be vigilant in

identifying the full range of types of uncertainty and variability impinging on an analysis.

The panelist defined uncertainty as "the distribution of the likelihood that the analyst is

wrong by various amounts," including model error, measurement error, and use of

nonrepresentative data. For example, when samples are collected haphazardly, rather than by

utilizing a stratified random design, the resultant estimate is more uncertain and could be biased.

Also, uncertainty can be introduced when the population to be modelled differs from the

population from which data were obtained. Further, the standard error calculation does not take

into account uncertainties resulting from calibration of analytical equipment. Finally, several

kinds of model errors can affect the accuracy of a uncertainty analysis.

Another panelist mentioned that systematic error is one of the key forces in uncertainty.

Statistics can be used to estimate random variability, but they cannot be used to make inferences

about systematic error. There is a danger, therefore, that statIstics could be used to invent data

when it is missing.

In response toaquestion about how Monte Carlo analysis might account for different

conceptual representations of natural phenomena (e.g., fish bioaccumulation of aquatic

contaminants), a panelist suggested that model discrimination could be used to compare the

predictive power of the alternative models. Another approach would be to include each

alternative model in the uncertaintY analysis. Alternatively, one could compare models to data

and, if there was a good fit, give greater weight to the samples that would go with that model in

the overall uncertainty analysis.

One commenter expressed concern about the intentional or unintentional human bias

that may be introduced into an assessment because of the particular stake that the risk assessor
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or the parties he or she represents have in the outcome. Risk assessments closer to the default

or point estimate approaches are easier to compare to see what assumptions were.made. The

commenter predicted that, as analyses start to include second-order considerations, views would

diverge and could not be compared because subjectively based second-order estimates of

uncertainty are all equally valid since they each are an accurate reflection of the analyst's

judgement. He expressed concern that analyses based on opinions may result in manipulation

even when intentions are good. In other words, they offer a real potential for bias that cannot

be corrected.

Another panelist responded by suggesting that those flaws would hopefully be uncovered

as the individual risk analyses were subjected to review by a variety of viewpoints. The challenge

for risk analysts is how to design analyses that make the assumptions clear so that they can be

inspected, and that make the unceltainties explicit so they can be discussed and reviewed.

Panelists discussed the appropriateness of using interval analysis, as opposed to a distributional

approach, to represent uncertainty. One panelist argued strongly that interval analysis was

appropriate when the uncertainty was large and the variability small, whereas Monte Carlo

analysis was appropriate when the uncertainty was small and the variability large. In his opinion,

risk analysis is a subdiscipline of probability theory and is focussed on frequencies, because the

real issue is about how many people are going to be affected by exposures. This is a frequency

issue rather than a SUbjective probability issue.

He explained that frequency distributions cannot be known precisely. That being the

case, expressing these distributions as probability distributions simply yields a distribution of

distributions. A better approach is to have a range of distributions, which can be easily displayed

as an interval probability. An inteitVal probabi~ity effectively means the true frequency or

probability distribution is somewhere in that range, but the analyst is not sure where because the

uncertainty is large. Ifone read off the 75th percentile, for example, one would get an interval

that represents the uncertainty about that percentile. When uncertainty gets small, however, the

range contracts and becomes a single distribution so use of probabilistic analysis becomes more

appropriate.
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Strictly speaking, he contin~ed, large uncertainty is not a probability and therefore should

not be combined analytically with variability, which is a probability. If a distributional approach

is used when uncertainty is large, then the analyst's subjective feelings about the problem can

enter into the analysis. The commenter suggested that, as a general rule, uncertainty and

variability should be treated differently from a computational standpoint, otherwise the tails

become devalued in an obvious way.

A number of panelists held contrasting views. One panelist pointed out that all analysis

is subjective; different approaches simply differ in the degree of subjectivity. Another panelist

said that many people do think that uncertainty can be represented with probabilities. He said

there was substantial evidence to suggest that Monte Carlo was a good approach to doing this.

He felt that the real issue is whether probability can be used to represent judgment. A third

panelist commented that interval analysis is not very informative, therefore judgment about the

bounds is needed. He suggested that interval analysis be one tool that could potentially be

utilized ih a tiered approach.

Panelists briefly discussed methods for quantitating a distribution of uncertainty versus

variability. One innovation is to use an exponential distribution form (rather than a Gaussian

form), which spreads the tails out to a greater extent than the midpoints. The likely unsuspected

systematic error is another distribution that can be readily put into an analysis. However, it does

not capture model error. The parameter for the exponential distribution is calculated by making

an analogy between the kinds of measurements one has and the kinds of measurements whose

expedience has been summarized by the exponential formula.

Panelists then discussed whether variability and uncertainty should be tracked and

evaluated separately during the analysis. This must be decided individually for each separate

variable,. said one panelist. The only general principle is that one can separate variability and

uncertainty. Another panelist suggested the following principle: It is often useful to separate

variability and uncertainty when that provides more accountability and transparency about the

assumptions. Another suggestion was the decision about whether to separate uncertainty and

variability would depend on how the question was defined. In general, panelists agreed that this
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decision depends on context, that it is often useful to track these separately, and that a conscious

decision about whether to separate them should be made after the problem is formulated.

2.3 PRESENTING RESULTS

Discussion concerning the presentation of results from a Monte Carlo analysis was guided

by two presentations:

• Thomas McKone reviewed a number of issues concerning presentation: What
should be presented; how variability and uncertainty can be characterized in a
presentation; comparison of Monte Carlo results to point estimates; how to
characterize the results of a sensitivity analysis and the stability of the tails; how to
present the results of an expert elicitation; and incompatibility. Overheads for Dr.
McKone's presentation can be found in Appendix D.

• Max Henrion's presentation focussed on communicating and documenting
uncertainty in risk analysis. He illustrated the use of a software model that
utili~es hierarchical influence diagrams and integrated model documentation to
document and communicate uncertainty. He also emphasized the importance of
sensitivity analysis to identify the relative importance of sources of uncertainty.
Finally, Dr. Henrion summarized eight reasons to model uncertainty. Overheads
for Dr. Henrion's presentation are included in Appendix D.

Panelists then discussed issues concerning presenting the results of Monte Carlo analyses.

2.3.1 IdentifYing and Understanding Andiences for the Presentations

Panelists agreed that presentation of results needs to be tailored to the audience. Two

primary audiences for the results of probabilistic risk assessment are the pl,lblic and decision

makers. Ideally, analysts should take time prior to presenting the results (preferably before even

starting the analysis) to get to know the audience's needs and expectations regarding the results,

as well as their overall knowledge about risk assessment in general and the Monte Carlo process .

in particular. This information will help analysts tailor their presentation to the audience. "One

panelist proposed the idea of having a communications specialist involved in all phases of the
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assessment; beginning with problem formulation, to improve communication between the

scientists and the public and to better target the presentation of results.

2.3.2 Building Trust and Understanding

Panelists shared their recollections about a risk communication studyi that examined how

the public reacted to various hypothetical risk estimates presented by EPA. One experiment

found that people reading a simulated news story containing a range of EPA risk estimates

agreed that the Agency's discussion of how much the risk might vary made it seem more honest

(66%) and disagreed that this discussion made the Agency seem less competent (59%).

Preliminary regression analysis of other experimental data found that people reading such stories,

compared to people reading stories with point estimates of risk, rated EPA 'as less competent at

riskassessment and environmental management, but rated the story's truthfulness higher. People

in these studies had at least some college education; the researchers had no data to suggest

whether people with less education would have different reactions to being presented with a

range of risk estimates.

A panelist pointed out that process drives perception to a large extent. Stakeholders3

will be more trusting when they are involved before and during the analysis (to frame the

problem, etc.) to provide input into the problem structure. Also involvement provides a chance

for the analysts to understand the audience's needs vis-a-vis presentation and to educate

stakeholders and decision-makers as the process evolves so that they can have a better

understanding of the results. A number of panelists supported the idea of stakeholder

involvement where possible, although they acknowledged that it is not always possible.

2Johnson, B.B., and P. Slovic. 1995. Presenting uncertainty in health risk assessment: Initial
studies of its effects of risk perception and trust. Risk Anal. 15(4):485-494.

3A "stakeholder" is anyone who has an interest or stake in the outcome of the process in
question (in this case risk assessment).
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The scenario-form of analysis described earlier (where risks are estimated separately for a

variety of exposure scenarios of relevance to stakeholders) was mentioned as one approach

whose results particularly lent themselves to stakeholder understanding.

One panelist pointed out that a broader, long-range educational process is occurring that

has relevance to the public's understanding of and attitude toward risk information. For

example, risk analysis originally focussed on the issue of "is it safe," as reflected in the Delaney

clause. But many people now understand that safety cannot be absolute-that it is a question of

degree and that risk management is a question of tradeoffs between ~he costs and benefits. The

panelist thought that, as a result of this long-range educational process, many members of the

public are now ready to hear about uncertainty. He also speculated that the concept of

uncertainty would become increasingly accepted and understood over time as it is applied in

various areas of relevance to the public, such as in earthquake prediction.

In one panelist's experiencet risk managers and the public generally can understand that,

exposure is a distribution rather than a single value. However, because of poor risk

communication, many risk managers and the public think the results of a risk analysis are an

actual estimate of risk at a site and that the number cannot be exceeded. They often are

surprised to see how a point estimate or the Reasonable Maximum Exposure (RME) compares

to the results of a distributional analysis. Risk managers are pleased to find there is

maneuverability.

The discussions suggested a variety of levels of familiarity with Monte Carlo analysis

among risk managers. For example, it was one panelist's impression that a number of risk

managers are not very familiar with the technique. Therefore, it is important to start educating

them about probabilistic analysis so they can better make use of the result~.

Another panelist had the opposite impression. In her experience, many risk managers are

already familiar with the technique. They want uncertainty expressed in a clear and useful way.

They want to know, at least qualitativelYt what the limitations are, where the weaknesses are, how

certain the analyst is of the estimate, and whether the analyst can support it. She said that risk

managers will not make a risk management decision without this type of information.
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At least one panelist's experience suggests that many decision-makers want a relatively

simple system/tools to distinguish between a good Monte Carlo analysis that furthers decision

maker process and a bad (technically flawed or irrelevant) Monte Carlo analysis. This could be

in the form of, for example, a checklist, flow chart, set of evaluations, case study, or a casebook

of "exemplary Monte Carlo analysis").

2.3.3 Presentation Formats

Panelists discussed the types of formats they have used to present the results of a

probabilistic analysis. They agreed that entirely different types of reports should be used for

scientific and nonscientitic audiences. Reports for the scientific community are usually very

detailed; while descriptive, less detailed summary presentations (e.g., box and whiskers, simple

tables) and key statistics with their uncertainty intervals are more appropriate for nonscientists.

One panelist suggested a tiered approach to presenting results, where the level of detail

increases with each successive tier. For example, the first tier could be a one-page summary that

might include a graph or other numerical presentation as well as a couple of paragraphs

outlining what was done. The next tier could be an executive summary, and the third tier could

be a report. Decision-makers probably would never read a report, but they might want it

presented. A panelist suggested that the Congressional Research Service, Office for Technology

Assessment, or other agencies that present info to high-level decision-makers might have some

valuable models for presenting information that could be of use in designing presentations

formats for risk information.

One panelist pointed out that simplifying and highlighting results for a less-detailed

presentation involves making a decision about which numbers are most relevant for decision

making. Analysts need to be sensitive to this value issue. To avoid imposing their own biases,

they should confer with risk analysts about which type of results are most important to decision

making. Analysts can ask the managers, for example, "Do you as an risk manager want to be

X% confident that the relative risk for the Yth percentile individual is below Z?" This type of

precision will help maintain consistency. A lack of precision will lead to inconsistency. For
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example, if a risk manager simply says "Keep the risk below 10-6
," the analyst may do this by

playing with either the variability or uncertainty dimensions. The panelist suggested that, ideally,

the information presented to risk managers should be comprehensive and clear enough to enable

them to make as inform;;d a choice about risk management as they would have if they themselves

had gone through the analytical process.

A panelist suggested that tables of what is at the 90th percentile and above would be

useful for risk managers because they use those sorts of things when considering acceptable risk.

She said the questions given in the Bloom et al. (1993) report (see Appendix F) largely reflected

the types of questions that risk managers typically asked.

Another panelist suggested that sensitive populations should be highlighted when

presenting results. Impact on sensitive populations is something risk managers need to consider.

Separating these results out also will facilitate presentation of the results to the public.

One panelist mentioned that presenting risk information often is done in an adve(sarial

context. In that case, the presenter needs pointers back to the sources of the information,

preferably showing how it is grouncl-truthed. Another panelist praised a hypertext system

presented during the workshop that allowed the user to obtain various levels of information,

including references, about an item simply by clicking on it. She also' noted that presenting the

sensitivity analysis had proven particularly useful with risk managers in her state.
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SECTION THREE

PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of key themes and areas of agreement emerged during the workshop

discussions. At the close of the second day, the workshop chair highlighted these areas and

tasked workgroups of panelists to develop statements that incorporated and, as appropriate,

expanded on the ideas and opinions expressed during the earlier discussions. The workshop

chair also developed strawman statements of principles and conclusions.

On the final day of th~ workshop, the panelists reviewed, discussed, and refined the

strawman principles and workgroup statements. The statements were then circulated to panelists

for review prior to publication. The final principles statements developed by this process are

described in Sections 3.1 through 3.3, and the recommendations are listed in Section 3.4 below.

They represent the consensus or near consensus of the workshop panelists. Any key areas of

dissension are noted.

In addition, panelists reviewed and discussed the workgroup reports during the final day

of the workshop. Workgroup chairs then finalized their reports after the workshop in light of

these discussions. The final reports are reproduced in Appendix E. Panelists did not comment

on the final reports, therefore, they should not necessarily be construed as consensus.

3.1 CROSS-CUTTING PRINCIPLES AND CONCLUSIONS

Interwoven into the discussions of input data/distributions, variability/uncertainty, and

presenting results, were a number overarching discussions about when and how to use Monte

Carlo analyses-cross-cutting issues that are intimately connected with the workshop's three

primary topic areas.
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Decisions about when and how to use Monte Carlo analysis include policy considerations,

which were outside the scope of the workshop. They also involve practical technical and

communication considerations, which were discussed. Exposure assessments can have a range of

possible objectives and can be conducted using a variety of approaches ranging from simple to

complex. For example, analyses may include "full risk assessments" where the analyst examines

the full range of uncertainty as well as narrower "safety assessments." Panelists articulated the

following three principles regarding the application of Monte Carlo analysis to exposure

assessments.

3.1.1 Defining the Objectives of the Asse~sment

Exposure assessments utilizing Monte Carlo analyses should begin with a clear question or

questions. These should be developed through discussions with the risk manager and should

take into account the purpose of the assessment and, where appropriate, the concerns and input

ofthe interested parties.

Clearly defining the purpose of an assessment i,s a critical first step, since the appropriate

scope depends on the purpose. At a hazardous waste site, for example, the approach to the

analysis may be very different depending on whether the goal is to protect a specific population

or to achieve a certain cleanup level.

The purpose of an assessment, in tum,· depends on how the "problem" the assessment

wiII address is formulated and how the results will be used. For this reason, input from the risk

manager who will use the assessment results is critical. Also, input from stakeholders (e.g., the

public) at this stage can provide important insight into the problem and helps ensure that the

results of the analysis will be responsive to stakeholder concerns and questions.

Workshop discussion relevant to defining the objectives of tiered approach can be found

in Section 2.1.3.
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3.1.2 Tiered Approach to Utilizing Monte Carlo Analysis

Where possible and appropriate, exposure assessments using Monte Carlo analyses should

proceed using a tiered strategy.

As noted above, the level of sophistication of exposure assessment and associated

uncertainty analyses can range from simple to complex. A tiered approa~h that incorporates

Monte Carlo analysis acknowledges this fact by specifically defining a number of approaches, or

levels, that begin with a relatively simple approach and progress stepwise to increasingly

sophisticated approaches. Because Monte Carlo analysis can be a resource-intensive activity, the

level of sophistication should be appropriately tailored to the goals of the analysis (as articulated

under the principle described in 3.1.1 above). In some situations the simplest approach (i.e.,

screening-level analysis) may provide adequate information to fulfil the purpose of the

assessment. In other cases, a more sophisticated approach will be needed, and certainly some

situations will require use of the most sophisticated approach.

In many situations, after defining the goals of an assessment, it may be obvious which

level or tier is most appropriate for the assessment. In other cases, however, this will not be

immediately obvious. In this case, a tiered approach offers a tool that analysts can use to

systematically discern the most appropriate level of analysis. For example, the first tier typically

would include developing point estimates of risk to a high-end individual. If the point estimate

of high-end risk is lower than the regulatory level of concern, then the analysis may be complete.

Additional tiers could provide, for example, qualitative evaluation of model and scenario

sensitivity, quantitative sensitivity analysis of high-end or mid-range point estimates, and, at the

highest tier, full quantitative as well as qualitative characterization of uncertainty and the

importance of components contributing to the uncertainty. A review of previous applications of

Monte Carlo analysis in similar situations may be useful in defining the appropriate level of

analysis.

. A workgroup chaired by Tom McKone developed a statement describing a potential

tiered approach to uncertainty and variability analysis in exposure assessment. This statement is
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reproduced in Appendix E. Note that this suggested approach is geared toward regulatory

programs. Monte Carlo analyses for other purposes might proceed differently.

Tiered approaches are gaining wide acceptance by states, federal agencies, and industry as

reflecting cost-effective strategies for environmental management. Examples include the ASTM

(American Society for Testing and Materials) Risk-Based Corrective Action Program, EPA's Soil

Screening Methodology,4 the Massachusetts Contingency Plan, and Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Decontamination Plan.

Workshop discussion relevant to use of a tiered approach can be found in Sections 2.1.3

and 2.1.4.

3.1.3 Formulating the COJllceptual and/or Mathematical Model

When formulating a conceptual and/or mathematical model for the exposure analysis, identify

and consider the various options for jonnulating the model. Document how and on what basis

the model was formulated.

Model formulation typically involves discussions among the appropriate technical people

and, where appropriate, input from other interested parties. Influence diagrams (which illustrate

relationships among the components of the analyses) or similar approaches are useful for

examining the relative importance of various alternative models or model components. The

analyst should document why particular models or model components were selected among the

alternatives.

4V.S. EPA. 1996. Soil Screening Guidance: User's Guide. EPA/540/R-96/018. Office of
Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Washington, DC.

V.S. EPA. 1995. Soil Screening Guidance: Technical Background Document.
EPA/540/R-95/126, PB96-963502. Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Washington,
DC.
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In some cases, it may be appropriate to include a.ltemative conceptual or mathematical

models in the exposure analysis if there is'an insufficient basis for selecting among them. The

outputs of these altemat:ve models can be incorporated formally into the overall uncertainty

analysis.

3.2 DERIVING AND USING INPUT DATA AND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MONTE CARLO
ANALYSIS

3.2.1 Determining Whether To Develop Distributions for Some or All Variables

Specifying distributions for all or most variables in a Monte Carlo analysis can be useful for

exploring and characterizing the full range of uncertainty.

Some workshop panelists have found it useful to include distributions for all or most of

the variables in an analysis. When used in conjunction with sensitivity analyses, this approach

enables the analyst to explore the possible ranges of uncertainty and the relative importance of

the variables to the overall uncertainty. Such information can be useful, for example, to direct

future data collection efforts to reduce uncertainty. The decision about whether to include

distributions for all variables generally is not affected by computational limits (Le., current

computers and soffurareusually can handle the task).

Panelists expressed a range of opinion about whether it is appropriate to develop

distributions for variables for which little data are available. A number of panelists cautioned

against "inventing" distributions when the input data are incomplete. They recommended that a

point estimate be used instead of a distribution in such situations. Other panelists argued that

jUdgment is always present in exposure analyses, even in point estimates, therefore a

distributional approach can have validity even when input knowledge is limited. One suggested

approach to resolving this problem was to employ distributions that describe what is known about

the existing data, but that do not necessarily attempt to describe the true, but unknown,

underlying distribution. All panelists agreed, however, that whether or not a full distributional
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approach was used, the analyst should be as clear and explicit as possible about where and how

judgment was used in the analysis. (See Section ,3.2.5 for more discussion of this issue.)

Panelist discussion on this point can be found in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.7.

Point estimates may be combin.ed with distributions in a Monte Carlo analysis.

From a computational standpoint, a Monte Carlo analysis can include a mix of point

estimates and distributions. Individual decisions to combine point estimates and distributions for

a specific Monte Carlo analysis reflect a combination of practical considerations (i.e., the costs

associated with obtaining the information needed to derive distributions), philosophical

differences regarding how uncertain variables should be included in the analyses (see above

principle), and the purpose of the exposure assessment. Numerical experiments and sensitivity

analyses can be helpful in evaluating the effects of these combinations on the final result. A

decision on whether to include point estimates along with distributions in a Monte Carlo analysis

should reflect one of two considerations:

• Sensitivity analysis-;-at some level-has indicated that including point estimates
does not affect the overall analysis. Numerical experiments and/or formal
sensitivity analyses can be especially useful for determining which, if any, of the
variables could be represented by point estimates without greatly affecting the
overall results.

• A scenario-based approach5 is being employed in which the uncertainties
associated with exposures for specific "fixed" scenarios are being examined. This
approach is sometimes taken when data are limited or when the analyst is
addressing a narrow or focused risk management question. Such approaches may
not need to incorporate the full range of uncertainty into the Monte Carlo
computational framework.

SAn exposure scenario is a set of facts, assumptions, and inferences about how exposure
takes place that aids the exposure assessor in evaluating, estimating, or quantifying exposures. In
a scenario-based approach, certain exposure assumptions or factors may be held constant (e.g.,
exposure duration, frequency, or concentration). Results obtained from one scenario may be
compared to those of an0therscenario that uses a different point estimate for these variables.
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·Numerical experiments are useful tools for examining contributions that individual variables

make to the overall uncertainty.

With the advent l)f faster desktop personal computers and more efficient simulation

techniques, it is possible to evaluate a number of "what if' cases that can generate insight into

which assumptions or variables significantly affect the answer. Similarly, numerical t:xperiments

(Le., in which the analyst explores the results obtained with a variety of input values, either

individually or in combination) can be used to identify key sources of variability and uncertainty

with respect to the assessment endpoint. A workgroup composed of Christopher Frey and Scott

Ferson prepared a statement regarding the use of numerical experiments in Monte Carlo

analysis. This statement is reproduced in Appendix: E.

When data are unavailable for an important variable in an exposure mode~ it may be useful to

define plausible alternative exposure scenarios to incorporate some infonnation on the impact

of that variable in the overall assessment ofexposure.

Scenario-based Monte Carlo analyses may be a useful approach for exposure assessment

when the lack of data make development of a distribution very uncertain for a given exposure

variable and/or when such approaches would help facilitate communication with risk managers

and the public. In such cases, it may be relatively simple to develop scenarios that use different

values for a key variable in the modeL

For example, in an assessment of the exposure to· malathion sprayed in an urban aerial

setting in California, the California Department of Health Services (CDHS) developed discrete

scenarios that varied the length of time one spent outdoors playing on or touching contaminated

surfaces. (California Department of Health Services, 1991; Marty et at, 1994). At the time the

risk assessment was conducted, there were no available data on the amount of time people spend

playing on playground surfaces, playing soccer, and so forth. The CDHS, in consultation with an

expert scientific review panel and community members, decided to assess a variety of exposure

durations. Exposure duration was directly proportional to both the amount of malathion

containing material one contacted via dermal exposure and inadvertent soil ingestion. By varying
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the length of time in contact with contaminated surfaces, the assessment was able to portray the

uncertainty and variability in that particular parameter without having to try to develop a

distribution in the absenl:e of data.

When scenario-based approaches are used, it should be recognized that these approaches

do not provide complete analyses of the uncertainties associated with exposures and that the

variables that are "fixed" may be important sources of uncertainty. Therefore, it is prudent to

present the results using more than one value for the variable (perhaps two or three across a

range of plausible values) to prevent the perception that the variable is not contributing to the

variation or uncertainty of the analysis and to provide a more complete picture for risk managers

and the public.

The use of scenario-based approaches can facilitate communication with risk managers

and the public. Therefore, decisions to use scenario-based approaches are often based on the

need to communicate information to these groups. Often the scenarios are tailored to specific

concerns raised by the public or by risk managers. In such cases, the scenario-based apprpach is

both a communication and an analytical tool; it mayor may not be accompanied by a more

complete analysis of uncertainty that could help put the selected scenarios into perspective.

Scenario-based analyses also provide a form of sensitivity analysis. They can help

illustrate how the exposure models behave given different assumptions. This is especially useful

when it is not possible to validate the models. ][n these situations, the scenario-based approaches

can help engender confidence in the models by showing that they behave in reasonable ways.

This is sometimes difficult to do with probabilistic analysis alone.

The analyst and risk manager should continually review the bases for "fixing" certain

parameters as point values to avoid the perception that these are indeed constants that are not

subject to atfjustment.

Once certain variables becomes "fixed" for a particular application, they may be viewed

as standard default values that can be used across applications. Workshop participants cautioned
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against this. For example, variables that are relatively unimportant to the overall uncertainty in

one case, may be very important in another. Also, while a scenario-based approach may be

desired in one application, a more complete uncertainty analysis may be appropriate for another.

Thus, the basis of the decision to include specific point estimates along with distributions should

be reexamined for each "ubsequent application to ensure that the overall approach meets the

objectives of the exposure assessment.

3.2.2 Utilizing Sensitivity Analyses

Sensitivity analyses can be helpful in identifying parameters that have the most influence on the

final result, and can aid in focusing data-gathering efforts. This is especially useful when it is

costly to obtain the data for a particular distribution.

Sensitivity analyses can be helpful for identifying the relative importance of the variables

in terms of how they influence the outcome. This can aid in focusing data-gathering efforts. A

key motivation for conducting a sensitivity analysis is to identify those model assumptions (both

parameter values and conceptual/structural formulations) that most affect the model results and

thus the decisions derived from them. Once identified, these more "influentiaf' assumptions and

parameter values are prime candidates for further studies (e.g., model analysis, research,

experimental studies and field data collection programs) to reduce uncertainty and improve the

basis for decision. Three broad classes of sensitivity analysis methods can be identified ranging

from simple to more complex:

• Methods that compute the direct response of the model to changes in input values
or assumptions-these methods generally involve simple perturbations of the
model, and are usually employed prior to more sophisticated evaluations of
uncertainty.

• Methods conducted as part of the uncertainty analysis, often through further
analysis of the simulation results.

• Decision-driven methods that assess the impact of uncertainty in input
assumptions on pending decision and the potential loss (i.e. costs and benefits)
associated with them. .
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A workgroup chaired by Mitchell Small identified a hierarchy of methods for sensitivity

analysis based on these three broad classes (see Appendix E). For workshop discussion that led

to the formulation of this principle, see Section 2.1.4.

3.2.3 Using Surrogate Data

Surrogate data can he used to develop distributions when the surrogate data can he

appropriately justified. The analyst should identify (where possihle) and evaluate the factors

that introduce uncertainty into the analysis. In particular, attention should be given to biases

that may exist in the data sets.

Data used for distributions include physical, chemical, and biological phenomena that

affect the fate of chemicals, activities and characteristics of receptors, and forms or shapes of

distnbutions. Ideally, these data are obtained directly by studying the particular site or situation

in question. Often, however, an analyst does not have adequate situation-specific data. In such

cases, additional data frc'm comparable situations may be used as a surrogate. Typically,

surrogate data come from other studies.

A number of techniques can be used to judge" the applicability or usefulness of surrogate

data and/or to adjust the data. Examples include comparisons among the pool of potential

surrogate data sets, adjusting the data to conform to known differences in processes or biases,

and use of Bayesian methods (see Section 3.3.3). Resampling methods may be useful for

identifying the uncertainties associated with applying data sets developed for large populations to

small populations.

Discussion regarding this issue can be found in Section 2.1.5.
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Whenever possible, develop data--even limited data-to help ground truth the distribution

based on surrogate data.

The use of surrogate data to develop distributions can be made more defensible when

. case-specific data are obtained to check the reasonableness of the distribution. Collection of such

data can provide an important reality check on the analysis. In Monte Carlo exposure

assessments involving the use of surrogate data, a balance should be sought between using readily

available surrogate data sets and case-specific measurements and observations.

When alternative surrogate data sets are availahle, care must be taken when selecting and/or

combining sets.

When multiple surrogate data sets are available, analysts must decide whether to use only

the single best data set or to combine the data sets. When the alternative data sets are all

reasonable (i.e., one is not clearly the best), the analyst should consider the appropriateness of

combining across data sets to develop one distribution. Alternatively, a scenario-based approach

could be used where the analysis is run separately for each data set. Workshop participants

generally agreed that further guidance is needed about combining data sets, including how to

handle conflicting data &~ts.

3.2.4 Obtaining Empirical or Site-Specific Data

When obtaining dtlta for developing input distributions, particular attention should be given to

the quality of infonnation at the tails.

Management decision are often made utilizing information at the tails of Monte Carlo

output distributions (e.g., 90th or 95th percentile) as well as central values. However, the quality

of information at the tails of input distributions may not be as good as the central values. The

analyst should pay particular attention to this issue when developing i.nput distributions to help

ensure the reliability of the estimates at higher percentiles of the output distributions.
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When developing empirical data for distributions, the basic tenets ofsampling for exposure

assessments should be followed.

As a general rule, the development of data for use in distributions should be carried out

using the basic principles employed for exposure assessments. These include:

• Receptor-based sampling in which data are obtained on the. receptor(s) or on the
exposure fields relative to the receptor(s). Typically, such sampling takes into
account where, when, and how the receptors would be exposed, either by virtue of
receptor activity or exposure concentration spatial/temporal profiles.

• Sampling at appropriate spatial or temporal scales using an appropriate stratified
random sampling methodology.

• Using two-stage sampling to determine and evaluate the degree of error, statistical
power, and subsequent sampling needs.

• Establishing Data Quality Objectives for the exposure assessment.

These subjects have been addressed in numerous EPA and other publications on

exposure assessment. In addition, a workgroup chaired by Teresa Bowers prepared a statement

on common sampling-related issues that arise when conducting exposure assessments, including

Monte Carlo analyses, concerning soils. This statement is provided in Appendix E.

3.2.5 Utilizing Expert Judgment Within a Monte Carlo Analysis

Depending on the objectives of the assessment, expert judgment can be included either within

the computational analysis by developing distributions using various methods or by using

judgement to select and separately analyze alternate but plausible scenarios. When expert

judgement is employed, the analyst should be very explicit about its use.

The elicitation and use of expert judgement in decision-making is not novel for Monte

Carlo analysis. The use of expert judgment has a long history and methods for eliciting expert

judgement are well-recognized. Expert judgement is typically used to some extent throughout all

exposure assessments.
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Panelists agreed that expert judgment can be included within a Monte Carlo analysis from

a computational standpoint. However, they disagreed about when and how distributions based

on expert judgement should be included in a Monte Carlo analyses. Key issues of disagreement

concerned:

• The extent to which expert judgment is used to derive distributions.

• The manner in which such judgments are made.

Panelists' differences reflected differing philosophies on what kinds of information should

be included within the computational framework of a Monte Carlo analysis. The case for using

expert judgment to derive distributions is that these distributions reflect bounds on the state of

knowledge, provide insight into the overall uncertainty, and can be used to evaluate the

importance of the individual variables.

The case for keeping expert judgement outside the computational framework is primarily

based on a desire to qualify or distinguish information elicited by experts from other types of

information used in the Monte Carlo analysis. In particular, some workshop participants

expressed the following i;oncerns:

• Distributions based exclusively or primarily on expert judgement reflect the
"opinion" of individuals or groups, and such opinions can vary and be subject to
biases of the individual(s) constructing the distributions.

• Distributions based on expert judgement may be viewed as equivalent to those
based on hard data, thus giving them greater credibility within the analysis than
may be warranted.

Panelists did agree that however expert judgment was used, the analyst should be explicit

about its role in the analysis.

Max Henrion and Clark Carrington prepared a statement about the role of expert

judgment in exposure assessment. This is reproduced in Appendix E. Discussion on this issue

can be found in Section 2.1.7.
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3.2.6 Dealing With Correlations Within a Monte Carlo Analysis

Co"elations amo,;g input variables can be important and can be handled computationally

within a Monte Carlo analysis.

Several different types of correlations may be encountered during a Monte Carlo analysis.

Some (e.g., body weight and body surface a~ea) are obvious. Others (e.g., various dependencies

among physical processes or receptor-related activities) may be less apparent. Panelists agreed

that correlations can have a significant influence on the outcome of a Monte Carlo analysis,

therefore, care must be given up front to identifying correlations that may be important. Scott

Ferson and Christopher Frey prepared a statement, reproduced in Appendix E, on methods

dealing with correlations. Discussion on this issue can be found in Section 2.1.9.

3.3 EVALUATING VARIABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY

3.3.1 Defining Variability and Uncertainty

The concepts ofvariability and uncertainty are distinct. They can be tracked and evaluated

separately during an analysis, or they can be combined within the same computational

framework. Separating variability and uncertainty can·be useful to provide greater

accountability and transparency. The decision about whether to track them separately should

be made on a case~by~case basis.

Variability represents the heterogeneity or diversity in a well-characterized population.

Variability is a bounded characteristic of the population that may not be reducible through

further measurement or study. Variability is sometimes referred to as "Type A Uncertainty."

Variability may have some uncertainty associated with it. For example, if only a subset of the

population is measured or if the population is otherwise undersampled, the resulting measure of

variability may differ from the true population variability.
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Uncertainty represents 1) lack of information or knowledge about a phenomenon, or

2) lack of the ability of a model to rept:esent the process of interest. Uncertainty is sometimes

referred to as "Type B uncertainty." It is sometimes reducible through further measurement or

study.

A variable may reflect primarily" variability, primarily uncertainty, or both variability and

uncertainty. It is useful for the analyst to recognize and distinguish between the variability and

uncertainty features of the variables. This can be helpful, for example, when deciding where new

information should be obtained to reduce the uncertainty in the results.

Variability and uncertainty can be separated computationally during the analysis.

Separation can provide greater transparency and accountability. The extent to which variability

and uncertai.nty should be separated computationally during an analysis will depend, in part, on

the- needs of the project. The analyst should make a conscious decision about whether to

separate them after the problem is formulated.

Section 3.1.2 describes a tiered approach to conducting a Monte Carlo analysis within the

framework of an exposure assessment. The suggested tiered strategy is useful for considering

how to proceed from sir:lple to more sophisticated analyses involving variability and uncertainty.

A workgroup chaired by Tom McKone prepared a report describing a suggested tier strategy.

This is included in Appendix E.

Panelists' comments on the issue of separating variability and uncertainty can be found in

Sections 2.1.7 and 2.2.2.
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3.3.2 Methods for Evaluating Variability and Uncertainty

There are metlzod(1logical differences regarding how variability and uncertainty are addressed

in a Monte Carlo analysis. Two-dimensional simulations provide a means j'or distinguishing

between variability and uncertainty in the overall Monte Carlo analysis, but there was a lack oj'

consensus among the panelists 0I'l the appropriateness ofa two-dimensional approach for

practical applications.

The statements prepared by Frey and Ferson (Appendix E) and Burmaster· (Appendix E),

as well as the case studies prepared by Price and Barry (Appendix D) and Teresa Bowers6

provide insight into the methodological differences associated with addressing variability and

uncertainty. Two-dimensional (2-D) simulations provide a formal approach to evaluating and

distinguishing among the various components of uncertainty in the analysis. Other methods, such

as inteIVal analyses, have also been proposed. The panelists also discussed use of a tiered'

strategy for approaching uncertainty analysis (see Section 3.1.2).

Panelists discussion on this topic can be found in Section 2.2.2. Some of the

methodological issues highlighted during this discussion are summarized below:

Methodological Issues Related to Uncertainty

• Standard data analysis tends to understate uncertainty by focusing solely on
random error within a data set. Experience indicates that unsuspected systematic
errors are usually substantial-requiring expansion of confidence limits.

• Various types of model errors -represent important threats to the accuracy of
uncertainty assessment. These include aggregation errors,. common-:mode failures,
and uncertainties in the forms of quantitative relationships (e.g., dose-response
functions). Distributional lumpiness can be caused by several types of model
uncertainties.

~e case study presented by Teresa Bowers will be published as a paper <;l.uthored by
Cohen et aI. in the December 1996 issue of Human & Ecological Risk Assessment: An
International Journal under the title "The Use of TWo-Stage Monte Carlo Simulation Techniques
To Characterize Uncertainty and Variability."
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Methodological Issues Related to Variability

• Standard data analysis tends to overstate variability by implicitly including
measurement errors.

• Variability depends on the averaging time, averaging space, or other "dimensions"
in which data are aggregated.

• A major threat to the accuracy of a data analysis is the representativeness of the
population studied.

• Distributional lumpiness can be caused by cases where a small number of factors
or a small number of discrete states are important.

Methods should consider the stability ofresults at the tails of the cumulative distributions

because this is where information.is often used for decision-making.

Decision-makers often rely on information at tlie tails to provide reasonable upper

bounds of levels of confidence to support management decisions.. There is a concern that Monte

Carlo analytical results may be very uncertain or unstable at the tails of the distrib.tition where

information typically is sought by risk managers. In formulating the assessment, the risk assessor

and the risk manager should discuss where in the distribution information will be most needed by

the risk manager.

Workshop participants also suggested that sampling should be directed toward those

parameters that are judged to be most important to the final result. In some cases, this might

involve more intensive sampling atthe tails of input distributions. When employing this method,

the analyst should recognize that it is a stratified sampling scheme and that each of the samples

has less probability than the overall probability.

Another issue concerning the tails of the distribution involves the quality of information

at the tails of the input distributions, inasmuch as this is the information that most contributes to

the tails of the output. Typically, the analyst has the least information about the input

tails-both in terms of actual data and estimating uncertainty. This suggests two points:
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• Data-gathering efforts should be structured to provide adequate coverage at the
tails of the input distributions (especially at the bounds that yield higher exposure
estimates), as well as at the more central values.

• The exposure assessment should include a narrative and qualitative discussion of
the quality of information at the tails of the input distributions.

Workshop participants agreed that this area needs further attention. David Burmaster

prepared a statement, reproduced in Appendix E, about approaches to ensUling the stability of

Monte Carlo results at the tails.

Alternative plausible conceptual or mathematical models are a potentially important source of

uncertainty.

Where important uncertainties are anticipated as a result of alternative plausible

conceptual or mathematical models of exposure, it may be useful to conduct the Monte Carlo

analyses separately for (oach alternative plausible model. This is analogous to a scenario-based

approach (see Section 3.2.1), where the scenarios reflect different views or models of the

exposure phenomenon.

Alternatively, the output from the different models could be treated as uncertain

variables within a two-dimensional Monte Carlo computational framework. A difficulty in this

latter approach is whether and how to weight the outputs of the alternative models.

Finally, from a pra~tical or regulatory standpoint, the analysts may need to rely on one

model. In such cases, the uncertainty associated with alternative plausible models is not

addressed quantitatively. This should be recognized as a limitation of the uncertainty analysis.

Discussion on this topic can be found in Section 2.2.2.

There are limits to the analyst's ability to account for and characterize all sources of

uncertainty. Where possible, the analyst should identify areas ofuncertainty and consider how

they might be included in the analysis, either qualitatively or quantitatively.
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Accounting for the important sources of uncertainty should be a key objective in Monte

Carlo and other uncertainty analyses. However, it is not possible to characterize all the

.uncertainties associated with conceptual and/or analytical models. The analyst should attempt to

identify the full range of types of uncertainty impinging on an analysis and clearly disclose what

set of uncertainties the model attempts to represent and what it does not. In some cases, it may

be prudent to use judgment to adjust distributions or parameters to account for unknowns, where

these have been identified; Discussion on this topic can be found in Section 2.2.2.

3.3.3 The Role of Bayesian Methods

Bayesian methods may be helpful for incorporating subjective information into uncertainty

analyses in a manner that is consistent with distinguishing variability and uncenainty.

Controversy continues to exist over the extent to which probability distributions are

appropriat~ly used to represent uncertainty in expert knowledge, versus their more traditional use

in fitting data. While classical statistical methods for fitting distributions attempt to consider

only the information contained in the data, Bayesian statistical methods explicitly allow for the

incorporation of subjective, expert knowledge and judgment when developing distributions.

However, because they allow the knowledge in the expert judgment to be combined with the

information in the data, Bayesian methods have the capacity to bridge the gap between those

who focus on expert knowledge in developing distributions and those who put greater emphasis

on lab or field data.

Bayesian methods are quite compatible with efforts to separate variability and uncertainty

in exposure and risk assessment. They also are very useful for designing experiments and data

collection programs to reduce uncertainty. However, Bayesian methods can be computationally

intensive and conceptually difficult to grasp for many. Therefore, exposure and risk assessors will

require the assistance of a competent statistician experienced with Bayesian methods to apply

these techniques to their applications. While this may preclude their application in many cases,

increased use of Bayesian methods is likely in the future because of the types of problems they

can address and the associated insights and benefits they provide. Mitchell Small prepared a
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statement, reproduced in Appendix E, that elaborates on the use of Bayesian methods for Monte

Carlo analysis.

3.4 PRESENTING RESULTS OF MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS

Panelists (most of whom have a technical orientation toward Monte Carlo analysis) noted

that a full discussion about presenting results should include input from risk managers, the

public, and others who are the primary audiences for these types of presentations. The principles

articulated below lack that input, but may be useful as a starting point for further discussions.

Panelists' discussions on presenting results can be found in Section 2.3.

Presentations should be tailored to address the .questions and information needs of the

audience.

'!\vo primary aud~ences for the results of probabilistic risk assessment are the public at;ld

decision-makers. These audiences may have significantly different needs and interests regarding

the presentation. Ideally, analysts should take time prior to presenting the results (preferably

before even starting the analysis) to get to know the audience's needs and expectations regarding

the results, as well as their overall knowledge about risk assessment in general and the Monte

Carlo process in particular. This information will help analysts tailor their presentation to the

audience. Where appropriate; involving a communications specialist in all phases of the

assessment, beginning with problem formulation, may be helpful in improving communication

between the scientists and the public and in targeting the presentation of results.

Risk managers, site managers, and stakeholders should be informed and included to the extent

possible in developing and implementing Monte Carlo analyses, rather than simply being called

in to receive afin;;J presentatlon ofresults. Stakeholder input may be accomplished via

periodic meetings and briefings that address plans, methods, interim results, and possiM!

outputs (both form and content).
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The information needs of the managers and stakeholders should be identified throughout

the risk assessment management process to appropriately focus the analysis and to establish

optimal methods for communicating results. Limiting contact between the analyst and risk

managers and other stakeholders to afinal presentation describing the analysis and results

generally will be inadequate.

If a final public presentation is planned, the public should be involved in providing input

to and commenting on the proposed analytical approach early in the process where possible.

This type of involvement provides an opportunity for analysts to:

• Incorporate public needs and concern when designing the analytical framework.

• Build pUblic trust regarding the analysis.

• Understand the audience's needs vis-a-vis presentation.

• Educate public stakeholders and decision-makers as the process evolves so that
they can better understand the final results. This is particularly important because
Monte Carlo analyses may involve terminology and yield results that are more
complicated than those of a simpler exposure analysis.

As appropriate, progress on the analysis c'!-n also be discussed with stakeholders on an

ongoing basis, culminating in a final presentation. This type of involvement will not always be

possible, however.

A tiered presentation style, in. which briefing materials are assembled at various levels of detail,

may be helpful.

Entirely different types of reports are needed for scientific and nonscientific audiences.

Scientists generally will want more detail than nonscientists. Risk managers may need more

detail than the public. Reports for the scientific community are usually very detailed.

Descriptive, less detailed summary presentations (e.g., box and whiskers, simple tables) and key

statistics with their uncertainty intervals are generally more appropriate for nonscientists.
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To handle the different levels of sophistication and detail needed for different audiences

(or different segments within a single audience), it may be useful to design a presentation in a

tiered format, where the level of detail increases with each successive tier. For example, the first

tier could be a one-page summary that might include a graph or other numerical presentation as

well as a brief description outlining what was done. This tier alone might be sufficient for some

audiences. The next tier could be an executive summary, and the third tier could be a report.

The second and third tiers would be useful for audiences, or portions of audiences, that want

more detail than simply the "bottom line."

Within each major tier, information can be presented in stages. For example, rather than

show a single complex chart, the information can be presented as a series of slides or overheads

that begin with more general overview information and progress to more detailed information up

to the level of detail needed by the target audience.

To learn about the information needs of EPA decision-makers, EPA's Office of Air

Quality Planning and Standards convened a focus group of high-level EPA decision-makers

across different offices and programs throughout the Agency (see Bloom et al. [1993],

"Communicating Risk to Senior EPA Policy Makers: A Focus Group Study," pages 30-32, in

Appendix F). The study showed that EPA risk managers need a variety of qualitative.

information, as well as quantitative risk measures, when making regulatory decisions or

recommendations. "Recommendations for Presenting Monte Carlo Results to Risk Managers"

in Appendix E summarizes a number of the findings and recommendations from the Bloom et al.

study, which are incorporated into this recommendation by reference.

In addition, other institutions, such as the Congressional Research Service or other

agencies that present information to high-level decision-makers might have some valuable'

presentation models that could be of use in designing presentations formats for risk information.

A presentation should provide detailed information on the input distributIons selected. This

information should distinguish between uncertainty and variohility.
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One of the higher, or more detailed, tiers of a results presentation should include

detailed information on the input distributions selected. This detailed information should

distinguish between variability and uncertainty and should include graphs and charts to visually

convey written information.

Such information is important to thoroughly document and convey critical choices

underlying the assessment that provide an important context for understanding and interpreting

the results. Panelists agreed to incorporate, by reference, suggestions made by Burmaster and by

Anderson (1994) (see AppendixF) and by Max Henrion and Tom McKone in their presentations

(see Appendix D). These suggestions are summarized in "Recommendations for Presenting

Information About Input Distributions" in Appendix E.

3.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Workshop panelists offered the following recommendations:

Develop it tiered exposure and uncertainty assessment strategy with guidance on how to move

from one tier to the next.

Some ideas on a tiered strategy are presented in "A Tiered Approach to

UncertaintyNariability Analysis in Exposure Assessment" in Appendix E.

Develop guidance on how to develop site-specific or case-specific input distributions.

The presentation by David Burmaster on "Input Data/Distributions for Model

Parameters" (see Appendix D) includes information about the mechanics of deriving and using

input data and may be a useful starting point for this type of guidance.
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Compile and develop a library of initial input distributions.

These distributions would provide analysts with a common starting point for their specific

exposure assessments. They should include supporting information regarding their derivation,

use, and limitations. They could selve to complement EPA's Exposure Factors Handbook.

Several potential sources for initial distributions already exist, including those developed by the

American Industrial Health Council and some states.

Develop case studies on the successful application ofMonte Carlo analysis in exposure

assessmentfor use by analysts and reviewers.

The case studies should cover a range of applications.

Develop criteria for reviewing .and evaluating the quality ofMonte Carlo analyses (i.e., how to

tell a "good" analysis from a "bad" one).

• A workgroup chaired by Dale Hattis and Paul Price prepared an initial list of
suggested criteria (see Appendix E) that can serve as a starting point for the more
detailed guidance needed.

• In additiclll, a Burmaster and Anderson (1994) article on "Principles of Good
Practice for the Use of Monte Carlo Techniques in Human Health and Ecological
Risk Assessments" (see Appendix F) also provides useful material for future
guidance in this area. The paper outlines 14 principles of good practice that a
reviewer can use to help judge the quality and content of Monte Carlo reports.

• Communicating and Documenting Uncertainty in Risk Analysis in Appendix D also
provides useful material.

Develop guidance for reports ofMonte Carlo analyses.

The guidance shc.uld define a report structure and format that provides for clear and

logical presentation of results.
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Develop guidance on communicating and presenting Monte Carlo approaches and results.

To develop this guidance, it may be useful to convene focus groups of risk managers and

technical analysts similar to the focus groups convened for the Bloom et al. (1993) study (see

Appendix F). At a minimum, further discussion is needed between managers and technical

analysts regarding how Monte Carlo analysis can be used as a tool to meet management goals

and objectives using Monte Carlo. Analysts need insight from risk managers about the kind and

quality of information needed for decision-making.
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Workshop on Monte Carlo Analysis

u.s. Environmental Protection Agency
New York, NY

May 14-16, 1996

Discussion Issues

This workshop is being held to discuss general principles for the use of Monte Carlo analysis in exposure
assessment for human health risk assessment. The workshop discussions will focus on the technical issues
concerning how to perform the analysis. Although these technical issues playa role in determining when to
apply Monte Carlo techniques, the question of when is policy oriented and involves time and resource
considerations. Policy issues concerning when to use Monte Carlo techniques will not be a focus of this May
workshop.

The basic steps in developing an exposure assessment include:

• clearly defining the assessment questions and needs; developing a conceptual model which
addresses these questions;

• selecting or deriving a mathematical model;

• identifying and selecting data for the model input parameters;

• evaluating the variability and uncertainty in the input parameters and their effect on the
variability a.nd uncertainty in the model output; and

• presenting the results.

Clearly defining the assessment questions and developing the conceptual model result from a full
understanding of the information needs of the risk manager. Case specific issues-such as the size of the
population of concern and the need to consider various sUbpopulations-are factored together with more
generic issues, such as statutory requirements and acceptable health criteria, to define the assessment
questions. Once defined, the assessment questions "drive" the remainder of the exposure assessment
process. Selection or derivation of a mathematical model follows from the development of the conceptual
model. In addition, technical issues such as the model's ability to represent the temporal nature of the
exposure of the population of interest must be considered (Le., short term, intermediate term, and/or chronic).
Inherent in this is the model's ability to account for the dynamic behavior of the chemical of concern, the
exposure media, and the receptor individuals within the population..

Many of the technical issues that arise during the application or review of Monte Carlo analyses occur during
the last three steps in the exposure assessment process:

• selecting input data/distributions for model parameters;
• evaluating variability and uncertainty; and
• presenting results.

These issues will be the focal points for developing principles during this workshop. Case studies and papers
will be used to highlight the issues and explore approaches for solving the problems. Ideally, the full set of
case studies used for the workshop should cover all of these issues. Further, it would be an advantage if
multiple case studies highlight the. same issue and offer different approaches for resolution.
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Input Data/Distributions for Model Parameters

1. It has been suggested that prior to performing a Monte Carlo analysis one should develop point
estimates of exposure using traditional techniques. Then, a sensitivity analysis is performed for each
parameter in the exposure equation to determine which one/shave the most influence on the final
result. It has been further suggested that the development and use of probability distributions be
limited to those exposure parameters that have the most influence on the final result. Does this
process represent the majority of expert opinions? How can one be confident that the sensitivity
analysis, performed using traditional techniques, has identified important parameters for distributional
analysis? How can one adequately characterize the uncertainty and variability in the output
distribution when there is a mix of point estimates and probability distributions serving as input
parameters?

2. For some parameters of the exposure equation, site-specific empirical measurements may not be
available to determine the probability distributions. In these cases, distributions derived from surrogate
data (e.g., national data on body weights) may be used. How do you characterize the uncertainty that
has been introduced into the analysis when Llsing surrogate data that are not collected from the
population being studied? If surrogate data are inappropriate for evaluating exposure to the
popUlation of interest, site-specific empirical measurements may be necessary. What guidance can be
given on the collection of site-specific empirical data that are collected to replace the surrogate data
used to develop the distribution for a partiCUlar exposure parameter? How can you handle
sUbpopulations when developing these data? How can you characterize the reduction in uncertainty
associated with the collection of the new data?

3. In some cases, empirical measurements (site-specific or otherwise) for a partiCUlar exposure parameter
may not be available or may be inadequate to determine a probability distribution. In these situations,
should a distribution be estimated to complete the Monte Carlo analysis? If so, how? For example, it
has been proposed that distributions for these parameters may be estimated via expert judgement or
Delphi techniques. If these techniques are used, what factors should be considered in the weight of
evidence? Can the effect (of using a distribution derived in this manner) on the tails of the output
distribution be characterized? If so, how?

4. Some of the parameters in the exposure calculation may be correlated with each other. Which
parameters do we presently know are correlated? Do we know the magnitude of the correlations that
exist? These correlations may vary in strength and the absolute value of the correlations are often
unquantified/unquantifiable. If these correlations exist and are moderate to strong, they may have
effects on the tails of the output distributions. How should these corrE1lations be accounted for in the
Monte Carlo analysis? For example, it has been proposed that one may perform one Monte Carlo
simulation with the correlations set to zero and another with the correlations set to some plausibly high
value. In this way, the analyst may evaluate the importance of unquantified correlations in the
analysis.

5. Empirical data collected from shalt-term studies of a particular exposure parameter may be
inappropriate for use in Monte Carlo analysis when evaluating chronic exposures. For which exposure
parameters are extrapolations from short-term data to chronic exposure appropriate? For which are
extrapolations inappropriate?

Evaluating Variability and Uncertainty

1. How can one adequately characterize the uncertainty associated with the selected conceptual and
mathematical models? Can all types of variability and uncertainty be analyzed using techniques such
Monte Carlo analysis?

2. Distributions of commonly used exposure parameters may reflect: uncertainty alone, variability alone,
uncertainty and variability together, or variability and some restricted or biased measure of uncertainty.
How can one be confident that the input distributions capture and represent both the variability and
the uncertainty in the input exposure parameters?
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3. How can one adequately characterize the uncertainty associated with Monte Carlo output distributions
(e.g., developing confidence intervals around projected exposure estimates on the distribution curve?).

4. It has been suggested that keeping variability and uncert~inty separate throughout a probabilistic
assessment is essential. Further, it has been suggested that variability and uncertainty are best dealt
with simultaneously within a Monte Carlo analysis by a 2-dimensional analysis. Do these suggestions
represent the majority of expert opinions? Do these suggestions apply in all Monte Carlo analyses?
What other approaches are there for dealing with variability and uncertainty within a Monte Carlo
analysis?

5. How can one evaluate the numerical stability of the tails of the output distribution? It has been
suggested that performing greater than or equal to 10,000 iterations in the Monte Carlo simulation and
using software that includes Latin HyperCUbe Sampling will help to stabilize the tails. Does this
suggestion represent the majority of expert opinions and does it apply in all situations? What other
approaches are there for stabilizing the tails of the output distributions?

Presenting Results

1. What are .the basic elements that must be present in a report that presents the results of a Monte .
Carlo analysis? How can the results of the analysis be checked for quality assurance purposes (e.g.,
reproduce 10 percent of the calculations using software different from that used in the analysis under
reView).

2. How can the variability and uncertainty in the analysis be adequately characterized and discussed in
the presentation of results so as not to overstate the precision of the analysis?

3. What is the best way to compare point estimates of exposure to the output of the Monte Carlo
simulation? What information should be included in the discussion of this comparison? How can the
benefits and limitations of Monte Carlo analysis over the point estimate technique be adequately
characterized? What discussion is needed when the results of the Monte Carlo simUlation are
significantly different than the point estimates?

4. If a sensitivity analysis has been conducted, how can one adequately characterize and discuss the
results? How can one characterize the influence of the sensitivity analysis on the selection of. point
estimates or probability distributions for input parameters?

5. How can one adequately characterize the stability of the tails of the output distribution? Can an
adequate discussion of the confidence in the high-end values be provided? For example, what
confidence does the analyst have that the high-end value is a realistic, but low probability, event. Can
the possibility that the combinations of exposure parameters in the Monte Carlo simulation may result
in an estimate of exposure which greatly exceeds the true value be adequately addressed?

6. When professional jUdgement or Delphi techniques are used to estimate distributions for input
parameters, what is the best way to describe the process in the presentation of results? Which factors
weighing into the decision should be listed? How can the potential effect on the output distribution be
characterized?

7. The output distribution of exposure estimates may be incompatible with the dose-response endpoint
selected for quantitative risk assessment because of fixed exposure assumptions imbedded in the
tOXicity metrics. How can this situation be avoided? Should probability distributions be determined for
the dose-response values?
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.....~ Environmental Protection Agency
,... Risk Assessment Forum

Workshop on Monte Carlo Analysis
U.s. Environmental Protection Agency
New York, NY
May 14-16, 1996

Agenda
Workshop Chair: Charlie Menzie

Menzie-Cura & Associates, Chelmsford, MA

TUESDAY. MAY 14
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9:00AM

9:15AM

9:30AM

10:00AM

10:30AM

11:15AM

11:35AM

-.2:00PM

1:30PM

3:10PM

3:30PM

5:00PM

Registration/Check-In

Welcome and Regional Perspective
William J. Muszynski, Deputy Regional Administrator, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), New York, NY

Overview
William Wood, U.S. EPA, Office of Research and Development (ORO), Risk Assessment Forum,
Washington, DC

Workshop Structure and Objectives
Charlie Menzie, Workshop Chair

B R EA,K

Topic Presentation: Input Data/Distributions for Model Parameters
David Burmaster, Alceon Corporation, Cambridge, MA

Case Study Application: Benzene MACT
Michael Dusetzina, U.S. EPA, ORD, Washington, DC, and Charlie Menzie

Case Study Application: Superfund Site
Teresa Bowers, Gradient Corporation, Cambridge, MA

LUNCH

Panel Discussion

BREAK

• Panel Discussion/Open Discussion
• Writing Assignments

ADJOURN
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Planning and Logistics
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ADJOURN
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The General Principles: What Are the Main Points "0 Consider?
Charlie Menzie, Workshop Chair

BREAK

General Principles (continued)

Wrap-Up

ADJOURN
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WORKSHOP PRESENTATION MATERIALS

INPUT DATA/DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MODEL PARAMETERS

Developing Input Distributions for Probabilistic Risk Assessments (Overheads),
David E. Burmaster ' D-3

Case Study Application: Benzene MACT (Overheads), Michael Dusetzina and
Charles Menzie ..•......•................................................ D-49

Benzene Risk Assessment for the Petroleum Refinery MACT Standard (Paper),
Michael Dusetzina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D-67

Case Study Application: Superfund Site (Overheads), Teresa Bowers D-87

VARIABILITY/UNCERTAINTY

Quantitative Techniques for Analysis of Variability and Uncertainty in Exposure and Risk
Assessment (Overh~ads), H. Christopher Frey D-95

Case Study Application: Radon in Drinking Water (Overheads), Timothy Barry D-121

Case Study: Uncertainty and Variability in Indirect Exposures to TCDD Emitted
From a Hazardous Waste Incinerator (Overheads), Paul S. Price D-153

Uncertainty and Variation in Indirect Exposure Assessments: An Analysis of Exposure to
Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin From a Beef Consumption Pathway (Paper), Paul S. Price, .
Steave H. Su, Jeff R. Harrington, and Russell E. Keenan7 D-193

PRESENTING RESULTS

Presenting Results (Overheads), Thomas E. McKone D-227

Communicating and Documenting Uncertainty in Risk Analysis (Overheads),
Max Henrion '. . . . . . . . . . . .. . D-245

Eight Reasons To Consider Uncertainty (Overheads), Max Henrion D-253

7First appeared in: Price, P.S. et al. 1996. Uncertainty and variation in indirect exposure
assessments: An analysis of exposure to tetrachlorodibenzo1'-dioxin from a beef consuption
pathway. Risk Analysis 16(2):263-277. April. Reprinted with permission from Plenum Publishing
Corporation.
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DEVELOPING INPUT DISTRmUTIONS FOR PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENTS

David Burmaster
Alcon Corporation

Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Variability

Variability represents the natural heterogeneity or diversity in a well
characterized population.

... is usually not reducible through further measurement or study.

... is a bounded characteristic or property of the population.

.... is the primary physical, chemical, and biological phenomenon.

Uncertainty
Uncertainty represents ignorance (or lack of perfect knowledge) about

poorly-characterized phenomena or models.

... is sometimes reducible through further measurement or study.

... is an unbounded characteristic or property of the analyst .

... is the primary mental phenomenon~·
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Probabilistic Method, First-Order (1989):

Risk II Xi • CSF
II y'-J .

where each variable is a (positive) first-order random variable
(distribution) that encodes the variability and/or uncertainty

d
I

00

X roJ exp[ Normal( j.!, cr ) ]

Here, V and U become intertwined

complications for risk assessor

complications for risk manager and public

5 May 1996 © 1996 A/aeon



Probabilistic Method, Second-Order

d
~

Risk

~ May 1996

[I Xi • CSF
[l y.

lJ

where each variable is a (positive) second-order random variable
that encodes both the variability and the uncertainty

x ,., exp[ Normal( !!, cr ) ]

© 1996 Alceon



Which Variables to Make first-order RVs?

• All variables -- Or

+ 1 for simple modelsaR Xi
-. aXj· R

t.
'-I

• Select dominant variables' by multiplying Ej (Deterministic Framework)

AR
R
AXi
Xi

t1
I
~

o by RSDi (First-Order Probabilistic Framework)

RSDi - CVj AStdDev(Xi)
- - AMean(Xi) or

HighWidthi
90th Percentile(Xi)

- Median(Xj)

5 May 1996 © 1996 Alceon



Which Variables to Make second-order RVs?

• All variables -- Or

• Select dominant variables- through computational experiments:

• Sketch second-order RVs for all input variables

• Run model with all variables as second-order RVs

• Run model with groupk variables "toggled" to simple RVs
l:::'
~ • Run model with all variables "toggled" to simple RVs

• Run model groupk variables "toggled" to second-order RVs

• Watch the changes from ON <==> OFF' to deduce
dominant variables
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Processes Create Distributions

Physical Processes
erosion, fracture, accretion, dilution, ...

Chemical Processes
reaction, diffusion, ...

Biological and Toxicological Processes
susceptibility, enzyme variation, population (birth, life, death), ...

Statistical Processes. .

addition & subtraction, multiplication & division, exponentiation, ...

Mixture Processes
immigration, ...

Survival of a Cohort
pure death processes, replacement processes, ...

InterArrival Processes
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Normal

LogNormal

t1
I,....

W

Presumptive Univariate Distributions
Height

Body Weight, Skin Area, Inhalation,
Diet, e.g., Fish, Drinking Water,
Breast Feeding, Dust Transfer,
Air Exchange Rate, House Volumes,
Ambient Concentrations,
Shower Duration,
Soil Adherence, Lipid in Fish, PCB in
Fish, more ...

Exponential &Weibull &Gompertz Residency, Job Tenure

Poisson, Gamma, Exponential InterArrival Times

Beta Absorption Fraction

Uniform (Rectangular) Professional Judgment

Triangular Professional Judgment
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Correlations and Functional
Dependencies

Everything is correlated with everything, but ....

.... we need the data ....

Smith et at. 1992: I D I < 0.6 does not count in most circumstances, .
In human health risk assessment, only a few count,

p { In(Body Weight), Height }adults • 0.3

Breathing(Metabolism, Activity, BodyWeight)

tj
I,.....

.j::o.

SkinArea( BodyWeight) --» a strong dependency

-----
---~-

but ...

Central Importance of Computational Experlments
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Fitting a Distribution to Data for V
Method of Moments .

• easy, but no visualization and often abused

Probability Plots
• highly visual, but usually univariate

Maximum Likelihood
9 • high pedigree, but also need visualization
f-'
VI

Maximum Entropy
• high pedigree, but often abused

Fitting a Distribution to Opinion for U·
Extrapolation

Professional Judgment
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Method of Moments
Normal( Jl, cr )

p,

"cr

LogNormal( fl., (J )

5 May 1996

AMean( data)
•

AStdDev( data)

- . Avnr I\lnrmQl( II(\"\ 1
- .... ' .. t'L •• ""'" , ..... ,...." .... I J

x

Sx
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Probability Plots
Highly visual, identify family of distribution and fit parameters

Normal, LogNormal, Exponential, others, but not Gamma

10

5

4

- - .. ---
3

2

-2

5 May 1996
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Maximum Likelihood

Maximize the LogLikelihood function for model for a data set

Most powerful method for binned or nondetect data

J =L Jpt + L Jnondet.pt + L Jbin.pt

tJ
I
~

00
Jpt

Jnondet.pt -

Jbin.pt

In( PDF(params, datum)

In( CDF(params, DL) )

In( CDF(params, top) - CDF(params, bot) )
..

Maximize J with respect to params --» best fit

W'th lip fl M th d II bt·' . t f'd '__ I .. . rO-'.e ._.e ..O.j can 0. aln JOin con I ence regions
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Maximum Entropy
Profoundly important and often abuseq

Thermodynamics, Statistical Mechanics, Shannon's Information Theory.
Signal Processing - extracting information from a noisy signal

extract signal, discard noise

remain most faithful to the evidence, introduce no artifacts

Support = [ - 00 < min, max < + 00 ]

no other knowledge ---» Uniform( min, max)

mode ---» Triangular( min, mode, max)

amean ---» truncated Exponential

gmean & gvar ---» truncated LogNormal

5 May 1996 © 1996 A/ceon
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Support == [ 0, + 00 )

no other knowledge ---»

amean ---»

amean & gmean ---»

gmean & gvar ---»

Uses in optical signal processing

Shaw &Tigg, 1994

5 May 1996_

no max entropy distribution

Exponential

Raleigh

LogNormal
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Delphi Techniques

Originated at RAND for defense studies (1960s)

Not standing around the water cooler or peering in a mirror

Do not lead the expert, even by suggesting a family of distributions

Often search for quartiles or percentiles, not parameters

Modern methodology

Morgan &Henrion, 1990

, Cooke, 1991
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Selecting Data Sets

• start with national or state data

NHANES, USDA, MI fish, FL seafood, ...

• general qualities

random or stratified random sample

large sample, long-term, different climates, different SES

both genders, different ages, ...

field-tested first

disinterested respondents (and collectors)

5 May 1991,) © 1996 Alceon



Steps
1. Find Good Data Set

2. View Data Using Exploratory Data Analysis

Tukey
Systat
Cleveland
Tufte

t.l 3. Analyze Data with as Few Assumptions as Possible
t1

4. View
Data
Fit
Residuals

5. Consider Mixtures, Go to 4.

6. Test Goodness of Fit

5 May 1996 © 1996 Alceon



Drinking Water Consumption
Data: In 1989, Ershow and Cantor published a statistical analysis of water
intake rates for children and adults in different age groups as measured
during and reported by the 1977-1978 Nationwide Food Consumption
Survey of the USDA.

26K respondents
total water and tap water
age groups

< 1 yr
tJ ·1 - 11 yr
~ 11 - 20 yr

20 - 65 yr
> 65 yr

Information Reported: .
1.2 bins, either 250 or 500 g/d wide

Method: Probability Plots for binned data

Subgroups: by age, could be done by region
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Results: DW- exp[ Normal{ Jl, a) ]

For I z I < 3.5 or 4, excellent fits

Reference: Roseberry &Burmaster, 1992

Limitations: 3-day survey, ....

9 +-----L-.

o

B

Gl
tJ

~
7

~
4J

~
~
!:.!.
.s

6

-4 -2 0 2 4 6

z
Fig. 3. Distribution of drinking water intake for the age
group 11 sage <20: (n(intake rate) vs. z (O=tolal water;
0== tap waler).
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Fig. 5. Dislribution of drinking waler intake for the age
group 65sage: In(intake rate) vs. z (0= 10lal water;
0= lap water).
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Drinking Water Consumption

Table II. Eslimlled Quanliles and Arithmetic Averages for Waler Inlake Rates-
Total water intake (mild)

Percentile
Group 2.5 25 SO 75 97.5 Arithmetic average

o< age < I 607 882 1074 1307 1900 1120
1 sage < 11 676 1046 1316 1655 2562 1394
II sage <: 20 . 907 1417 1790 2262 3534 1901
20 Sage <: 65 879 1470 1926 2522 4218 2086
65 sage 970 1541 1965 2504 3978 2096

tJ
All NFC SUIVCY 807 1358 1785 2345 3947 1937

N
Simulaled balanced populalion 808 1363 1794 2360 3983 1949

0\ Tap water inlake (mild)

o< age < I 80 176 267 404 891 323
Isage<11 233 443 620 867 1644 701 .
11 Sage <: 20 275 548 786 1128 2243 907
20 sage <: 65 430 807 1122 1561 2926 1265
65 sage 471 869 1198 1651 3044 1341
All NFC sUlVey 341 674 963 1377 2721 1108

Simulated balanced population 310 649 957 1411 2954 1129
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Fish Ingestion
Data: In 1980, Rupp published an analysis of the one-year NMFS .
nationwide survey to provide a representative sample of fish consumption
patterns among the population in Continental US.

23K participants
9 geographical regions of US
3 age groups: children, teenagers, adults
3 type of fish: salt water finfish, shellfish, fresh water finfish

Information Reported:
median of daily consumption rate (OCR, in g/d)
90th percentile
99th percentile
amean
maximum
count (n)

Method: Minimization of Objective Function, but
summary statistics instead of data points
many values reported as zeros
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Finding: OCR ,.., exp[ Normal( J!, a) ]

lj
N
00

77 data sets were excellently fit by LogNormal distributions
12 data sets were adequately fit by LogNormal distributions
1 data set could not be fit by LogNormal distribution

Reference: Ruffle et ai, 1994

Limitations: old survey, not self~caught, ...
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Fish Ingestion

t.!

'::.&

',.il

Row 01 PI01S 10' Mulls Ealing
Sail Wale, Finlish

In easl Norlh Cenl,al Reg,OIl -. -I

-I

l~ \00 lH -l~O IlS

'.1

I~ ~~

minSS.0.190 OCR. g/d -.
aR2 • 0.99996-.

. minSS • 18.804

minSS • 222.267

tJ
N
\0

~. 3

,..
c. to

0.1

1\ \0

\)

Row 01 PIaIS'OI roons Ealing
Sail Wale, Finlish

in Ea., Soulll Cenlral Region
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H 100 lH -ISO IH

Row at Plals 101 Muhs Ealing
Sail Waler FinfiSh
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DCR,gld

.,~ 100 - f1~f~o -, H

aR2 • 0.97780-.

-.
aR2 • 0.92742-.
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Height and Body Weight of Adults
Data: The US PHS conducted the NHANES II Survey from Feb 1976
through Feb 1980.

5.6K men and 6.5K women
ages 18 - 74 yr -
statistically adjusted the raw data to reflect the whole US population:

age, sex, race

'""form""...·;o...,. Onpor+ndII I IQL I I I \0 I LO

Tables of Counts
i-inch intervals in height
1Q-Ibintervals in weight

Method: Probability Plots and Minimization of Objective Function
for binned data and statistical mixture of women

Subgroups: by age, all races and ethnicity, could be done by region

Results: {Ht, BWt} Normal( J.1Ht, (jHt, fllnBWt, (JlnBWt, p)

Men:
Women:

5 May 1996

Single statistical population
Mixture of 2 statistical populations
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Reference: Brainard &Burmaster, 1992

Limitations: old survey

Table I. Number of Men 18-74 Years of Age by Weight and Height, United States, 1976-1980 (Number of Persons in Thousands)"~

n 22 242 453 911 818 1103 8
9 19 67 217 392 716 831 7

20 41 228 356 322 4
7 42 76 73 203 2

Heighlb

(in)-
<62

62
63
64

t1 65
I 66v;l.... 67

68
69
70
71
72
73
74

~75

True IOlal

Weight"
<110 110-119120-129130-139140-149150-159160-169170-179180-189 190-199200-209 210-219220-229 ~230 True IOlal
(Ib) (Ib) (Ib) {Ib) (lb) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) '(Ib)

41 70 100 42 110 38 69 24 8 19 10 11 542

38 34 94 102 196 73 35 33 48 15 668
66 65 195 197 286 136 113 98 33 29 3 1221
33 110 237 381 376 413 181 231 106 62 7 . 8 30 2175
53 191 177 578 806 820 556 363 269 161 154 30 30 25 4213
50 131 457 555 843 910 986 547 515 252 105 58 43 83 5535
12 102 324 780 1087 1237 1174 1181 801 429 319 135 154 245. 7980
29 77 319 743 1127 1351 1625 1328 1152 686 390 284 250 205 9566
7 11 322 488 960 1169 1547 1436 1286 747 750 390 155 310 9578
4 37 104 455 900 1041 1450 1313 1334 710 479 441 252 347 8867

500 6716
404 5019
226 2745
119 1464

I

47 24 245 168 121 173 58 121 306 1263

333 869' 2377 4692 7402 8842 9723 9258 8106 5217 3806 2356 1801 2770 67,552

5 May 1996

• Source: Ref. 4, Table 27.
b Height Wilhout shoes.
< Weight with clothes, eSlimated as ranging from 0.20-0.62 lb.
d Numbers in cells scaled up to reflecl size of population: only 9983 men actually examined.
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Body Weight as Function of Age
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Job Tenure
Data:

Method:

US Bureau of the Census

Survival Analysis of complex mixture

Subgroups: by gender, for several industries

Finding: Tenure,... Gompertz( duration)

Current Tenure i:- Projected Tenure

~ Reference: Shaw &Burmaster, 1995, in revision

Limitations: general method, but only applied to a few industries so far
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Job Tenure
Data

/1 11\S(l) 1 :1
Data
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Figure 2
Women in Manufacluring

PlolS of Data, S(I), pS(I), F(I), f(I), and h(l) for 1E [0. 25J yr
with solid lines for Survey and dashed lines for Projeclion

Figure 3
Men in Manufacluring

PlolS of Data, S(I), pS(I), F(I), £(1), and h(l) for t E (0,25) yr
with solid lines for Survey and dashed lines for Projection
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Truncation of Distributions
Natural Phenomena

Model

+++++++++++

Need to capture the important features of the natural phenomena in the
model

tj Need to prevent distortion of the natural phenomenon by the model
w
.....:l

+++++++++++

Some natural phenomena have lower and/or upper bounds

0 < days in week < 7

0 < fraction of skin < 1

0 < cone (ppb) < 109

Some do not

5 May 1996 © 1996 Alceon



Some (parametric) distributions commonly used to model natural
phenomena have lower and/or upper bounds

t:1
~
00

Beta distribution

Uniform distribution

Triangular distribution

Some do not

Normal distribution

LogNormal distribution

Exponential distribution

5 May 1996

[ 0, 1 ]

[min, max]

[min, max]

( -00, + 00 )

[ 0, + 00 )

[ 0, + 00 )
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My Personal Outlook on Truncation
Look at underlying process that generates the RV

If physical variable has an upperbound, truncate

Do not truncate at an arbitrary percentile

It takes a lot of information to know truncation

The principle of IIleast distortionll suggests ...

Central importance of computational experimentsl!n
RA must discuss results and i$sues for RM and public, including

Value of additional information (aka, need for research)

Sensitivity of findings to assumptions

Need to support and document choices made
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Extrapolation from Population to
Population

Small to medium extrapolations by adjusting parameters, by .
keeping the family of the distribution

Self-caught fishing from ME to NH (fresh water)

House size from NY to PA (single-family, similar SES)

t:1

b. Large extrapolations by Delphi Method on parameters

Enormous extrapolations by Delphi Method on whole distribution

On whole distribution

--------------------

Uncertainty is, a function of the analyst, not the population!!

.'

5May 1996 © 1996 A/ceon



Extrapolation from Short to Long
Duration

For whole distribution of"single events, the tails only get wider ...

For E(x), the long-term average only gets tighter ...

g NonStationarity can arise ....

Changes in diet

other ....

5 May 1996 © 1996 A/ceon
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Sensitive Subpopulations

Sensitivity based on physiology, biochemistry, and toxicology

Pb causes more neufotoxicity to young children than to adults.

Thalidomide causes damage to fetuses (during a window)

Sensitivity not based on exposure

Number of years that a person lives in ~ house

Develop distribution. for population in a town

Develop a distribution for owners in a town

Develop a distribution for owners who occupy >30 yr

Develop a distribution for owners who inherited
house from parents ...

5 May 1996 ©1996 Alceon
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Need for Continuing Innovation
• I hope that the first page of the Report from the Workshop will start with

something along these lines:

This Report contains guidelines for minimum practices that are
acceptable for use in probabilistic exposure assessments.

Given the breadth and depth of probabiiistic methods, and given the
rapid development of new probabilistic methods, we cannot list all the
possible techniques that a risk assessor may use for a particular
assessment.

The US EPA emphatically encourages the development and application
of new methods in exposure assessments, and nothing in this Report
can or should be construed as limiting the development or application of
new methods whose power and sophistication exceed the guidelines for
minimum acceptable practice contained in this Report.

5 May 1996 © 1996 A/ceon
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Purpose of Assessment

• Provide more reasonable results (cancer assessment via inhalation
route of exposure) than strict deterministic method

• Risk r~sults go into a cost-benefit analysis as required for a major
rulemaking (annual costs greater than $100 million)

• Results also used to determine if controls more stringent than
Maximum Achievable Control Technology (tv1ACT) are vvarranted;
MACT level is technology driven (median control level for the best
12% of existing refineries) .

• Under the 1990 CAAA, the main decision criterion regarding
stringency of controls is whether exposures (and ultimately risks) to
the most exposed individual are such that estimated health risks are
not above a certain level

Overhead 2
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ScopeofAnal~_si_s~~~~~~~~~~

National analysis limited by data on health effects and refinery-specific
information

• Benzene only, although 13 hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) are
emitted

• 174 out of 192 identified refineries were included in the assessment
(no location data on the remaining)

• Based on limited data (amount of benzene emitted by the industry
was a big issue, used model plant to characterize emission releases
[release height, location on plant property, etc.])

• Rulemaking under court-ordered deadline; rulemaking very high
profile (regulated community involved Congress - threats of
overturning the CAA)
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Brief Description of the MethodoloSX _

• Deterministic assessment completed first; risk outputs included
estimated excess annual cancer incidences, number of people
exposed at various risk levels, and risk to the highest exposed
census block (all variables defined by an average value)

• Placed a model refinery at 172 refinery locations (latitude and
longitude of each)

• Used the Human Exposure Model (version 1.5) (HEM)

Industrial Source Complex (long-term) (version 2) dispersion
model (yields annual average concentration estimates)

U.S. Bureau of Census 1990 population data (census block
basis)

HEM also contains 348 meteorological stations - 5 years of
meteorological data at most sites

- Concentrations predicted on a polar coordinate grid
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Brief Descrietion of the Methodolog~{cont'd).

• Potential exposure is estimated at the center of each census block
that lies between 200 and 50,000 meters of the latitude and longitude
of each refinery

Specifying a latitude and longitude for each refinery calls up the
nearest meteorological station to the refinery location as well as
the census data near the refinery

• HEM outputs fed into the Monte Carlo (Latin Hypercube) analysis;
~ since annual cancer incidence was low, only the risks to the highest

exposed census block were addressed by Monte Carlo

Overhead 5
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Variables Used in Monte Carlo (Latin
!:!.U!ercubel Assessment

• Selection of variables

An important source of variability

Independent of other variables in the Monte Carlo assessment

information was availabie to construct distribution

Overhead 6



Variables Used in Monte Carlo (Latin
!:!leercube) Assessment (cont'dl _

t1
~

• Variables used

Residential occupancy period

Breathing rate (activity level)

Amount of time spent at home

Amount of predicted benzene ambient concentration that enters
the residential microenvironment

Estimated maximum concentrations to which the residents of one
census block of the thousands of potentially exposed census
blocks are estimated to be exposed

Overhead 7



Selection of Variables and Distributions

Residential occupancy period (years/lifetime)

CUMUL (0, 87"2, 0.1, 4, 0.25, 9, 0.5, 16, 0.75, 26, 0.9, 33, 0.95, 41, 0.98,
47, 0.99, 51, 0.995, 59, 0.999"/70

• The median value at a residence is about 9 years

• For the derivation of the benzene unit risk estimate (cancer potency)
a lifetime is defined as 70 years

d

~ • In most bounding level deterministic exposure assessments for
potential cancer-causing substances, 70 years of exposure at the
residence is assumed (30 had been used in some assessments)

• Use of distribution for this variable significantly lowers exposure
estimates

• Distribution taken from EPA's Exposure Factors Handbook

Overhead 8
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Selection of Variables and Distributions
~cont'd)

Breathing rate (cubic meters/day)

LOGNORM (0.94, 1.44)

• A value of 20 cubic meters/day is used in the derivation of the unit
risk estimate

• The most likely value from the distribution is about 18

• From TRJ Environmental analysis of Hackney data
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Selection of Variables and Distributions
(cont'd) _

Amount of time spent at home (hours per week)

TRIANG (8, 16,4,24)24

e EPA assumption for deterministic bounding estimates had used 24
hour/day exposure assumption

• From National Human Activity Pattern Survey (EPA and others)
t1
I

g
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. Selection of Variables and Distri-butions
~cont'd) _

• EPA assumption for bounding assessment was that indoor
concentrations were equal,to outdoor

• This may not be as important as once believed

• From Mozier

Overhead 11
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Selection of Variables and Distributions
!cont'dl _

Maximum concentrations at-the most exposed census
block (micrograms/cubi"c meter annual average)

. .

TNORMAL (38.1 , 33, 7, 2, 5, 178)

• "Potential concentrations from HEM output

Usually 16 or 32 concentrations that bound the census.block
having the highest predicted impacts

For example, a census block located between 200 and 500
meters from the refinery location would use the 16 concentrations
estimated for 16 wind directions at 200 meters and the 16 at 500
meters for a distribution that attempts to address possible
concentrations to which any person associated with the census
block may be exposed
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Selection of Variables and Distributions
~cont'd) _

• Selected as a variable for a number of reasons

Dispersion models not known for ability to predict a specific
concentration at specific location/time

Nearest meteorological station selected may not be
representative of plant site

Could potentially make very large difference in exposure estimate

~ • Selected truncated normal distribution .
(H

A normal distribution.gives negative values

For Gaussian model across wind interpolation of concentrations
involves an arithmetic calculation

. Limited curve fitting seems to be weakly lognormal
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•

•

•

Perhaps use of uniform and triangular distributions are not the wisest
choices; however, fairly extensive sensitivity analyses of distribution
types and variable. types and variable values have shown relatively
little impact on the results.

Others variables that have been described by distributions include
unit risk estimates., variability in emission rates, effect of rural versus
urban meteorological assumptions on predicted concentrations,
variability associated with the 348 meteorological stations in
database.

Uncertaintie~ are addressed qualitatively. By definition, zero potency
is a possibility for unit risk estimates.
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Assumetions/UncertaintiesNariability _

• Risk characterization focuses on benzene only, not all 13 hazardous
air pollutants in petroleum.

• Effects of exposure to mixtures of compounds were not addressed.

• Sensitive subgroups were not identified; considered to be
nonexistent.

• Some conservative assumptions were used, such as linearized
mUltistage model from which unit risk estimate for benzene derived.

t1
~ • Nearest airport, as opposed to onsite, meteorology was used.

• Emissions were assumed to originate at facility latitude and longitude;
accuracy of these data is unknown.
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Assumptions/UncertaintiesNariability
!cont'dl _

• Transformation products were not addressed.

• Emissions rates were assumed to be average but not varying over
time.

e Inhalation exposure.-only was considered.

• Uncertainty and variability 'not addressed separately due to resource
~ constraints.
0\
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Introduction

The purpose of this document is to highlight the results of
the screening-level risk assessment for ~74 petroleum refineries.
This assessment was conducted as pa~t of the regulatory impact
analysis under ~xecutive order 12886, of which cost/benefit
analysis is required to support a MACT standard. The information
presented here is submitted in response to a request for
information on the petroleum refinery risk assessment from the
National Petroleum Refiners Association.

Organization of Document
This document contains the benzene portion of the risk

assessment divided into 3 sections. The first section summarizes
the hazard identification and dose-response assessment, the
second section describes the exposure assessment, and tne- final
section presents the risk characterization. Four attachments are
included: Attachment 1 contains benzene emission rates
(kilograms/year) for each of the 174 refineries modeled;
Attachment 2 presents the HEM1.5 output for refineries that are
located in ozone attainment 'areas; Attachment 3 displays the
HEM1.5 outputs for refineries located in ozone non-attainment
areas; and Attachment 4 shows modeled plant data for the Monte
Carlo analysis of the refinery (one in attainment and one in non
attainment areas) associated with the highest lifetime risk (at
the census block that is estimated to most at risk).

Summary of Analytic Approach
The information presented here does not constitute a'full

risk characterization. Rather, it is'an explanation of the
methods and procedures used and a discussion of the risk
associated with exposure to benzene only, as benzene risks were
above the level of- concern historically used by the Agencyl.
A full riSk characterization would include a more thorough_
discussion of assumptions and will include a characterizations of
all 13 emitted pollutants.

The risks from exposure to benzene presented here result
from screening level assessments which use generic as opposed to
site-specific parameters as inputs to the modeling. The number
of facilities modeled and the impracticality (i.e. burden to
industry and to taxpayers) of obtaining site-specific data for
174 facilities necessitate the use of a screening assessment.

1 per the Vinyl Chloride decision (Natural Resource~ befen~e

Council v. EPA. 824 Federal Reporter F.2d 1146 (D.C. circuit,
1987), as applied to the final NESHAP for Benzene, (55 FR 177,
1989).
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The as~essment includes two types of analyses: (1) a
deterministic analysis based on single values, or point
estimates, for the input data and (2) a probabilistic analysis
that inclUdes ranges (distributions) for certain input
parameters.

The first approach (deterministic) uses single values as
inputs int~ the exposure model 'and results in a point estimate of
risk (e.g., 1X104 , or 1 in 10,000 risk of cancer). The '
assumptions used in this analysis estimate the lifetime risk of
cancer from exposure to benzene to the most exposed individual.
The second analytic tool used in this analysis (probabilistic) is
intended to give analysts and risk managers a better idea of the
uncertainties associated with the 'risk estimates. This second
analysis is exploratory in nature, and ~erecognize that it is
far from complete. However, it,does allow one to compare risk
results. based on point estimates for some of the variables with
results based on distributions, and their presumed probabilities
of occurrence.

The probabilistic analysis (using Monte Carlo simulation)
incorporates 'ranges' for the values'of parameters that: (1) are
uncertain or highly variable, (2) significantly influence the
final risk estimates (i.e., those parameters to which the risk
estimates are most sensitive) and (3) for whi9h distribution data
were readily available. For example, evaluated parameters
include the estimated ambient concentrations, years spent in
primary residence, and time spent away from the residence. This
Monte Carlo analysis was conducted on a limited number of
parameters, thus the analysis provides information on the
variability2/uncertainty3 associated with those parameters.
uncertainty and variability were not assessed separately due to
resource limitations. '

Both analyses focus on the risk to the individuals most
exposed. This focus is appropriate for a screening-level
analysis. However, this analysis is not a "worst-case" scenario.
For example, several assumptions are not considered conservative'
such as the use of average emission rates that reflect routine
-(non-upset) operations. In addition, the risk estimates do not
'include consideration of the potential risk associated with
twelve of the pollutants emitted from refineries. This risk
discussion pertains only to the cancer risk from exposure to
benzene.

, 2 Variability refers to temporal, spatial, or inter-
individual heterogeneity in the value of an input.

3 uncertainty may be thought of as a measure of the.-
incompleteness of one's knowledge about a quantity whose t~ue

value could be determined if a perfect measuring device were
available. .
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summary of Results
The calculated single point values show that the leukemia

risk from exposure to estimated benzene emissions from petroleum
refineries ranges from a risk below one in one million to a risk
above one in ten thousand. The calculated maximum individual
lifetime risk exceeds one - in ten thousand in both attainment -_and
non-attainment areas.

The Monte Carlo analysis indicates that, over the range of
assumptiqns selected, the calculated maximum risk of leukemia
from exposure to benzene emissions can exceed one in ten thousand
in both-attainment and non-attainment areas. The calculated
Monte Carlo values also include risk estimates substantially
lower than the values resulting from the deterministic
assessment. The calculated-risk distributions for benzene are
pr~sented in the first attachment and are summarized below, along
with the results of the-deterministic analysis.

Summary of Maximum Individual Risk (baseline scenario)

Location Deterministi:c Monte Carlo Results
Value . (range)'

attainment 1. 6x104 2.6x10·7 to 7.3xI04

non-attainment 1. 3x104 7.3x10·g to 1.5X104
.

Risk Distribution (Deterministic; assuming exposure to benzene
only)

Baseline
Risk
Level

1x10-4
lx10-5
1xI0-6

Floor
1x10-4
1X10's
lxl0·6

Proposed
Rule
1x10-4
1x10's
lx10-6

People at or
above risk level

514
89,900

4,481,000

152
61,400

3,068,000

19
40,400

1,880,000

Number
at or

National

7
84

153

3
62

10E

2
57

101

of-refineries
above risk level

Ozone Attainment
Areas

3
43
79

1
27
73

1
25
70

Since these values are estimates of the risk associated only
with leukemia formation from the exposure to benzene emis&ions,
we believe that the maximum risk estimate may be an underestimate
of the total risk from exposure to emissions from petroleum
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refineries. The total risk would also include consideration of
non-quantifiable risks from exposure to the other pollutants
emitted from refineries as well as other non-quantifiable risks
associated with benzene exposure.

Risk = benzene risk + benzene risk + other pollutant risk
quantified non-quantified non-quantified

We consider this analysis an app~opriate application of
Monte Carlo simulation, and believe that it provides decision
makers with important information beyond that available from
point estimates ~lone. We understand that using different
distributions or evaluating alternate combinations ~f parameters
may result in different final results. Our goal here. is to
conduct what we consider to be a sound analysis that.can ,
ultimately be used by EPA decision-makers to make appropriate.
risk management decisions. We invite thoughtful comment on this
analysis and encourage dialogue that would result in !mp?ovements
to the methods.
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Hazard Identification and Dose Response Assessment Summary

Thirteen species of HApts were identified as emissions from
the evaluated facilities. The benzene emissions are of the
greatest concern in terms of cancer risk; thus this discussion
focuses solely on the potential for increased risk of cancer due
to exposure to benzene emissions from the facilities evaluated.

Benzene .is classified as a known human carcinogen. There is
sufficient human epidemiological evidence to support the claim
that exposure causes an increased risk of cancer to humans.
Benzene is of particular concern to EPA because long-term
exposure to this chemical has been shown to cause leukemia in
humans. While this is the best known effect, benzene exposure is
also associated with aplastic anemia, mUltiple myeloma, .
lymphomas, pancytopenia, chromosomal breakages, and weake~ing of
bone marrow. A reduction in~human exposure to benzene could lead.
to a decrease in cancer risk and ultimately to a decreas~- in
cancer mortality.

The quantitative dose response information the Agency uses
to address benzene is in the form of a unit risk estimate (URE).
A URE usually represents a plausible upper bound of the increased
risk of developing cancer for an individual continuously exposed
t~roughout a lifetime (70 years) to one unit (defined as 1
microgram per cubic meter (ug/cu.m» of the potential carcinogen
in the air. Some OREs are based on animal studies which are
extrapolated to humans; others are based on human data. The ORE
for benzene was based on human data from an occupational set'ting.
The Agency has higher confidence in UREs based on human data.

Risks calculated using an upper bound URE are not exPected
to be any higher "than the predicted numbers and may be
sUbstantially lower,. including a risk of zero.
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Exposure Assessment Methodology

This section explains the methodology used to estimate
individual and popu~ation exposure from inhalation of benzene
emitted from petroleum refineries. °

A screening risk assessment was conducted for 174 of 192
petroleum refineries. The assessment was conducted as part of
the <regulatory impact analysis under Executive order 12886, which
includes post/benefit analysis, to support the MACT standard.
The risk characterization is a screening level assessment because
the analysis used generic, as opposed to site-specific,
parameters as inputs to the modeling. For example, information
was not available on local meteorological conditions at the
refineries so meteorological data from the nearest meteor9logical
station (airport) were used to repr~sent average conditions at
the refinery. Similarly, because the precise location of
specific emission sources (releases) on plant property were not
available, the emissions were assumed to originate :Eroni°""the
center of,the'loca~ion provided for each refinery (latitude-and
longitude)., Emissions from eighteen refineries were not modeled
since location information· either was jUdged to be inaccurate or
was not available.

For the analysis, the refineries were divided into two
groups: those located in ozone non-attainment areas and those
located in attainment areas. Two types of analyseS were also
used in the assessment to address both groups. The first
consisted of a bounding analysis where all input variables were
described by individual values (point estimates). This is a
deterministic procedure that produces ou~puts of single numbers
rather than ranges. The second approach incorporates into the
analysis ranges of values for those variables meeting the'
following criteria: mathematical distributions are available;
the variables are independent; and, most importantly, the
variables are believed to significantly influence the results of
the analysis. This probabilistic procedure uses Monte Carlo :
simulation to produce distributions wit~ associated probability
estimations (e.g. there is a 95% probability that the estimated
risk to the most exposed population group (census block) is less
than one in ten thousand).

, -
The distributions used in the Monte Carlo analysis were

taken primarily from EPA sources (such as the -Exposure Factors
Handbook) and the literature. Best jUdgments were used in
selecting the distributions and, in some cases, in using only
portions of the distributions that are provided in the_Handbook.
Use of other distributions may result in different final outcomes
for the Monte Carlo analysis.

The model used for the deterministic, screening assessment
is referred to as the Human Exposure Model (HEM version 1~5). The.
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model was run separately for refineries in ozone non-attainment
areas and those in attainment areas. Three risk measures are
produced from the model. The first is a risk distribution (i.e.,
numbers of people at or above a specified risk level). The
second is an estimate of the annual cancer incidence, or the
expected additional cancer incidence (leukemias) per year, from
exposure to the .petroleum refinery emissions. Last is an
estimate of the risk to the census block of people exposed to the
highest benzene concentrations predicted near their residence
(called maximum individual risk (MIR».

The model assumes that exposure occurs at the center of a
u.s. Bureau of Census population block. Even if a census block
abuts a refiner.y, exposure is not assumed to occur at the
·refineryfenceline. This approach will likely underestimate the
exposures e~perienced by those residents who live closer to the
refinery than the location of the population center. The'extent
of the underestimation depends on the size of the affe~~~d block.
The underestimate will tend to be in rural area because Elocks
are. generally smaller ·in size in urban areas (but have larger
populations) than in rural areas. Attachment 1 presents the
results of the analyses.

Because meteorological data.collected on site by the
refinery are.usually not available, the dispersion model that is
included in HEM 1.5 uses the meteorological data recorded at the
weather station ciosest to each refinery. In other words, if a
refinery is located in Pittsburgh, then the meteorological data
from the Greater Pittsburgh International Airport would be used
for this refinery. The airport data represents the average of
five years of data.

Since data on the location of emission sources on piant
property were not available, emissions were modeled as if they
originated from the location (latitude and longitude) that
represents each refinery. Emissions were assumed to be released
from a height of 3 meters, at an exit velocity of 0.01 meters per
second, and at an exit temperature of 295 degrees Kelvin_ .These
generic assumptions about the emission releases are believed to
represent the typical conditions for the refinery sources that
were modeled. A sensitivity analysis of the effect 'of
representing emissions as a point source'rather than an area
source was conducted. This analy.sis indicates that the predicted
concentrati:ons associated with the MIR would be approximately ten
percent higher if refinery emissions were modeled as an area
source covering a 100 meter square area rather than modeled as a
point source. Attachment 1 presents the benzene emission rates
for each refinery.

Note that the data used as inputs into the risk ass~ssment

contained speciated HAP (hazardous air pollutant) emissioRs
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calculated from the equipment leak. emissions for each of the 192
refineries in the U.S. Because speciated HAP data was not
available for the three other types of emissions (tanks, waste
water, and process vents), benzene emissions per refinery were
calculated by dividing the equipment leak emissions with the.
fraction of total refinery HAP emissions attributed tO'equipment
leaks. The emission estimates for equipment leaks will be
revised based on newly submitted data, and questions' related to
process emissions and storage tanks are being addressed. Xtis
not certain what effect the,emission rate revisions will have;'
however" a significant change in benzene emission estimates is
not expected, and thus no significant change in the estimated
risks is expected.

. ~'
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Risk Characterization

The results shown.below present the MIR for both" the
deterministic and Monte Carlo approaches. Estimates of annual
cancer incidence are based entirely on the determinis~ic

approach•. ,A de~erministic (point estimate) and a probabilisti~

approach (Monte Carlo) were used for MIR for refineries' located
in both attainment and non-attainment areas. Annual cancer
incidence was calculated separately for all refineries that are
located in attainment and all located in non-attainment areas.
The MIR, the highest individual risk, usually results from a
refinery with relatively large benzene emissions and with a
population block near the emissions source. Attachments 2 and 3
present results of the deterministic analyses for attainment and
non-attainment areas, respectively.

summary of Results
(The number of significant figures presented are on~y for

comparing different values, not 'for demonstrating accuracy.)

Maximum individual risk (baseline, benzene) using EPA's ~nit risk
estimate '

Location Deterministic Monte Carlo
Value Results

(range)

Attainment 1.6xlO4 2.6xlO~ to 7.3xl04

Non-attainment 1.3x104 7.3x10~ to i.5xl04

Annual cancer incidence (baseline, benzene)

Attainment
Non-attainment

0.064
0.27

The risk characterization (inhalation route of exposure
only) was conducted for 174 of 192 refineries that are located in
many states. Thirteen listed HAPs have been identified in the
emissions fro~ these facilities; however, this risk
characterization focuses only on benzene. Benzene is classified
as a class A carcinogen (based on human data). The URE or cancer
potency estimate is 8.3xlO~. About 84 million people live within
50 kilometers of these refineries and are therefore potentially
exposed to emissions from these facilities.
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The estimated deterministic (single number)' results for
potential carcinogenic effects for benzene show an MIR value of
1.6 chances out of 10,000. In other words, the people that
reside at the census block ,that experiences the highest ~isks

from benzene equipment leak emissions from any refinery could
have 1.6 chances out of .10,000 of developing leukemia. The
estimated annuaL incidence from benzene equipment leak emi~sions

from the 174 refineries modeled was less than one (specifically,
the annual incidence is estimated to be 0.3). . .

The following table contains the· estimated (deterministic)
numoer of people and refineries (nationally, and for those
located in attainment areas) that are exposed to cancer risks
that equal or exceed various risk levels. The table also shows
the effect of further controlling equipment leak benzene
emissions.

Risk Distribution (Deterministic, assumes exposure to a single
pollutant; uses EPA's unit risk estimate) . .

'-.

Health Risk - Benzene
Number of refineries

Baseline People at or. at or above risk level
Risk above risk level National Ozone Attainment
Level Areas

lX10-4 514 7 3
lX10-5 89,900 84 43
lX10-6 4,481,000 153 79

Floor
lxl04 152 3 1
1x10·s 61,40"0 62 27
lX10~ 3,068,000 108 73

Proposed
Rule
lX104

lx10·s
lX10~

19
40,400

1,880,000

2
57

101

1
25
70

Exploratory Monte Car10 Analysis

A Monte Carlo approach was used to characterize the
distribution of possible results ,given the uncertainty in several
key assumptions. The Monte Carlo analyses for MIR included two
facilities; the one facility that is in an ozone attainment area
and the one in a non-attainment area that cause the highest MIR
compared to the other refineries that were modeled.
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Estimates of breathing ra~es, and yearsspen~ in the primary
residence were varied according to estimates from the American
Industrial Health council's (AIRC) Exposure Factors Sourcebook2 •

Estimates of time spent away from home were taken from EP.A·' s
Exposure Factors Handbook3 • Estimates of the. fraction of the
predicted outdoor benzene concentrations that infiltrate to
indoor microenvironments were based on two estimates; one from
the literature4, and one based on scientific judgement.

The Monte Carlo analysis takes as input the distribution of
key assumptions and produces asa result a probabilistic
estimation of the range of risk estimates, given the initial data
characterization. In this way EPA is able to determine the
probability associated with any value 'on the distribution
inclUding the median estimate of risk and its plausible 'highest
value. . .

The input assumptions evaluated using this technique are
ambient concentrations, breathing rates, time spent away~~rom

home, years spent at the primary residence, and building
infiltration rate. The assumed distributions for these variables
follow.

The distributions shown and the format used is for
conducting Mon~e Carlo analyses using perso~al computer software
by @RISK from Palisade, Corp. (607-277-S000).

Breathing rates (CUbic meters per day)

TRIANG(6,1S.9,32)/20 from Exposure Factors Sourcebook2 .

The distribution is assumed to be triangular, with a'minimum
value of 6 cubic'meters per d~y, a most likely value of 18.9, -and
a maximum value near 32. The end values of a triangular
distribution have a zero probability of being sampled. Including
this distribution allows one to consider the effect of the
variability in breathing rates across the popUlation as ~ell as
variability within an individual. Each value sampled is divided
by 20 to give the result. The breathing rate assumed in deriving
the benzene URE is 20. .

Time spent away from home (ho~rs per week)

CUMUL(O,107,1l0.34,0.3,a.3,0.4,20.2,0.5,32.1,0.6,37.7,0.7,41.3,0.8
,46.9,0.9")/168

from EPA'S Exposure Factors Handbook3

This is a cumulative distribution with a minimum value of
zero hours per week, a maximum value of 107 hours per week, an
initial value of 0.34. hours with a fr.quency of 30%, S.3 hours at
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40%,20 .. 2 hours at 50%,32 .. 1 hours a'c. 60%,,37 .. 7 hours'at 70%,
41 .. 3 hours at 80%, and 46.9 hours at 90%. There are 168 hours in
a week and each sampled value is divided by 168 to give the ,
result.. This distribution recognizes that most people do not
remain in one location during anyone day and therefore are not
sUbject to the same exposure for a continuous period. Exposure
is assumed to. be, zero when away from home.

Residential occupancy (years spent in primary res~dence)

CUMUL (1, 75 , II 4 , 0 • 25 , 9 , 0 • 5 , 16 , 0 • 75 , 26', 0 .. 9 , 33 , 0 • 95 , 47 , 0 •99) /70

from Exposure Factors Sourcebook2

This is a cumulative distribution with a minimum value of
one year, a maximum value of 75 years, 25% of homeowners live.in
their residence 4 years or less, for 9 years the va~ue·is 50%,.
for sixteen years - .75%', for 2.6 years - 90%, for 33 years - 95%,
for 47 years - 99%. The ORE is based on lifetime exposure. For
this analysis a lifetime is assumed to be 70 years and thus each
sampled value is divided by 70 to give the result. Exposure is
assumed to De zero after change of residence.

In/Out (a ratio) infiltration of outdoor con~entrations to
indoor microenvironments

UNIFORM(0 .. 4, 1 .. 0) from literature4 , scientific jUdgement

This is a uniform distribution with a minimum value of 0.4
and a maximum value of (me. ,All values within this range have
the same probability of being selected during sampling. ~.his

parameter accounts for the variation in exposure the expo~ed

popUlation faces 'in various microenvironments such as school,
work, outdoors, etc. Due to differing air exchange rates,
weather patterns, the indoor concentration may reasonably be
considered to be higher than 0.4 as reported in the literature.
Here, we used scientific jUdgement to set the upper end .o~ the
range at 1, which assumes that outdoor and indoor c:oncentrations
of benzene are equal, as indoor concentrations could equal .
outdoor concentrations where air exchange rates arE~ high (f9r
example in some air conditioned buildings).

Estimated ambient concentrations to wh~ch the MIR group is
potentially exposed (ug/m3 annual average)

Attainment area

TNORMAL(35.2,35.1,3.0,146) from HEM output, location of most
exposed census popUlation block;
see attachment 5 refinery 1~8
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This is a truncated normal distribution with a mean of j5.2
micrograms per cubic meter annual average concentration, a
standard deviation of 35.1, ranging between 3.0 and 146
micrograms per cubic meter. This variable was selected because
the location of the population associated with the census block
receiving the highest exposures is uncertain. The only
information known is the location of the area-weighted center of
this popUlation block and the number of people ~ssigned to the
block. This distribution is intended to capture possible
concentrations to which people residing in the most exposed
census block are exposed. Attachment 5 shows the'location to be
between'SO meters and ioo meters from the latitude and'longitude
locating , the benzene emission sources. The rule of thumb is to
use those rings of estimated ambient concentrations that bound
the ce~troid (i.e., 50 meters and 100 meters), in this
distribution. However, most refineries are rather large in area,
concentrations at the 200 meter ring were also used because the
accuracy of the refinery's' latitude and longitude is not known.

'The effect was to lower the mean but still allow consideration of
all possible concentrations that the exposed MIR popUlation, .may
be exposed to.

Non-attainment area

TNORMAL(13.4,13.1,1.53,51.2) from HEM1.5 output and location of
most exposed census block; see
attachment 5 refinery 172

Attachment 4 shows the most exposed census block to fall
between 100 and 200 meters from this refinery. Thus,
concentrations at 100 and 200 meters were used to define this
distribution.

Results:
The number of significant figures presented are only for

comparing different values, not for demonstrating accuracy.

Maximum Individual Risk for refiners located in ozone attainment
areas using EPA!s unit risk estimate

Cumulative
Probability

minimum to maximum
5% to 95%
50% (median)
90%
95%
98%

MIR

2.6XIO~ to 7.3xl04 .

2.1XIO~ to 1.4xI04

2.1XIO-5

9.8xIO-s
1.4xI04

2.2xI04
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The unit risk estimate for 'benzene is considered to be one
of the parameters in the analysis with the most associated
uncertainty; however, data are not available' to develop a'
probability distribution for the benzene unit risk estimate. To
provide an iz:tdication of the range of maximum risk elstimates that
one could see if other plausible unit risk estimates ~ere used,'
we conducted additional analyses for two alternative benzene unit
risk estimates. One unit risk estimate was developed by the
American Petroleum Institute, using a qu~dratic dose··response
model rather than the linearized multi-staqe model that the EPA
uses. The second alternative unit risk estimate wa~ developed by
the California Air Resources Board and is characterized as an '
upper 95th percentile estimate based on animal data. The EPA
unit risk estimate is developed from a maxi~um-likelihood

estimate. It represents the central tendency estimate from the
dose-response curve based on human data; however, because· the
dose-response model is based on several ,conservative' ass~ptions
(e.g., linearity at low doses), the EPA'S unit risk estima~e is
characterized as an upper bound estimate.·

Using the American Petroleum Institute UREs (3.2XI0~) the
MIR ranged from 1.0xI0-& to 2. axlO·s• The'Califo'rnia Air Resources
Board URE6 (2.9XlO·s) gives a range of 9.1XIO~7 to 2.6xlO·3 •

Maximum Individual Risk for refiners in ozone NON-attainment
areas using EPA's 'unit risk estimate

Cumulative
probability

minimum to maximum
5% to 95%
50% (median)
90%
95%
98%

MIR

7.3X10-& to l.SXI04

7.7xIO~ to 5.3xIO~

8.1xIO~

3.9xlO·5
5.3xlO·s
1. 5xl04

Usinq. API's ORE the range is estimated to be 2. 8XIO·9 to 5. 8xl{)~,
and using CARB' s estimate the ~ange is 2. 5xlO·7 to 5 .3Xl04

•

The use of Me and values that are commonly used in similar
MC assessments have enabled the Agency to conduct the r~finery

risk characterization 'in a way that is perceived by many to be
less conservative than the traditional "point estimate" approach.
As discussed previously, for a number of reasons, quantitative
analysis of the total risk from exposure to emitted pollutants
other than benzene was not conducted. The risks from exposure to
benzene alone, exceed 1 in 10,000 for the maximum exposure
scenario.
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Discussion of Assumptions/Uncertainties/Variability
The degree to which any risk estimate represents the true

risk depends on a number of factors including the assumptions
used in the analysis, and the uncertainty and variability
present. These factors may either under- or over-~stimate the
true risk. A brief discussion of some of these factors follows.

In thls analysis, total risks may be higher than predicted
because chemicals are emitted for which we have no hea~th
benchmarks and were left out of the analysis (i.e., risks are
as~umed to be zero for those compounds without health
benchmarks). Sensitive population groups may exist, but could
not be identified, and thus were considered to be non-existent.
Effects of being exposed to mixtures of compounds are not
addressed.

Risks may be lower than ~stimated due to the use. of some
conservative assumptions such as the linearized multistage model"
from which the URE for benzene is derived. .

other assump~ions can" either increase or decrease the
estimated risk results. These include, 'but are not limited to,

. the' use of nearest airport versus on-site meteorology and
assuming emissions originate from the latitude and longitude that
locates the refinery versus where they actually occur on plant
property. Transformation products (which could increase or
decease risk) were not addressed. Also, this analysis assumed
that the emission rates provided by ESD were average but did not
vary over time.

This analysis considered inhalation exposure only; however,
non-inhalation exposure risks for benzene are not believed. to be
significant. The analysis addressed only part of the overall
uncertainty that'is inherent in risk assessments (e.g. emission
rates). Uncertainty and variability were not addressed
separately in this analysis due to resource constraints.

In general, the accuracy of the facility locations
(latitudes and longitudes) of the refineries are unknown. For
other source categories location data ha$ been historically weak..
Inaccurate location data can significantly impact the MIR
estimation and to a generally lessor extent can effect annual
incidence.

Conclusion
The calculated single point values show that the leukemia

risk from exposure to benzene emissions from specific sources at
petroleum refineries ranges from a risk below one in one million
to a risk above one in ten thousand. The calculated maximum
individual lifetime risk exceeds one in·ten thousand in both
attainment and non-attainment areas.
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The Monte Carlo analysis indicates that, over the range of
assumptions selected, the calculated maximum risk of leukemia
from exposure to benzene emissions can exceed one in ten thousand
in both attainment and non-attainment areas. The calculated
Monte 'Carlo values also in~lude risk estimate~ sUbstantially
lower than the values resulting fro~ the deterministic
assessment.
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Summary Statistics

N=40

~ x= 23.8
o

s =58.9

GM =3.7

GSD =10.2

max =360

950/0 UCL on mean = 252
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Calculation of Confidence
Limits on Mean Concentration

Where:

• CL is the confidence limit on the arithmetic mean at confidence
a. .

level a :

• IJ = log (geometric mean), calculated from the concentration data.

• () = log (geometric standard deviation), calculated from the

concentration data .

• H=H-statistic

• N=number of samples

tr'
~

CLa

(}"2

J..l+-+ crH
=e 2 .jN-l



Uncertainty in tbe Mean Concentration
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H. Christopher Frey
North Carolina State University May 1996

Preparedfor:
U.S. EPA Workshop

Quantitative Techniques for
Analysis of Variability and

Uncertainty in Exposure
and Risk Assessment

H. Christopher Frey, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Department of Civil Engineering
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, NC 27695-7908

Workshop on Monte Carlo Analysis
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

New York City

April 15. 1996

OUTLINE

• Distinguishing Between Variability
(V) and Uncertainty (U)

• Developing Distributions

• Dependences Among V & U

• Simulation

• Analysis of Results

• Presentation of Results
'OlIlIIIIIII .vCSTATE
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VARIABILITY AND
UNCERTAINTY

• Uncertainty

- lack of knowledge

- Stochastic variability, "Type B Uncertainty"

probabi!ity distribution

• Variability

- heterogeneity in time, space, etc.

- "Type A Uncertainty"

- fregu~cy distribution

• Can have .certainty about variability
...... NCSTATE •

VARIABlLITY VS. UNCERTAIN1'Y

• Uncertainty: How probable is it that a risk will be over- or
under-estimated?

• Variability: Certainty that different individuals will be
subject to different risks.

• Can "reduce" variability by disaggregation
- Stratify into more homogenous groups

» Ex; pica children

- Identify sensitive sUbpopulations

• Can reduce uncertainty by additional research
- Collect more data

- Obtain better measurements

- Trade-off with cost

~ NCSTATE
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INDIVIDUAL VS. POPULATION RIS

• Variability and Uncertainty co-mingled: Risk to
an individual selected at random from the
population

- Not very useful in most regulatory contexts

• Uncertainty in the risk to a highly exposed
individual

- Uncertainty regarding a fractile of the population

• Uncertainty in the population risk
- Uncertainty regarding the average for the population

• For most regulatory purposes, a distinction
between variability and uncertainty is important

...... NCSTATE

UNCERTAINTY
ABOUT VARIABILITY

• Measurement Error

• Small sample sizes

• Non-representative samples

• Model error (e.g., in selecting a
parametric distribution)

...... NCSTATE
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,
Interactions Between V & U

Xv,i(ev,j) = Family of frequency di~tributions

ev,j = Sampling distributions for parameters

Xu,ieuJ = Probability distributions for
measurement error .

eu,i = Parameters of probability distributions

i = uncertainty index (l,n)

j =variability index (I,m)
....... NCSTAT.E

VARIABILITY AND UNCERTAINT"Y

....... ---- NCSTATE _
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
VARIABILITYAND UNCERTAINTY

~ NCSTATE

Exposure f~
Model ~

VNiability -nd
Unecl'Ulltlty

Soda ImpoftuM.

00.....

UftCII~nly
Donunale.

12Exposure
Model

In....

Distribution Development

• Uncertainty due to small sample size

• Example:
- Partitioning Factor

-'- 5 data points

~ ... .. NCSTATE
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lliustrative Case Study:
Arsenic Emissions from a Power Plant

i

'\ Pond 7

>-

Boller

~l:J~tJ

~
-"Landfill 7

Coal

~---i~~

....... .. NCSTATE

Typical Approach
•

• Fit a Frequency Distribution to Data
1.0,-----------------=::::-'1

1.00.80.60.4

-- Filled Beta Distribution (Alpha '" 0.44, Seta" 0.93)
o Data Set

0.2

1>'
5 0.8
g.
~ 0.6
<l

.~ 0.4
:;
E
80.2 0

0.0 ;--..---.,..--.--..,.--......----r-...........--,---..........---1
0.0

FGD Partitioning Factor for Arsenic (Outlet Ib As in FGlInlet Ib As)

....... ..__.. • NCSTATE
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Uncertainty due to Sampling Error

Simulating Sampling Distributions
and Their Dependences

• Simulate sets of samples drawn from parent
frequency distribution

• Calculate mean, variance, or other
parameters for each sample

• Repeat
• Develop simulated sampling distributions

for parameters
....... ... NCSTATE

Simulated Sampling Distribution
far the Mean (500 Values)

o Fitted Beta Distribution (Alpba4.22. Beta = 8.70)

Point Estimate for the Mean

0.2 . 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Mean Values ofFGD Partitioning Factor for Arsenic

(Outlet Ib As in FGlInlet lb As)

Example: Uncertainty in Mean

1.0 -.-------.----~~...,.--o--......()o---o-..,

.?;>
;:: 0.8
~
J:J£ 0.6
II)

.~ 0.4

..Ee
<3 0.2

0.0 +-..,-:=;::::..;-,.---.,...I--.---.---r----T'--,--'-........---;
0.0

Large Range oj Uncertainty in Mean Due to
Having Only Five Data Points

....... --....-------NCSTATE
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•
Dependence Between

Sanlpling Distributions

.
+. • ....: ~ ... +.' "
.......... :! ~...~~... : ... . ..;: .. : .. : :.

.. =: ~ ,,: .~ ••,~ ~....~••: .. "'.
" ~ #t to",: ~ ••t..," .., *-' ~t ~.

......to.t~"';:.:~t.:' ~+ ... -a....••" • ....•,+ ~\.~.. .... .. .....
.. ...:'.... +:-vt~";;"'· I• .. +. :ot+·" .....~~~.~ ro+ +1. ;r.. * ....

.. \..... .. .. .+ ..
't ...". +"t...+ ..

•

0.3

u 0.2

~
'!i
>

0.1

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4

Mean

...

.. ..~.....
"

0.6

..

•

0.8

Assumptions ofIndependence or Linear
Dependence Would Not be Valid

...... .. • NCSTATE _

Interactions Between Variability"'"
aDd Uncertainty (Sampling Error)

oProbability Bands

• Data Set 0 <S~ • SO to is c,;.

-.- Filled Be.. El S102$ \1, ffil 75 to 95 c;:.

--0-- Mean • 2$1050\1, 0 >95\1,

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
FGD Partitioning Factor (lb As in Rue Gasnnletlb As)

g- 0.75

~
t!:
OJ 0.50
.~
:;
~ 0.25
u

..... • NCSTATE
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•
•

•

Uncertainty Due to Measurement Error

• Measurements Comprised of:
- Frequency distribution for variability

- Probability distribution forrandom error

- Bias due to systematic error

M = fc,i + E, where E - N(IlE,

llfc,i = llM - llE

(O'fC,i)2 =(O'M)2 - (jE)2

....... NCSTATE

Dependences

• Between Variable Quantities
- e.g., Intake Rate, Body Weight

- Mechanistic or empirical models preferred

• Between Uncertain Quantities
- Sampling Distributions

- Measurement Errors

• Between Uncertain and Variable Quantities
- Measurement error =f(variable quantity)

- Frequency distribution =f(sampling distributions)

....... NCSTATE
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r Dependent vs. Independent ~
Measurement Error

Cumulative prob.blUty Cumulative probability

1 r 1 :/
0.75 0.75

/0.5 /. 0.5
/

I:
0.25 0.25 / ,;

...-/
;
:

0 0

" 4 G 8 10 -s -:z.s 0 :z.s 5

Exposure Dltt&renc:e in Exposure

• Two individuals with slightly different exposures

• If p==l, one individual dominates the other

• If p==O, 48% probability individual with lower mean

~
has a higher exposure (changes rank order) j

NeSTATE --'
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• Analytical Methods

• First Order Methods

• Approximation Techniques

• Numerical Methods

~ NCSTATE

MODELING

-Numerical Methods
- Monte Carlo simulation

- Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)

- Other sampling techniques

~ NCSTATE
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

f(x)
PROBABILITY

DENSrrY FUNCIION

F(x)=P(~)

I

CUMUlATIVE
DISTRIBUTION

FUNCIION

0..1--=-------

o Cumulative Probability. u..... .. .. • NCSTATE

Value ofRandom Variable. x

MONTE CARLO SIMUlATION
• Generate a random number u-U(O.I)
• Calculate p-I(U) for each value of u

LATINHYPERCUBE SAMPUNG
• Divide u into N equal intervals
• Select median of each interval
• Calculate p-I(U) for each interval
• Rank each sample based on U(O.I)
(or reslrieted pairing technique)

Value of Random Variable. x

~
INVERSE CUMUlATIVE

DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION

TWO-DIMENSIONAL·
SIMULATION

........ .. • NCSTATE _
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IMPLEMENTATION IN DEMOS

~I':~.:: c; i:.
:!f~::':S·

Exposure
Model

~

7 It"
!'~~

T P~G~ •
Inter-Individual Uncertainty

Variability '\.,
~ \ ,

~
r

~
Input Frequency Input Probability

Distributions Distributions
~ NCSTATE

Arsenic Emissions Model
in Anal tica

~ NCSTATE
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• Variability
- Based on criteria for accuracy of simulation

-Mean

-Fractiles

• Uncertainty
- Same as variability, or

- Tolerance Intervals (e.g., Hoffman and
Hammond,1994)

~ NCSTATE

ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

• Displaying results

• Interpreting results

• Determining key sources of
uncertainty and variability

~ "_NCSTATE
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Results of a 2-D Analysis

1.00 .,....---::::

go 0.75
g

'"1:
t:;
~ 0.50
.~

"3=8 0.25

0.00 +-.----..,...-..---..--,.---....--.---,--.-----"'"'1
o 500 1000 1500 2000

Emissions for a Three-Day Averaging Period. Ib

......... NCSTATE

TYPES OF MODEL RESULTS:
Examples

• Mean CDF for variability

• Uncertainty for a specific individual

• Uncertainty for a randomly selected
individual

• Uncertainty for any given exposure/
risk level

.. Uncertainty for any given fractile of
the population

......... NCSTATE
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Probability Bands for
Frequency Distribution

--0- Mean Frequen.y Distribution

Ptobabllily Sana.. for Frequency Distribution

10
.
75

';; 0.50
.::..
"3
~ 0.25
u o Min

o <5'h

o 51025'h

III 25 10 SO 'h

o 50107S'h

I:iiI 751095'10

EJ >95 'h

2000SOO 1000 1500
Emissions for a T!uee·Day Averaging Period,lbs

0.00 +-------.-.,r--..-..-..........---.-.....-.---.-......--,--..-......--I
o

Uncertainty Increases for a Given Practile
Uncertainty for a Given Emission Rate is Bounded (0,1)

...... .. ... NCSTATE

Uncertainty in Emissions
for a Given Fractile

go 0.75

~
It
.~ 0.50..
"3=a0.25

0.00
o

--0-

-a----
-'.-

5th Fro.tile
25th Fr.etile

50th Fro.tile
75th Fro.Lile
90th Fro.tile

95th Froetile

2000

Emissions for a Three-Day Averaging Period,lb

...... ... NCSTATE _
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Importance of Dependence Among
Sampling Distributions

Correlated Sampling Distributions

- Un.orrelate<! Sampling Distributions

1.00 .......-------=--------",.,=r-------,

~0.75
~

£
'" 0.50og

~ 0.25

0.00 +-......~.......;--P'-='----....,.-----,.....------;
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Failure to account for dependence between
sampling distributions can produce misleading results
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COMMUNICATING VARIABILITY
AND UNCERTAINTY

Frequency Distribution for Variability

Vertical Error Bars: Uncertainty in
fraction of population at or
below a given exposure level.

Horizontal Error Bars: Uncertainly in
exposure level for a given frac:tilc
of the population

Approximazc outer boundary of
simulation results

Key to Error Bars:
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5% 25% 75% 95%
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Identifying Key Model Inputs

• Sensitivity Analysis
- Change Input Assumptions

- Compare Model Results

• Statistical Analysis
- Rank Correlations

- Partial Rank Correlation Coefficients

- Standardized Rank Regression Coefficients

~ NCSTATE

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis
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Uncertainty Regarding Key Sources
of Variability
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IDENTIFYING
.KEY UNCERTAINTIES
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IMPLICATIONS OF TWO·
DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION

• Conceptual difference between variability and
uncertainty

• To specify a point estimate, need two coordinates:

- Percentile of population

- Percentile of uncertainty

e.g., 95% probability that 90% of population faces an
exposure less than X

• Can prioritize data collection/research separately for
unceltain and variable quantities

• Must be able to disaggregate input data into variable
and uncertain components

DOCUMENTING THE ANALYSIS

• Be clear about scenarios, models and causal assumptions
• Summarize input uncertainty estimates in a table
• Explain each uncertainty estimate
• State sources of information (e.g., data, expert, literature)
• Focus debate: key uncertainties
• Discuss robustness of results to different:

- Models - Correlation structures
- Expert judgments - Uncertainty characterizations

• Discuss, compare qualitative, quantitative uncertainties
• Summarize bottom line and limitations in one place

- Graphical - Laundry list
- Summary statistics - Priorities for future work

"'011IIII NCSTATE _
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Distributions on a Budget
.....dancing asfast asyou can

_ No Time

_ NoMoney

_ No Hope ofGathering Data

_ Relentless Scrutiny from Many Quarters (both friendly and

not so friendly)

_ ]vo Hope ofChanging Any ofthe above

tbany CPAD/05.08.96



Our basic premise was that we could assign each exposure variable
to a distributional family whose exact shape may not be well known
(nncertain)

t/ Each exposure variable may be assigned to a distributionalfamily...

t:l
I......
~

X <'J PDFv(a,p, ...) e.g., Concentration ~ LN(J.1,o)

v ...whose exact shape, within that distributionalfamily, may be uncertain

a ,... PDFU(al'02' .••) , P ~ PDFu(b l ,b2,•••) etc.

tbany CPAD/05.08..96
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Deciding on the Distributional Family

t/ What, if anything, is known about m~chanisms giving rise to the
variable?

t/ What data are available? What is their quality? How representative are
the data of the variable in the problem of interest?

t/ Is the variable discrete or continuous?

t/ What are the bounds of the variable?

t/ Is the variable known, or thought to be, skewed or symmetric?

tbany CPADIOS.O&.96
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Overview of Our experience in the Radon in Drinking Water
Exposure Assessment

o Focus on 4 exposure mod~1 variables

o From "data rich" to "data poor"

o Exposure Variables
• radon-222 concentrations in community groundwater delivery systems
• radon-222 water-to air transferfactor
• radon-222 equilibriumfactor
• residential occupancyfactor

tbarry CPAD/05.08.96
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Radon Concentrations in Community Grou~dwaterSystems

Data Sources

(J National Inorganic and Radionuclides Survey (NIRS)

... 3 stratified random sample of the 47,770 community ground water supply systems
inventoried in the Federal Reporting Data Systems (FRDS) in 1984.

NIRS included 1,000 systems, or approximately 2.1% ofthe total FRDS inventory. Of
the 1,000 systems surveyed, 990 responded. Ofthe 990 systems which responded, eight
were samples were excluded, leaving 982 systems in the data base.

tbany CPAD/05.08.96
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N
\0

Ground Number of NIRS Target Re-Stratified FRDS NIRS
Water FRDSSites Sites Size Inventory Sites

Population (fiscal 1985) Categories (1992) (1992)
Served (1992)

34,040 716 very, very small 16,634 335

very small 25 -100 36.5% 34.1%

25 ~ 500 ,

71.4% 71.6% very small 15,422 334
101-500 33.8% 34.1%

small 10,] 55 211 small 9,952 232
501 ~ 3300 21.3% 21.1% 501-3300 21.8% 23.6%

Medium 2,278 47 Medium 2,302 53
3301 - 10,000 4;8% 4.7% 3301 - 10,000 5.0% 5.4%

Large & very 1,227 26 Large & very 1,316 28
Large Large 2.9% 2.9%

>10,001 2.6% 2.60/0 > 10,001

TOTALS 47,100 1000 TOTALS 45,626 982
100.0% 100.0% 100.1%

Summary characteristics for community groundwater supply systems used for estimating radon
occurrence.

tbarry CPAD/05.08.96



Scatter Plot ofNlRS Rn-222 Data
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Parameterization of the NIRS Radon Concentration Data

Approxiniately 28% of the NlRS systems (275 out of982) had radon concentrations below the
minimum reporting level (MRL) - represent Type I left.:.censored samples

tJ
I......

W......

o Maximum Likelihood Function for Type I, Left-Censored Samples
The sample likelihood fimction for left-censored Type I data with r censored
samples is -

Nt [ ]r N Nt NL(B) =-' x iX
,,+1!(x;6)dx x IT f(xk;8) ::: -' X [F(xr+I;6)r x IT f(xk;6)

r! 0 k=r+! rt k=rTl

whereN is the total sample size,f(x, O) is the pdfand eis a vector ofunknown
parameters. The values of OJ which are sought,are those values which maximize the
logarithm ofthe sample likelihood, subject to constraints on parameters OJ.

Generally, numerical methods must be used to obtain a solution set.
tbarry CPAD/05.08.96
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o Chi-Square (Least Squares) Minimization•

...an alternative for estimating parameters of a model in which the minimum of the quantity

x2 :: t [Yk -Y(Xk;6)]2
k=l ak

is sought where y{x;8) is the model to be fitted to N data points (XhY,) and Ok is the standm'd·
deviation of the kth datum. As with the method ofmaximum likelihood~ the solution to
equation is found by solving m simultaneous equations

o PPRegression. Percentile-percentile regression (i.e., regression on order statistics) is a
specific case of X2 minimization in which the values of 8j which minimize the sum ofthe
squared difference between the predicted and observed cumulative distribution functions are
sought, ie.,

N [ k ]2MIN:. L - F(xk ;8)
k=r+l N + 1

tbany CPAD/05.08.96
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Parameter Estimation for Type I Censored Distributions: Special Case of
the Lognormal Distribution.

A number of simplifications can be mad~ ifthe distribution being fit is the lognormal,
i.e., X ~ LN(f!;(J).

o ForMLE.•.

I N
L i' ::: -nzln (J - - L yi + nlln[~(~)] + constant

2 k=nl+l

where Yk = [In(xJ-J.l]IO', ~ = [In(x.....) -Jl]/o and fIl(~) is the normal cumulative distribution.

o For ROS...it is possible to express the solution in closed form ifregression is against the
Gaussian Z-score, i.e.,

N

MIN: L [In(xk) - U- aZk)]2
k=Jl l + 1

-I( k )where Zk = ell N + 1

tbany CPAD/05.08.96
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Distributions Tested

(J Graphical exploration ofthe data showed it to be right-skewed, with a tails
spanning up to 2Y2 orders ofmagnitude

o The radon concentration data were fitted to five skewed distributions, using both
Jv1LE and ROS parameter estimation technique~

• lognormal
• gamma & log-gamma
• Weibull & log-Weibull
• Pearson Type 5 & log-Pearson 5'
• Pearson Type 6 & log-Pearson 6

o Generally, the two-parameter gamma fit best, but the data were also well fit by the
lognonnal, except for small systematic deviations in the upper tail.

o Because ofthe advantages associated with'lognormal pdfs and the marginal gains
ofthe gamma, radon concentrations were models as lognormal.

tbany CPADf05.08.96
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Characterization ofParameter Uncertainty - the Quality Factor (QF)
Approach

o Under the model C ,..., LN(Il,(J), how well are (fl,o) known?

o We assumed that the NIRS data ,.,ere represelltlltive, and that the only significant
uncertainties were attributable to sample size within each stratum.

o Sample size uncertainty in the parameters ofthe radon lognormal distributions were modeled,
from classical statistics, as t and inverse chi-square distributions, i.e.,

t1
I....

t/.)
0\

m - Jl ,..., (n-l

81m
and

)8 2 2
(n-l ,..., Xn-l

0 2

o In specifying our uncertainty in (p.,o), we invoked a subjective Quality Factor (QF) which
represented an adjustment to the sample size to reflect the number ofsamples and well how
well we felt the data represented the population of interest

• n - 10 = QF small studies and/or not fully representative ofpopulation
• n -. 25 = QF intermediate size, somewhat less than fully representative
•. n -to 100 = QF large and/or acceptably representative

tbany CPAD/05.08.96
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Water-to-Air Transfer Factor (TF)

t/ ~or a simple box model, the steady-state average radon concentration.in air
attributable to releases from household water is described in terms ofthe transfer
factor

[Rn-222] (PC;I! air)
TF(unitless) = [Rn-222] (pCiIL water)

W·e
VoA

tj
I,...
""'",...

where W is the whole-house water use rate, use-weighted fractional release rate
from water to air, V is the hose volume, and Ais the whole-house ventilation rate.

t/ Nazaroff(1987) used published data on each ofthese four variables and found that
the transfer factor was well described by a lognonnal distribution with a geometric
mean of 6.57E-05 and a geometric mean of~o88.

t/ We used Nazaroff's lognormal distribution with"QF = 25 to capture uncertainty in
the parameters ofthe lognormal pdf.
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90% Credible Interval for the CDF for the Water-to-Air Transfer Factor
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Uncertain Shapes - Equilibrinm Factor

o The Un~ertainBeta Distribution B,... (u.,tlz;min,max)

a . = (mean - min) -(2 -mode - min - max)

1 (mode '- mean) • (max - min) (
max - mean)ex = a •

2 1 mean - ",in

tj
I

j-ol.

~

In some cases for bounded variables, we found estimates ofranges and means, but not modes.
We did not feel justified in makingassumptiQllS about the mode except that it lie between the
minimum and the mean if the pdf is right-skewed or between the mean and maximum if the pdf
is left-skewed.

.For any particular estimate ofthe mean we treated the pdfas having an unknown shape that

.could range from nearly flatto highly skewed.

PDFv(EF) .... B(mode,mean,min,max) 0.10 ~ EF ~ 0.90

PDFlJ (mean) .... U(O.35,0.55)

PDFu(mode) .... U(min,mean) mean ~ !..(min + max) .
2

PDFu(mode) .... U(mean,max) mean ~ .!.(min + max)
2

tbany CPAD/05.08.96
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2-Dimensional Simulation Methodology

Exposure = g~Yl'X2"'·') =

, Environ) . ( contact) . (Exposure . ( Exposure'
Concen Rate Frequency Duration

(
Body ) . ( Averaging)

Weight.. Time

where ....yk ,... PDFv(xk ;fJ.,62,···) and at ... PDFu(6k ;ak ,bk, •••)

o
I
~

VI
~

1. For each stochastic variable, randomly pick a plausible parameter set according to
Ok ..... PDFU(Ok;ak~,...)

2. Given the parameter set, perform a full Monte Carlo simulation.

. 3 Record all appropriate and relevant statistics ofthe input and output variables

4. Repeat steps 1-3 many times, accumulating the.range and distribution ofrelevant input and
output statistics

tbany CPAD/05.08.96
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20 Plausible Realizations tlfan Uncertain Cumulative Density Function
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CASE STUDY: UNCERTAINTY AND VARIABILITY IN INDIRECT EXPOSURES
TO TCDD EMITTED FROM A HAZARDOUS WASTE INCINERATOR

Paul S. Price
ChemRisk
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Case Study: Assessment of Indirect Exposure to
TCDD Released from Incinerators Conducted

within the Framework of EPA Guidance
o Indirect exposure occurs through the consumption of

animal or vegetable foodstuffs that have been
contaminated from TCDD deposition and vapor
partitioning

~ 0 A major indirect exposure pathway is the consumption
of beef from cows that graze on impacted pasture

o Both direct deposition and vapor adsorption on plants
are important

o Limited time arid resources
Monte Carlo 5·96



Key Pathways for TenD

Vapor .. Grass \

/
d Emissions Cattle .. Consumer
I.......

. VI

"""particulates SOil/
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Uncertainty and Variability
o The imprecision of exposure estimates are due to
_ ,uncertainty and interindividual variability

o Uncertainty - One "true" number that is uncertain
because of insufficient knowledge e.g., biotransfer
factors or predicted vapor concentration at a .
specific -location --.- -.-
~-

o Variability - A distribution of "true" values that
. characterizes the variability in nature e.g., amount
of beef ranchers consume or location of the ranch

Monte Carlo 5-96



Method
o Fate and transport of TCDD and human

exposure based primarily on EPA (1990,1993)
indirect exposure assessment guidance
documents

~ 0 Hypothetical incinerator located in the Gulf
Coast Region of Texas

o Modification of models for TCDD-specific
and. site-specific information for the
hypothetical incinerator

Monte Carlo 5-96



Approach

o Identify data reasonably available to operator

o Divide variables into three groups
- point estimates

tj

~ - variation d9minated

- uncertainty dominated

o Use a nested loop approach
- outer loop values for uncertainty

- inner loop interindividual variation

Monte Carlo 5-96 .
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Monte Carlo 5-%

Key Components

o Air Emissions

o Air Transport

o Soil

o Beef

. 0 Location

o Consumer
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Monic Carlo 5-96

Air Emissions'

o The average emission rate of TCDD under
normal operating conditions is-well
characterized

o Fraction of emissions as vapor is modeled

o Historical data is available on the fraction of
time the plant is operational
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Air Transport

o COMPDEP models of vapor and particu~ates were
used

o No loss of vapor to, surfaces or particulates

o No consideration 'of photodegradation of TCDD

o Uncertainty in air "modeling results based on
historical 'studies

Monle Carlo 5-96



Soil and Pasture
o Soil

- direct deposition
- long-term equilibrium

~ 0 Pasturew

- deposition
- wash off
- partitioning based on TCDD-specific data in alfalfauncertainty is based on laboratory uncertainty

Monte Carlo 5-96



Beef Concentration

o Based on uptake of pasture and soil

o Biotransfer factors based on Jensen et al. (1981)

~ 0 Pasture raised (no supplemental feed)
~

o Depuration during feed lot time

Monle Carlo 5-96
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Location
o Divide air model receptor grid to equal size

blocks representing cattle ranches

o One-half set aside for non-ranching activities

d Air concentrations ofTCDD vapor and TCDD
deposition"rates (wet and dry) are calculated
for each ranching block

Monte Carlo 5-96
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Consumers

o Beef sold to the general population not considered

o Consumption of "home grown" beef by ranchers

o Beef consumption rates (variation)

o Duration (variation)

o Fraction home raised (variation)

Monte Carlo 5-96
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Beef Consumption Rates
o Data on variation in short-term consumption rates

available on a national basis

o Significant temporal trends in the consumption of
beef and beef fat

o Subpopulation of ranchers may have beef intake
rates that differ from the national values

o Only short-term variation data available

o Fraction "home raised" based on older study only a
point estimate available

o Excellent data theoretically available from USDA

Monte Carlo 5·96
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Source. of Data

o Site-specific meteorology and topography data

o Site-specific cattle practices

o Facility information (e.g., stack height,. etc.)
taken .from typical values for large hazardous
waste incinerators

o Distributions taken from EPA publications
wherever possible

Monle Carlo 5-96



Variables Dominated by
.Uncertainty or Variability

t1
I

'"""$

Uncertainty .

Percent particulate-bound dioxin
Air modeling uncertainty
Fraction of time incinerator operati.onal
Feed lot depuration rate
TenD vapor-to-grass transfer factor
TCnn grass-to-beef transfer factor
Soil loss constant
Grass surface weatherization rate
Beef cattle consumption rate of grass

Monle Carlo 5-96

Variability
•

Location of ranch
Location of ranch
Location of ranch
Location of ranch
Location of ranch
Feed lot time
Beef consumption rate
Fraction of homegrown beef
Duration of exposure
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Two Dimensional Monte Carlo Analysis

Approach: Nested loop simulation

Select Values for ..
Uncertainty Parameters

Simulation of
ExposureVariation.....

Monic Carlo 5-96



Nested-Loop Model of
TCDD Beef Exposure

Select values for uncertainty parameters

Select vapor concentrations and
deposition rates for this location

Select values for site-specific
arameters

Select values for the individual
intake parameters

Calculate the
individual's dose rate

Monte Carlo 5-96

Calculate summary statistics

Print summary
statistics

D-l71
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No



Software Used to Perform the Analysis

o Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet with Business Graphic
and Database: Version 4.0, Mircrosoft Corporation,

. 1992

~ 0 @Risk: Ris~ Analysis and Simulation Add-In for
Microsoft Excel: Version 1.12, Palisade
Corporation, 1994-

Monle Carlo 5-96
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Model Description

o Written as a series of Excel spreadsheets

D. Contains two linked spreadsheets:

Macro Output.....
Sheet Sheet
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Macro Sheet

o In a macro sheet, specialized calculations are
performed by a series of commands (macros)

o Many macros can be created on one macro sheet

o One macro can call one or more additional macros

o Can use the @Risk function for distributions

Monte Carlo 5-96



Macro Sheet (cont'd)
o Types of macros used to program Microexposure

model are command macros:

ColumnA

t:J
I.....
~

Monle Carlo 5-96

Row 1
Row 2
Row3·
Row 4
Rown
Row n+l

Macro name

= command line 1 I--r--

= command line 2

:::: command line 3

= command line n

=RETURN() 11r

beginning

end
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Macro Sheet (cont'd)

Macro commands commonly do the following:

• select a value from a data set a variable name equal to the
value

• call other macros

• solve an equation and set a variable equal to the solution

• control the location of an active cell in a worksheet

• end a macro

Monte Cllflo 5-96
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Output Sheet

o Receives output from simulation

o Designed by modeler

o Summary statistics can be computer on a range' of
cells in the Output Sheet at the end of the specified
iterations

o Takes the place of the summation and reporting
components of @ Risk

Monte Carlo 5-96
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Data Management

o 2,000 uncertainty loops X 2,000 variation
loops =4,000,000 values

o Only summary statistics (27 values) are and
saved for each variation loop

o Summary statistics of the uncertainty in the
2,000 variation" loop suminary statistics are
calculated and saved

Monte Carlo 5-96
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Use of Excel Macros for Two
D,jmens~ionalMonte Carlo·

o Advantages

- Readily available

- Allows use of @Riskdistributions

- Widely known among risk assessors

- Good output control

o Disadvantages

- Hard to de-bug

- Slow-slaw-slow
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Output 'of 25 Uncertainty Loop Runs
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Variation and Uncertainty in Dose Rates (uglkg-day) of
the Exposed Population for 2,000 Simulations
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Results
An Uncertainty "Slice" of the 50th Percentile Individual
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Results Uncertainty in Exposure Estim.ates
Varies by 1 Order of Magnitude
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Results Interindividual Variation, in Exposure
Varies by 3 Orders of Magnitude
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Variation and Uncertainty in Dose Rates (uglkg-day)
of the Exposed Population and the Distribution of a

Randomly Selected Individual
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The Separation of Parameters into
Uncertainty and Variability

o Does not account for the uncertainty
component in variability parameters

o Fails to properly evaluate
variability/uncertainty interactions

o Future work should take these interactions
into consideration through the use of .
two-dimensional average for variability
parameters



= least possible value
=greatest possible value
= breakpoint values within range
= corresponding cumulative probabilities

•maXImum

Xl'· ··,Xn

PI,···,Pn

Example: Beef Consumption Rates
o Use the Risk Cumulative function to define a

cumulative distribution for beef consumption

= Risk Cumulative (minimum, maximum, ({X1'X2' ••• ,

Xn, }, { PI' P2' ••• , Pn } )

where,
• •lTI1nlmUm

t1
I....

00
00
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o Used a lookup function in the macro sheet to extract
parameter values from a beef consumption uncertainty,
variability data array

o Use Horizontal (HLOOKUP) or Vertical (VLOOKUP)
~ function
00
\0

D. In the uncertainty loop define A as the percentile of the
uncertainty for beef consumption

Monle Carlo 5-96



o HLOOKUP searches a specified row of an arr.ay
for a particular value, and returns the value in the
indicated cell:

[VALUE] [ARRAY] [ROW]
PI = HLOOKUP (1, berate, A)

Beef Consumption Rate

Percentile
1 5 10 25 50 75 90 95 99
iii, iii ii'

tj
I......
g

Monte Carlo 5-96
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Conclusions

o Two-dimensional Monte Carlo analysis can
characterize uncertainty and variability in
exposure assessments

o Based on the factors considered in this analysis,
i:pterindividual variation dominates uncertainty
for this exposure pathway

o Because the uncertainty is small there is little
difference from the results of a traditional .
one-dimensional analysis

Monle Carlo 5-96





CASE STUDY APPLICATION: UNCERTAINTY AND VARIATION IN INDIRECT EXPOSURE
ASSESSMENTS: AN ANALYSIS OF EXPOSURE TO TETRACHLORODIBENZO-P-DIOXIN

FROM A BEEF CONSUMPTION PATHWAY

Paul S. Price
ChemRisk

First appeared in Risk Analysis 16(2):263-277. Reprinted with permission.
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Case Study: Modeling Uncertainty and Variation in Dose Rates from an

Indirect Exposure to TCDD.from the Consumption of Beef

This case study will present a Monte Carlo model of indirect exposure to TCDD through the

consumption of beef from cattle raised down wind of a hazardous waste incinerator. The results

will be presented as a cumulative distribution of individual doses in an exposed population and the

uncertainty in that distribution. While this case study involves the use of a large number of

parameters and equations. it presents a relatively simple approach for separately evaluating

uncertainty and variability in estimates of long-teno dose rates.

The case study will demonstrate the following points:

o Use of Excel macro's to allow the use of commonly available software

o An example ofa "nested loop" approach for dealing with uncertainty and

variability.

o A comparison between the results of the uncertainty and variability model with a

monte carlo analysis of total uncertainty.

o Examples of the development of PDFs in the absence of high quality data.
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Uncertainty and Variation in Indirect Exposure Assessments: An Analysis of
Exposure to Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-:Dioxin from a Beef Consumption Pathway .

Paul S. Pricel , Steave'H. Su2, JeffR Hanington3, Russell E. Keenanl

lCh~ - A Division ofMcLaren/Ha:rt, 1685 Congress Street, PCX1land, Maine 04102, USA; 2 Bailey
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ABSTRACT

Indirect exposures to 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) and other toxic materials
released in, incinerator emissions have been identified as a significant concem for human health.
As a result, regulatory agencies' and researchers have developed specific approaches for evaluating
exposures from indirect pathways. This paper presents a quantitative assessment of the effect of
uncertainty and variation in exposure parameters on the resulting estimates of TCDD dose rates
receivefl by indi~dua1sindirectly exposed to incinerator emissions through the consumption of
home-grown beef. The assessment uses a nested Monte Carlo model that separately characterizes
uncertainty and variation in dose rate estimates. Uncertainty resulting from limited data on the fate
and transport of TCDD are evaluated, and variations in estimated dose rates in the exposed
population that result from loca~on-specific paJ?llIleters and individuals' behaviors are
characterized. The analysis indicates that lifetime average daily dose rates for individuals living
within 10 kilometers of a hypothetical incinerator range over three orders of magnitude. In
contrast, the uncertainty in the dose rate distribution appears to vary by less than one order of
magnitude., based on the sources of uncertainty included in this analysis. Current guidance for
predicting exposures from indirect exposure pathways was found to overestimate the intakes for
typical and high-end individuals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indirect exposures to toxic substances released in air emissions can be evaluated by examining

those exposure pathways that involve the consumption of animal or vegetable foodstuffs that have

accumulated toxic materials via air emissions1•2. Previous authors have shown that indirect

pathways can result in dose rates that are orders of magnitude higher than the doses received by

direct inhalation of vapors and particles3.4. Recently., regulatory agencies have taken the position

that indirect exposures to toxic substances released in air emissions can represent significant

sources of risk to public health. In 1994, EPA issued directives to its regional offices to consider

risk from indirect exposure and has since proposed@.,requirement that indirect risk assessments be

performed as part of obtaining new air permits and maintaining existing ones for all incinerators5 .

'Three guidance documents for the performance of indirect risk assessments have been released1.6.7

and information on assessing indirect exposures to TCDD is also contained in documents

developed as part of the reevaluation ofdioxin-J.TIre:compounds8•

In these documents, EPA has recommended a series ofequations and default parameters with the

intent of providing a method for assessing "reasonable" estimates of the dose rates received by a

family living at a ranch, given a certain TCDD deposition rate and vapor concentration1,6.7.

A number of researchers have shown that the use Qf multiple conservative values or even a blend

of "conservative" and "typical" values in an expOSUIe~ent can result in an unknown degree

of overestimation of actual risks9,10. The potential for overestimating exposure tends to increase

for evaluations that involve many parameters or.where the parameters are associated with large

degrees Oftmcertaintyl1. Both conditions occur in indirect risk assessments. For example, the

calculation of dose rates from beef and dairy consumption may involve more than 40 parameters 1

while only ti.pax:ameters (body weight, air CODcenrr:atiOn, duration, averaging tim:e. inhalation rate.

arid lung clearance) are involved in estimati:D.g exposUres via ifi:rect inhalation12• EPAl.6,13 has
, . .

also acknowledged that many indirect exposure parameters are associated with considerable

uncertainty.

\

When evaluating the imprecision in estimates of exp~5ure, it is important to separately characterize

the imprecision that results from interindividual vc¢ation and the imprecision that results from
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uncertainty in fate and transport processes 10,l1,14,lS,16,17. Interindividual variation is the

, difference in exposure that occurs between one person and another. It can be characterized as the

distribution of dose rates in an exposed population. In contrast, uncertaintY occurs due to a lack of

complete infonnation on a parameter's value. It can be expressed as confidence limits on the dose

rate distribution. This characterization does not apply in estimates of individual's dose rates where

interindividual variation is simply another source of uncertainty in the estimate of the individual's

dose rateiO•

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH

This paper presents an analysis of the uncertainty in estimates of lifetime average daily dose rates

(hereafter called dose rates) potentially received via consumption of beef containing 2,3,7,8

tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) emitted from a hypothetical incinerator. For illustrative

purposes, this analysis only considers TCDD, and seeks to characterize the uncertainty in the

TCDD dose .rate estimates developed using EPA methodologyl,6,7. Since many of the

assumptions and parameters are~c to TCDD, the results are not intended to be applied to

chlorinated furans or to other dioxin congeners. The beef consumption pathway was chosen

because it is the indirect exposure route that produced the highest TCDD dose rates in the EPA's

assessment ofthe WTI incinerator18• This analysis does not consider exposure to TCDD via be.ef

that enters the general food supply. Because the processes of ~ttle transporL:ation, slaughtering,

sale, and commercial distribution mix contaminated wi~ uncontaminated .beef, such individual

exposures are believed to be negligible in comparison. to exposures received by ranchers who

consume home-raised beef. A nested Monte Carlo analysis is used to quantify the uncertainties

associated with the models and to characterize the distribution of dose rates in the exposed

population. .While this analysis evaluates potential human exposure from a hypothetical incinerator

located in Texas, it is not intended to present conclusions about any specific location; rather, it is

intended to examine the uncertainty associated with dose .rates that areestimated~g current

guidance.
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2.1. Description of the Emission Source and the Exposed Population

The hypothetical incinerator is assumed to be located at a point that is equidistant from the cities of

Victoria and Freeport on the Gulf Coast of Texas at 28.87- north latitude and 96.19- west

longitude. This location was selected because of the availability of meteorological and topographic

data and the petrochemical industry present in the region. The incinerator is assumed to emit

TCDD as airborne vapor and contaminated particulates at an average rate of7.6 x 10-10 g/sec. This

rate is believed to be reasonable for a large incinerator.

In this analysis, the COMPDEP air dispersion model 1,6 is used to characterize transport ofTCDD .

from the stack to the local pastures. The total deposition rates and vapor concentrations at a series

of receptor points over a 20 kID. by 20 kIn area around the facility were calculated through the use

of this model.

The analysis uses the estimated vapor concentration and rates of wet and dry deposition of TCDD

to predict concentrations in grass and soil at local pasturage. These concentrations are then used to

estimate 'the TCDD concentration in the edible portion of beef cattle grazed on those pastures. The

biottansfer ofTCDD from grass and soil to beef was performed using the methodology proposed

in the indirect exposure guidance1,6,7; however, as discussed below, a TCDD-specific value is

used for the grass to beef biotransfer factor.

Cattle ranching occurs throughout this region of Texas (Engbrock., Personal Communication;

Lesiker, Personal Communication). Because the Gulf Coast climate is capable of supporting

pasnue throughout the year, we assume that cattle are raised on pasture exclusively until just prior

to slaughter. At that time, cattle are moved to a "feed lot" and are fed a diet of grain in order to

increase their weight and the quality oftheir beeP.

2.2. Evaluation of Model Parameters

In this analysis, the parameters use,d in the indirect exposure models were separated into three

categories: point estimates, "uncertainties", and "interindividual variabilities". The ['rrst category

contains those parameters that can be anticipated to be known (with a low degree of uncertainty) by

the operator of the facility. These values are treated as point estimates in the model. Examples of
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such parameterS include stack height, stack temperature, average TCDD emission rates, and local

topography.

The second category of parameters contains those factors for which there is lirrrited knowledge but

for which there is a single true value. Examples of these parameters are the half-life ofTeDD in

local soils, air-grass partition factors, photodegradation rates, and the biotransfer factors for TCDD

from soil and gIa$S to beef. These parameters are mQdeled in the uncertainty portion of the Monte

Carlo model.

The third category includes those parameters that vary from one individual to another within an

exposed population. Such variables include the amount of beef consumed· by an individual. the

fraction of consumed beef raised on contaminated pasture, the location of the ranch relative to the

facility, and the duration of time that an individual consumes rontaminared beef. These parameters

are modeled in the interindividual variability portion of the Monte Carlo model.

Animal-to-animal variation ofTCDD in beef (levels in each animal slaughtered) and year-ta-year

variations in meteorological conditions~~~t considered in this paper. Because the goal of this

analysis is to characterize the long-term variation in doses, such short-term variations are assumed

to be effectively averaged out during. the course of an individual's long-term exposure. As

discussed by Morgan and Henrion14, estimates of interindividual variability are also subject to

uncertainty. This type of uncertainty is not included in this analysis.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine which paIameters significantly contributed to the

uncertainty and variation in the dose rate estimates. In th~ sensitivity analysis, each model

parameter was increased by 20% from its reco~endedvalue and the difference in the estimatf".ct

dose rate, resulting from the increase of the parameter, 'Yas observed. Parameters that :m

incineratot' operator eouId not.be expected to know, and which varied the dose rate by more than

1%, were included in the Monte Car:lo model as distributions. Parameters that varied the dose rate

by less than 1% were treated as point estimates and were assigned the recommended value or a

value equal to the median value of the parameter distribution.
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3. SOURCES OF INFORMATION USED IN THE ASSESSMENT

3.1. General Approach

This analysis uses the available guidance for assessing indirect exposuresI.6.7. Where possible,

we have used the same abbreviations for the parameter names as those provided in the guidance

documents. The analysis also draws on work by a-number of researchers19,20.21.22.23. Table 1

presents the equations for the beef consumption pathway, as given in the EPA guidance

documents, and the equations used in the Monte Carlo analyses. Table 2 describes the parameters

used in the equations and reports their assignment into the categories of point estimate constants,

uncertainty parameters, and variability parameters.

The equations used in the Monte Carlo models differ from the Agency's guidance in three ways.

First, where TCDD-specific information on biotransfer factors were available, we used these data

in lieu of the log Kow-based approach recommended by the current guidance. This allows our

analyses to avoid the additional modeling uncertainty that comes from regression-based

approaches13• Second, we included factors that are not quantitatively· accounted for in EPA's

indirect exposure guidance. These include the possibility that the plant may not be in constant

operation, that the ranch with the highest potential exposure to emission sources may not raise beef

for home consumption, and that cattle may be fed grain prior to slaughter. Third, certain equations

have been modified to consider uncertainty in air models and vapor-to-particulate partitioning.

Table 2 describes the distributions used to characterize the uncertainty and variation in the

parameters used in this analysis. The table also provides references for the sources of these data..

For certain parameters, we developed unique distributions based on site-specific information.

These parameters are discussed below.

3.2. Site Information .

Values for facility-specific parameters such as emission rate, stack height, etc., were adapted from

actual hazardous waste incinerators operating in the State ofTexas. Table 3 provides a description

of the values of the facility parameters used in the analysis. Incinerators do not operate on a

continual basis because of maintenance time and interruptions in the supply of wastes slated for
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.18U1e J.. EXposure Parameters, Parameter Values, and Sources

Point Estimate ModelPlII'lUl1eter
Y~nria~les Type (aL~Denriltion _ Unit Pnrameters Source (c) Parameters (d)

MonIc Cnrlo Model
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Table 2. Exposure l'Ul'nlllclcrs. P:tramclcr Vnlues. nnd Sources

Point Estimate ModelPlU'lIJneler
Variables Type (a) Definition Unil }>arllltlelcrs Source (c) Parameters (d)

Monic Carlo MOdel
Source.

Modeled; lEO l!q 4-7

Modeled; IBA I!q 4-1, p4-2

Modeled; Il!G l!q 4-6
I!BD 5-47
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McCraddy nud Mascaro (28)
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(282,287.290,293,296,298,298.301,304),
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M
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M Modeled; Il!O Eq 5-5; fro':l
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U
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Table 3. Specifications Used for the HypothetiCal FaclIity (a)

Parameter

Stack Height

Base Elevation

Stack Diameter

Stack Tempern.ture

Ex.baust Row Rate

Exit Velocity

Building Height

Building Width

Building Length

Total TCDD Emission Rate
a. Values are based on typical inc:inetatots in the state ofTcxas.

b. Actual C1Jbic meters per second.

D-20S

Value Units

30 m

9 m
0.76 m

425 K

6.91 acms(b)

15.24 mls

6.1 m

6.1 m

15.24 m
0.76 nglsec
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burning; as a resul~ the assumption that emissions occur on a constant basis is not appropriate. In

this analysis we have assumed, based on discussions with incineratOr operators in Texas, .that the

plant will be in operation for at least 60% of the ~e. The fraction of time the plant is in operation

is given by a triangular distribution \-vith a range of 0.6 to 1.0, with a most likely value of 0.8.

Topographic infonnation for the vicinity of the hypothetical incinerator was based on models

produced by the United States Geological Survey. This analysis used meteorological data from the

National Weather Service Station in Victoria., Texas, for the 5-year period of 1985 to 1989.

Infonnation on ranch sizes and practices was obtained by contacting the county extension agents in
the two counties (Matagorda and Jackson) in the area of hypothetical impact (Lesiker, Personal

Communication; Engbrock, Personal Communication). Table 4 presents the infonnation obtained

concerning local ranching activities.

In estimating the dose rates received by the potentially exposed population, it must be considered

that most ranches do not slaughter cattle for home consumption. Based upon infonnation received

from Federal, State, and local experts, the number of ranches in the U.S. that slaughter their own

beef for home consumption is very small (Simpson, Personal Communication; Brown, Perso~al

Communication3.4). In addition, county extension agents have indicated that the majority of

ranches in the area of the facility raise calves not beef animals (Lesiker, Personal Communication;

Engbrock, Personal Communication). Based upon this infonnation, we have made the assumption

that one ranch in twenty (5%) in the area will slaughter of cattle for home constunption.

The duration ofan individual's exposme was assumed to equal the period of time tha~ an individual

lives on an affected ranch. Infonnation on the distribution of such residence times is taken from

national estimates of residence times for individuals living on fanns and ranchers25•

3.3. 'Air Dispersion Modeling

The CO.MPDEP model has been shown to produce predicted air concentrations that compare

favorably to observed levels. The confidence in the model predictions is greater for estimates of

long-tenn concentrations (yearly or longer) than for short-tenn estimates (hourly or daily).

Estimates by EPA (40 CFR part 51 Appendix W) indicate that errors of ±40% are found in
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Table 4. Cattle Ranching Pr.tctJces In Matagorda and Jackson County, Texas

35,000 mature cows in Jackson County
752nmches
Avemge ranch size is 475 aaes
Average stocking rnte is 5 aaes per head of cattle
All :ranches only use pasture or some type offorage·

• All nmdJes are consiLU:red cow-calf opc:r.itions, or "breeding heros."
Very few (<5%) oflhe ranchers taised beeffor home consumption
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estimates of the highest predicted concentrations. A new variable, AIRUNC was created to

account for modeling uncertainty. This variable is defined by a triangular distribution with a most

likely value of 1.0, a minimum of 0.6, and a maxiIpum of 104.

When determining the vapor/particulate partitioning of TCDD, modeling is preferred over

monitoring data because of uncertainties in the sample collection methodology6.8. A theoretical

method has been suggested by Bidleman26 for the TGDn fraction which is not pennanently bound

to particulates and freely exchanges betw~n the yaporand particulate-bound fonn. The Bidleman

approach involves the estimation of particulate-bound fraction based on the physical chemical

properties of the compound, the smface area ofparticle:s in. the air and the ambient temperatures.

In order to reflect the particle sUIface area of airborne particulates in a rural farming area, we

applied a triangular distribution representing "clean background," "average background," and

"background plus local sources" of4.2 x 10-7, 1.5 X 10-6, and 3.5 x 10-6 cm2/cm3, respectively as

described in Bidleman26• Using this approach, we estimated that the fraction of TCDD that

remains in the vapor form ranges widely based on the particle surface area and the endpoint

temperature. At the average local temperature the fraction that remains in a vapor form is 91% for

the low particulate "clean background" and 53% for the higher particulate "background plus local

sources" scenarios.

In this analysis, the COMPDEP model was run twice. The IJIst run assumed that the TCDn was

released as a vapor, while the ~ond model~d TCDn releases in a bound fonn. The vapor

concentration predicted for a given location is calculated by taking the COMPDEP air modeling

results and multiplying them by ~UNC, the fraction. of TCDD released as a vapor, and the

fraction of the time the facility is in operation. A similar approach is used to characterize the

uncertainty in particulate bound TCDD (both wet and dry) depOsition rates at a Specific location.

3.4. Plant and Animal Uptake

The uncertainty in the accumulation ofTCDn on plant sUIfaces is estimated based on the range of

weathering rates reported by Baes et al.27. The estimated uncertainty in the vapor-to-grass transfer

of TenD is based on the experimental uncenainty in the partitioning of TCDD reported by

McCrady and Magard28• Distributions reflecting uncertainties for the rates of consumption of soil
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and grass by cattle were taken from EPAl. Data on the uncertainty in the annual average wind

speed was developed from the available meteorological data. The distributions developed for these

parameters and the bases for their derivations are provided in Tables 1 and 2.

In this analysis, the biotransfer factor (Bag) used to predict the concentration in beef as a result of

dietary uptake by cattle is taken from the work by Jensen et 31.23. This study is the basis for the

TCDD data in Travis and Arms' log Kow regression equation l9 suggested by the EPA

guidancel ,6.7. Jensen et al. reported nondeteetable levels ofTCnD in muscle tissues in three cows

following 28 days feeding of a diet containing 24 ppt TCnD. Although TCDn was not detected in

the muscle tissues, it was found to be present in fat tissue. We estimated the TenD concentration'

in muscle tissue based on the reported average fat content of the muscle samples and their

respective fat-based biotransfer factors for each of the three cows. The value of Bag estimated

from original data are 0.055,0.076, and 0.079 are slightly lower than the value of 0.11 estimated

for TCDD using Travis and Arm. The uncertainty in Bag is characterized by discrete distribution

of the three values.

Grain has a much lower potential for TCDD contamination from air emissions than p3StUJ:'e2,3~ as a

result, TeDD intake will greatly decline during grain feeding. The following equation is used to

predict the change in TCnD concentration in beef that occurs during the time that the animal~ fed

grain:

Abslaughtc:r = (Abbefore feed loUe - <Kn-FI.:n

wheJ;e; Abslaughter is the concentration of TCDD in beef at slaughter, Abbefore feed lot is the

concentration in beef before the cattle are placed on feed lot, Kfl is the TenD depuration constant,

and FLT is the 'length of time the eattlespend on the feed lot. Jensen et al.23 studied the

elimination ofTeDD from adipose tissue of beefcattle during the contaminant-free feeding period

prior to slaughter. The concentration of TCDD in cattle adipose tissue was found to decrease

rapidly, with a half-life of 16.5 ± 1.4 weeks, or a first order rate constant of 0.042 ± 0.003

week-I. Since the Jensen et al. elimination rate does not account for diluting the tissue TeDD

concentrations accompanying a weight increase, this analysis does not consider the impact of

dilution and therefore, overestimates potential exposures.
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The USDA Current Agricultural statistics on the number of animals in feed lots can be used to

derive an estimate of 4-6 months for the average period cattle are placed' on feed lots29• For this

analysis, we have assumed that the duration of time for grain feeding can be characterized by a

triangular distribution, with a most likely value of four months, a minimum value of one month,

and a maximum value of six months. We have shortened this range time to reflect the possibility

that beef animals raised for home consumption may not be kept "on feed lot" as long as animals

raised for commercial slaughter.

4. ANALYSES OF UNCERTAINTY AND VARIATION

Three analyses were penonned for this paper. First, we developed point estimates of the dose

rates for the typical and high-end rancher. Second, we conducted a Monte Carlo model of

uncertainty and variation in dose rates for the population of individuals living on ranches in the

modeled area. T1:tis analysis used a nested Monte Carlo model Third, we modeled the uncertainty

in the dose rates for the individual living on a ranch that receives the highest level of exposure to

the incinerator emissions (of the ranches that raise beef for home consumption) and uncertainty in

the dose rates for an individual on a ranch receiving the 44average" exposure to TCDD emissions.

Both analyses used a second Monte Carlo model that did not distinguish between interindividuality

and uncertainty.

4.1. Development of a Point Estim"ate of Dose.Rates for the High End and Typical

Individuals

A point estimate-based an~~sis of the doses ~iv~ from th~ beef consumption pathway is

conducted using methodologies recommended in EPA guidance1,6,7. The receptor location with

the highest estimated 'TCDD~:in'beef .is used in the estimate of ~e "high-end"

individual. The beef concentration for the 4'typical" individual was the median beef concentration

for all the ~odeledrec~ptorloCations. These dose rates represent intakes for a rancher who raises

cattle entirely on pasture and are based on the predicted values of vapor-ta-plant and plant-to-lx'.ef

biotransfer provided in EPA's guidance1•6•7•
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4.2. Monte Carlo Model, of Uncertainty and Variation in the Local Population

A two-dimensional Monte Carlo model that separately characterizes uncertainty and variation was

conStructed using the nested loop approach described by Hoffman and Hammonds16 and Bany30.

The approach uses an iterative procedure (the uncertainty loop) to select values for the uncertainty

parameters. During each iteration of the uncertainty loop, the model uses a second nested iterative

procedure (the variation loop) which characterizes the human variation in beef consumption in the

exposed population. Figure 1 presents a flow chart for the model.

The model begins by randomly selecting a set of values from the probability density functions

defined for each of the parameters in the uncertainty loop (see Table 2). Once these parameter

values are selected, the model enters the variation loop. The variation loop models a distribution of

doSe ra~ in the exposed population determined by the selected set of values for the uncertainty

parameters. In each iteration of the variation loop, them~l randomly extracts values from the

probability density functions that desCribe parameters that vary among individuals. Tne variation

loop also selects a location where the modeled individual lives and uses the location to determine

, the appropriate long-term deposition rates and airborne concentrations. The locations have been

identified in the following manner:

1. The 400 km2 area has been divided into 450 acre blocks of land (the average size of
ranches in this region ofTexas).

2. Half the blocks of land have been randomly selected to serve as cattle ranching
operations; the remainder are assumed to be used for nonranching land uses such as
roads, farms, and residential or commercial land uses.

3. The: output of the air dispersion model is used to calculate the average airborne
concentrations and deposition rates that occur across each of the 450 acre blocks of
land.

For eaCh of ilie modeledindividuals, the variafion loop selects a set' tif vapor concent:ra1ions and

deposition rates for one of the cattl~ ranching blocks. The model then estimates the dose rate that

the individual receives from consuming TCDD-contaminated beef. Thevanation loop is repeated

until the dose rates for the specified number of individuals have been obtained.. The model then

calculates the summary statistics for the modeled population ~d stores them for the final output

Once completed, the model returnS to the uncertainty loop and selects a new set of values for the



Figure 1. Monte Carlo Model of Uncertainty and Variation or Indirect Exposure in the LocaI Population

Select values for uric;rtainty parameters

Select vapor concentration and
deposition rate for this location .

Select values for the individual's
intake parameters

Calc:ulate the
Individual's dose rate

Calculate Summary Statistics

Calcula1e Summary
Stuistics
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uncertainty parameters. This process is repeated for a specified number of iterations. Latin

Hypercube sampling method is used in the model to provide efficient parameter sampling.

A total of 2,000 model iterations were condu~ted for both the uncertainty and variation loops for

the model. Since each uncertainty loop required 2,000 iterations of the variation loop, the model

performed 4,000,OO(} separate dose rate estimates. In separate analyses, we found that 2,000

iterations for each of the loops are sufficient to produce stable estimates for the 90th percent

confidence limits of the median, mean, and 95th percentile outputs of the dose rate distribution.

The Monte Carlo model was constructed on the PC-platform using Excelo 4.0 macro language.

The Monte Carlo samplfug of parameters from probability density functions was accomplished

using @Risk Versiono 1.1231'.

4.3. Monte Carlo Model of the Uncertainty in Pose Rates for the Individual

Living on the Most Highly Exposed Ranch '. Where Beef is Raised for Home

Consumption

In this analysis, the total uncertainty in the dose rate for the individual raising beef for home
.. '.

consumption on the ranch that receives the greatest exposure to TCDD emissions was calculated.

This analysis does not differentiate between uncertairity and variation. Interpersonal variation is

merely treated as another source of the total uncertainty in the individual's dose rate. Figure -2

presents a flow chart for the model.

The model selects the location of the highest exposed individual in the following manner:

1. The ranching blocks are selected in the,Same fashion as the local population modeL

2. The blocks m-e then Tanked in 1em1S of1hei:r--predieted -beef concentration: Beef
concentrations are predicted using EPA1,6.7.

3. The model selects the ranch block with the highest predicted beefconcentration and
asks ifcattle are slaughtered for home consumption. The probability of answering
yes to this question is set at 5% (95% probability of answering no). If the answer
is yes, then the airborne vapor concentration and deposition rates for this block are
used in the model. If the answer is no, then the model selects the next highest
block and repeats the process.
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Figure2. Monte Carlo Model of Uncertainty
in the Dose Rate for IndividWll ResidiDg 0111

the Most Exposed Ranch

Randomly selo::t
blocks for ranch locations
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intake parameters

Discard ranch

No

~culatesummaryL..- ~ statistics
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4. This process is repeated until a yes answer is obtained. If all of the blocks are
queried without a yes answer, then the model automatically defaults to the ranch
block with the lowest predicted beef concentration. .

The selected values for'exposure parameters are used to calculate a dose rate for the individual

consuming beef raised at the selected location, and the process is repeated for 2,000 iterations.

This Monte Carlo model was constructed using the same software and operates on the same

platform.' as the previous model.

5. RESULTS

The point estimate analysis estimated a dose rate of 1 x 1(}-9 Jlglkg-day for high-end individual and

a dose rate for a typical individual of 1 x 10-10 Jlglkg-day. The results of the Monte Carlo model

of the uncertainty and variability in the population of individuals who live on ranches within the

400 km2 area are given in Figure 3 and Table 5. Figure 3 presents the distribution of dose rates

predicted for the exposed population-.The separate lines in Figure 3 represent the sets of estimates

for each ofthe dose percentiles that reflect different levels ofuncertainty.

The dose rates for the different percentiles of the population range from 4 x 1(}-13 to 2 x 1(}-10 for

the 5th and the 95th percentiles of the population, respectively (as measured by the 50th percentiles

of the uncertainty distributions), or 2.5 orders of magnitude. The 90 percent confidence limits (the

5th and 95th percentiles in the ~certainty distri.buti~nof the dose rate) for the dose rate of the

median individual in the exposed population range from 6 x 10-12 to 2 X 10-11 or slightly more than

one-half of an order of magnitude. The total. range of dose rates from the 90th percent lower

confidence limit(LCL) of the 5th percentile of the dose rate distribution to the 90th percent upper

confidence limit (UCL) of the uncertainty for the 95th percentile of the dose rate distribution range

. from 2 X 1(}-1310 3 :.t"1c:r10 orapj1rQxima1ely.3.or.ders ofm !YV'imde.

The total uncertainty in the dose rate for an individual randomly selected from the exposed

population is given in Figure 4 and Table 6. The distribution of uncertainty for the 5th and the

95th percentiles ranges from 4 x 10-13 to 2 X 1(}-10 or about 2.5 orders of magnitude.
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Figure 3. VnriatIon nnd Uncertainty in Dose Rntes (ug/lcg-dny) of the Exposed Populntion
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Table 5. ··Uncertalnty and VariatIon In Dose Rate (uglkg-day) from Indirect Exposure to TCDD
<.

tJ Varlancei S.O%'lIe 10.0%'lle 25.0%'lle SO.O%'lIe 7S.0%'i1e 90.0%'lle 95.0%'lIe
N Uncertainly....
-...l

S.O%'Ue 2E-13 4E-13 2E-12 6E-12 2E-ll 5E-ll 8E-ll
10.0%'lle 2E-13 5E-13 2E-12 7E-12 2E-ll 6E-ll lll'-lO
25.0%'lle 3E-13 6E-13 2E-12 9E-12 3E-ll 8H-ll lE-lO
'50~O%'lle 4E-13 . 8B712 3B-12 lE-l1 4E-ll lE-1O 2E-IO
1S.0%'l1e SB-13 lE-12 4B-12 2E-11 5E-ll lE-to 2E-IO
95.0%'l1e 7E-13 2E-12 5E-12 2E-11 7E-ll 2E-IO 3E-to



Figure 4. Unccrtainly of Dosc Ratc) (ug/ltg-day) Rcccivcd by Individuals at a IITypical" and "Most Exposed" Ranch
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Table 6. Uncertainty in the Dose Rate (mgIkg-day) for an Individual in the
Local Population and an Individual Living on the Most Exposed Ranch (a)

Individual Randomly Drawn Individual from the Ranch

Unc:ertaJotyl-'from;;;..;..~th;;,;.e..;;;LocaI;.;;..;;.;~,;;..o;;..;;n;;;;;la;;.;;ti;.;;.on;;;;..>.,;;(a;;<,.)_"...;.;W1.-°th;;;;;.;:;Hi::;o=es;;.;;t=.-.=su:re=~(a;;:;)_

S.O%'ile 4&13 2E-12
25.0%'i1e 3E-12 lE-ll
SO.O%'ile 1£-11 $-11
75.0%'i1e 4E-ll 2E-I0
9S.0%'ile 2&10 BE-I0

(a) That raises beef for home coosumption
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As discussed above. a second Monte Carlo model was conducted to evaluate the uncertainty in the

dose rate for an individual who lives on the ranch that receives the highest exposure to TeDD

emissions and on which beef are raised for home consumption. The reSults of this analysis are

given in Figure 4 and Table 6. The distribution of total uncertainty for the 5th and the 95th

percentiles of the dose rate ranges from 2 x 10-12 to 8 X 10-10 or about 2.5 orders of magnitude. In

general. the dose rates received by an individual living on the most highly impacted ranch has a

dose rate that is 2-3 times higher than the dose rate for a member of the general population.

6. DISCUSSION

The results of~s analysis suggest that exposures to TeDD via consumption of beef by ranchers

in a 400-km2 area surrounding a typ,ica1 hazardous waste incinerator could have a total uncertainty

of 3 orders of magnitude. This total uncertainty is dominated by interindividual variation with

uncertainty in the parameter values having a smaller effect

The analysis confinns the observations of McKone and Ryan22 that TCDD levels in beef can vary

by sever.u orders ofmagnitude, suggesting that cu.irent methods ofestimating doses in potentially

affected individuals have a total uncertainty of more than 3 orders of magnitude. The analysis is

also consistent with McKone's:32 fiiiding that variation is more important than uncertainty for

compounds where there is direct infoimation'on the biotransf~rrates. Finally. the model suggests

that additional information on key parameters will not reduce the uncertainty in the dose rate

received by an exposed population below 2-3 orders of magnitude because of the inherent

variability in individual dose rates.

This analysis suggests that current guidance for prediCting exposures to TCDD through the beef

consumption pathway~ts in doSe rate estimatesTgreater than the 90 percent confidCnce limits for

both the high-end and typkal individual in the exposed .population The estimate cfJbe high-end

exposed individual is a factor of 4 higher than. the 90 percent DeL of the 951h percentile of the

general population and approximately faCtOr of 2 higher than 90 percent UCL of the individual

living on the most exposed ranch. The estimate ofthe typical exposed individual was 1 order of

magnimde higher than the 50th percentile of the uncertainty in the dose rate of the median

individual in the exposed population.
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As noted in the methodology section, parameters that are not treated as point estimates are

c1assifiedas representing either uncertainty or ilLterindividual variation. Because uncertainty and

interindividual variation are treated independently, the Wlcertainty distribution appears as a series of

equally spaced bands around the dose distribution that represents interindividual variation. Future

wo~k could quantitatively consider the uncertainty inherent in characterizing the interpersonal
,,~

variation distributions through either measurementerror or random field modeling techniques33.34.

Under the approach used in this paper, we assigned a specific location to the hypothetical

incinerator. As a result, all the ['mdings of this analysis are specific to the location of the

hypothetical incinerator and may not be applicable to the uncertainties and variation in exposures

that could occur at other locations.

There are several sources of uncertainty that are not considered ill this analysis. These sources

include: the uncertainty in the application of national beef consumption rates to the exposed

population; the uncertainty in the diet-ro-beef biotransfer factors; and the uncertainties in estimating

TCDD vapor concentrations. Because the current analysis does not consider these additional

sources of uncertainty, we anticipate that the actual range of TCDD. dose rates in exposed

individuals is greater than indicated by this analysis. In aqdition, because many uncertainties that

have not been considered are likely to reduce rath~r than to increase exposures to TCDD, we

believe that the dose rates 'estimated in this analysis represent the upper portion of the total

Uncertainty in dose rate estimates.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Nested Monte Carlo models of uncertainty and vaIiation can provide considerable insight into the

uncertainty in the range ofdoses potentially.received by populations exposed~ indirect exposure

.:patnways. For example. 1bi.s analy~ ~~ that v.>hile both ~certaintyand interindividual

variation are significant in indirect exposUres. the total "uncertainty is dominated byyariation. The

use of Monte Carlo models also allo~s theco~~on of factors such as the Iikeuhood ofraising

beef for home consumption. The analysis also sugges,ts that the use of point estimates in indirect

assessments can lead to overestimates of dose rates. Because the location uf.die facility was

selected to maximize the potential for a beef consamption pathway, the degree of overestimation

for other locations may be higher than.this anal~sis indicates. These imdings suggest that any
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determination of unacceptable risk based on the use of current EPA guidance documents should be
confirmed by a probabilistic analysis of the range of doses that could occur in an exposed

population, and the certainty with which existing data allow that distribution to be characterized.
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Monte Carlo Issues Workshop

Presenting Results

Thomas E. McKone, Ph.D.
University of California

Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
and

University of California, Berkeley
School of Public Health

Pre~enting Results

• (1) What should be presented?

• (2) How can variability/uncertainty be
characterized?

• (3) How to compare Monte Carlo
results to point estimates

• (4) How to characterize the results of
a sensitivity analysis
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Presenting Results (continued)

• (5) How to characterized the stability
of the tails

• (6) How to present the results of a
expert elicitation

• (7) Incompatibility between exposure
estimates and dose-response metrics

• These are questions and issues--full
answers are not yet available

(1) What Should be Presented?

• What elements or information must
be present in a report that presents
results of a Monte Carlo Analysis?

• How can the results be checked to·
assess quality control?

• Examples
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What to Include in a Report

• Measures of central tendency
» Mean, median, mode, etc.

» range (which?)

• Measures of spread

• Other measures
» Skewness, Kurtosis

» How to represent mixed distributions?

» Maximum value

» Confidence intervals

Exa~ples
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::-g JI I I I I I I I I
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Examples
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(2) Characterizing Variability

'. Define and illustrate methods for
characterizing variability and
uncertainty in model inputs

• Identify ways in which models are
modified to accommodate both
variability and uncertainty

Variability/Uncertainty Example

• Measure the distribution of body
weight, BW, in a population with:

Stdev = 14 kg

........JJ: .
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Four Scales of Differing Precision (CV)

• Scale one =1% Scale two =10%

• Scale three =30% Scale four =100%

Scale precision and uncertainty,
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Sensitivity Chart for BW Measurements
. -
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In our example the bias is zero
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3-D View

(3) Monte Carlo results versus
Point Estimates

• What is the best way to compare point
estimates of exposure to the output of.a
Monte Carlo simulation?

• What information should be included in the
discussion of this comparison?

• Enumerating the benefits and limitations of
Monte Carlo

• What discussion is needed when the Monte
Carlo results differ significantly from the
point estimate?

...........................................................................................................h ~ .
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(4) Characterizing the Results of a
Sensitivity Analysis

• How to characterize and discuss
results

• How to characterize the influence of
the sensitivity analysis on the
selection of point estimates or
distributions for inputs

• Examples

Examples: Key Sources of
VariabiJity and Uncertainty

• This topic is iterative in nature.

• Identify key contributors to variability
and uncertainty before doing a 2-D
analysis (to simplify the problem) .

• Determining if uncertainty or
variability dominates, so that a 2-D
analysis is not required
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Sensitivity Analyses

'. Rate of change of output with
respect to change in input

• Local sensitivity about the
nominal value

• Global sensitivity over the
entire parameter space

Identify the Most Sensitive Inputs

• Additional data collection

• Additional research

• Stratification of the population
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Analysis of Variance

, • An uncertainty analysis provides away to determine
the amount of outcome variance attributable to
specific input parameters or groups of input
parameters•

• There are several methods for ranking uncertainty,
including

» correlation coefficients and·regression coefficients,

» rank correlation and rank regression.

• These methods are designed to rank the contribution
of individual parameters.

Attributable Variance

• One approach that
makes possible the
ranking of either
individual parameters
or groups of
parameters involves
the use of, repeated
Monte Carlo
simulations with one
or more parameters
excluded from the
analysis.
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Selection Criteria
£ 2

'. Curve separation
» absolute distance between test cdt and IIbaselinell

100%~===

75%

50%

25%

dose (mg/kgfd)

Selection Process and Results,

• Case study: Benzene
Pass 1: select wind speed
Pass 2: include reaction rate (air)
Pass 3: include depth (air) - separation < noise (STOP)
Pass 4: optimize by removing non-influential parameters

1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7

Dose X 1()5 (mg/ICgld)

reduced set edt vs. baselinestepwise parameter selection
0.10 100%•
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75%
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50%
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1
2S'l!.

I. •
0.00 0%

wind kr.1 L.1 optimal 0.9
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(5) Characterizing the
Stability of the Tails

• How can one adequately characterize
the stability of the tails of the output
distribution? .

• Can adequate discussion of the
confidence in the "high-end" values
be provided?

(6) Presenting the Results of a
Exp~rt Elicitation

• When profession judgment or Delphi
techniques are used, what is the best way to
describe the process in the presentation of
results?

• Which factors of the decision should be
listed?

• How can the importance of the variations be
characterized? .

,.....Ill.



(7) Matching Exposure Estimates
to Dose-Response Metrics

.• Because of fixed exposure assumptions
imbedded in toxicity metrics, the output
distribution of exposure estimates may be
incompatible with the dose-response endpoint
selected for risk assessment.

• How can this situation be avoided

• Should there be probability distributions for
the dose-response values?
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COMMUNICATING AND DOCUMENTING UNCERTAINTY IN RISK ANALYSIS

Max Henrion
Lumina Decision Systems, Inc.

Los Altos, California
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Some sources of uncertainty for the
reviewer of a risk analysis

• For parameter uncertainties, what distributions
are used and why?

• What is the model uncertainty?
• What issues and factors does the model

include?
• What assumptions does the model make?
• Are the model equations implemented

correctly?

The importance of communicating
and documenting risk analyses

• Uncertainty analysis is about assessing and
communicating the appropriate degree of
confidence in the results

• Clarity in communicating model assumptions
and structure is as important as clarity in
communicating uncertainty about results

• The presentation of the risk analysis should be
designed to facilitate QA and review

• Large spreadsheets and propri!~tarycomputer
codes can be obstacles to clarity
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Units of
measure
ment

Math.
formula for
calculation

Source or
citation

What it
represents

What it
depends on

Whatdep
ends 011 it

Db ·eet • Annual lIuerage rain pH

Inputs:

Integrated model documentation
Each variable and module is documented by a
card with the following fields:

U.lts: pH

Annual !~
~~ge II~

rein pH _' '__'_'M'"M,__ 111111 ~
Annual average pH of preclpltallon computed from empirical regre~ion iii!!! ~
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".,. T ---------.----------. 1111i! .~
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o Rain_ph..Uf Rain pH uncertainty~---------;:!ffii:j

g :~~~~~~t ::~ ~~~~:~ ~~~~cePt 1111il j
outputs: [~R.~i~RJP~H~~~o~r~••~u~aTIti~e!r~ee~e~p~to~r~s=~:t--------iOOj,I.,I,.,I,If!IT',.,I,J..,.

Rofereneo: Atmospheric Environment, 16:7, p. 1606 (1982), The MAPS/RAINE ,
Preelpilallon Chemistry Network: Statistical OVerview for the Peri:.;;o....~:t-:i.j
1976-1980. 12l
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T
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I Uncertainty analysis to identify key
sources of uncertainty

Analysis of the relative importance of the uncertainty in each
of the input parameters of the lake-chemistry model to the

uncertainty in the fraction of lakes with pH < 5.5

982 3 4 5 6 7
Uncertain variables

Uncertain chem data
Av Rain Acidity (pH)
Alkalinity Charact eristic Tim
Reg Dist Alk Shift (ueqll) ,
Mean In of Shifted Alk Dist ( ) ~

Var of Trans Shifted Alk Dist
Flow Through Ratio ( )
Mean weathering Factor.
Weathering Factor Variance (
Alk. Correl Factor ( I

1

Key
1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -

. Relative 1]
Importance

(rank 0.5
conel
ation) 0

Summary

• Clarity in communicating model assumptions
and structure is as important as clarity in
communicating uncertainty about results

• Three helpful tools are:
o Hierarchical influence diagrams
o Integrated model documentation
o Sensitivity analysis to identify the relative

importance of sources of uncertainty

• The software model should be delivered and
reviewed along with the paper report
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EIGHT REASONS TO CONSIDER UNCERTAINTY

Max Henrion
Lumina Decision Systems, Inc.

Los Altos, California
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Eight reasons to consider
uncertainty

Max Henrion
Lumina Decision Systems, Inc.

4984 EI Camino Real, Suite 105

Los Altos, CA 94022

Voice 415-254-0189 Fax 415-254-0292
Internet: henrion@lumina.com

WWW: http://www.Lumina.comlLumina

~+:-,lS----':.........,S:---7"'--'~0--===:=.'2.....,lS----:"S
v vtt. rat.. (W/,ur)

Why model uncertainty? 1 to 4
1. Because you are risk averse
2. Because you want to decide what

information to buy
3. Because your results will need to be

combined with other sources of
information

4. Because thinking about the uncertainty
may change the "best estimate"

0.2

0.'

--:F---------1--Certain or

~-----~-uncertain?
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Why model uncertainty? 5

o

U(d-x)

----+~--~.. d-x

ility has a step function,
EVIU may be large

o

U(d-x)

5. Because it may change the recommended decision
leading to a higher expected value relative to
ignoring uncertainty. i

The EICpected Value of Including Uncertainty (EVIU) is the
increase in expected value when you model uncertainty
explicitly instead of assuming all uncertain quantities are
certain to be at their mean value.

If utility is linear or
quadratic in x, EVIU=O

Why model uncertainty? 6 to 7

6. Because it's more ethical to acknowledge the
limitations of your analysis

7. Because it's safer to admit you're uncertain

"God created the World in 4028 Be on the ninth of
September at nine o'clock in the morning"

Archbishop Ussher of Ireland AD 1658.
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Why model uncertainty? 8

8. Because modeling uncertainty may reduce the
total modeling effort
- ifyou use progressive refinement and
uncertainty analysis to guide spending most
resources on the uncertainties that matter the
most
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A TIERED APPROACH TO UNCERTAINTYNARIABILITY ANALYSIS
IN EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

Workgroup Chair: Tom McKone

Health-risk assessments provide quantitative evaluations of the potential health hazards of

various agents and on the extent of human exposure to these contaminants. Risk assessments

involve four interrelated steps: 1) hazard identification, 2) dose-response characterization, 3)

exposure assessment, and 4) risk characterization. Many sources of both uncertainty and

variability are present in each of these steps. Effective environmental management policies are

possible under conditions of both uncertainty and variability, but such policies must take both

into account. In this section, we considered how uncertainty and variability can be confronted in

the exposure component of health risk assessment. We describe a tiered approach to confronting

uncertainty that is flexible and allows for a smooth transition from the existing risk-assessment

framework that addresses uncertainty by quantifying a plausible upper bound on exposure and

risk to a framework in which the risk and exposure are characterized with distributiC!ns that

reflect uncertainty and variability.

The Nature and Quality of Information Used in Exposure Assessment

Exposure assessments contribute to a number of health-related assessments, including risk

assessments, status and trends analyses, and epidemiological studies. In many exposure

scenarios, such as those for combustion sources or contaminated soils and ground water, a

multimedia approach is needed. In contrast to the single-medium paradigm, which typically has

been used for assessing exposure, in a multimedia approach we locate all points of release to the

environment, characterize mass-balance relationships, trace contaminants through the entire

environmental system, define changes in chemical form as they occur, and identify where in this

chain of events control efforts are likely to be most effective. Multimedia-exposure models,

however, require that we measure or estimate transfer coefficients of contaminants among two or

more environmental media and among environmental media and exposure media. This can

increase the level of uncertainty in exposure predictions.
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Defining exposure pathways is an important component of the exposure assessment. An

exposure pathway is the course a chemical, biological, or physical agent takes from a known

source to an (often unknown) exposed individual. An exposure pathway describes a unique

mechanism by which an ~ildividual or population is exposed to chemical, biological, or physical

agents at or originating from a source. Each exposure pathway includes a source or release from

a source, an exposure point, and an exposure route.

The data, scenarios, and models used to represent human exposures to environmental emissions

include at least five important relationships that involve uncertainty and variability:

• The magnitude of the source medium concentration, that is, the level of
contaminant that is released to air, soil, or water or the level of contamination
measured in or estimated in the air, soil, plants, and water in the vicinity of the
source.

• The contaminant concentration ratio, which defines how much a source-medium
concentration changes as a result of transfers, degradation, partitioning,
bioconcentration, and/or dilution to other environmental media before human
contact.

• The level of human contact, which describes (often on a body-weight basis) the
frequency (days per year) and magnitude (kg/day) of human contact with a
potentially contaminated exposure medium.

• The duration of potential contact for the population of interest as it relates to the
fraction of lifetime during which an individual is potentially exposed.

• The averaging time for the type of health effects under consideration, that is, the
appropriate averaging time for the cumulative duration of exposure such as a
human lifetime (as is typical for cancer and chronic diseases) or some relatively
short time period (as is the case for acute effects).

These factors typically converge as a sum of products or quotients to define a distribution of

population exposure or a range of individual exposures. Typically, model specification errors are

not significant in the exposure models. Thus, any expected variance in estimates of exposure is

attributable to mainly to input variance. The relationship between the variance of population

exposure estimates and input variances, which reflect uncertainty and variability in these above

factors, can be determined using a tiered approach to uncertainty/variability as described below.
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A Tiered Approach

An important, and often ignored, final step in the exposure and risk characterization process is

the characterization of uncertainties. This process is implicit to the premise behind the

risk-based approach, but frequently passed over in actual practice. In order to more directly

confront uncertainties in risk assessments, it is necessary to take a tiered approach to uncertainty

analysis. We identify here a four-tiered approach that includes progressively increasing levels of

complexity. Our intent is to suggest a range of sophistication and not to define a comprehensive

and rigorous process. In applying this tiered approach, the level of effort should be

commensurate with the scope of the problem. For example, an comprehensive stochastic model

for soil contamination may not be needed to assess the health risks of contaminants that are

deposited on soil from the atmosphere.

There are five factors that determine the precision or reliability of a health impact assessment:

1) specification of the problem (scenario development), 2) formulat~on of the conceptual model

(the influence diagram), 3) formulation of the computational model, 4) estimation of parameter

values, and 5) calculation and documentation of reSults including uncertainties. An uncertainty

analysis involves the determination of the variation or imprecision in an output and how this

relates to variance of model inputs and/or to model error or problem specification error.

The tiered process as discussed below should apply separately to all relevant subpopulations and

to all relevant scenarios (Le., occupational versus residential, short-term versus long-term,

alternative land use, accidental versus routine, etc.). We view these steps as sequential. One

should not begin at tier four without having worked through the first three tiers. However, the

tiers described below are not intended to be prescriptive and we emphasize that the level of

effort should be commensurate with the scope of the problem.

Tier 1: Single-Value Estimates of High-End and Mid-Range Risk

The first tier in a flexible approach to uncertainty involves straightforward point estimates of risk

to a high end individual (e.g., bounding estimate of exposures) and to the mid-range individual
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(representing the more typical member of a given population or subpopulation) with discussion

of how plausible and likely is the high end and the mid-range. If the point estimate of high-end

risk is lower than the regulatory level of concern, the risk analysis may stop here. It is useful at

this level to include at a Joinimum some qualitative or quantitative evaluation of what the most

uncertain and most sensitive parameters are and how this affects the result. This permits

interpretation and evaluation of the results.

Tier 2: Qualitative Evaluation of Model and Scenario Sensitivity

At the second tier of complexity, exposure scenarios, conceptual model formulation, and the

computational model structure, including the selection of parameter combinations, should be

evaluated to determine how alternate models and/or scenarios impact the bounding (high-end or

mid-range) .estimates of exposure or risk. The purpose of this step is to help identify errors or

omissions in the development of the conceptual model. At a minimum, this can be done by

listing the estimation error, the experimental variance, and the population variability ranges

associated with parameters in the written reports where these parameters or their estimation

equations are defined. A clear summary and justification of the assumptions used for each

aspect of a model, stating whether these assumptions are likely to result in representative values

or conservative (upper bound) estimates, help to define and reduce uncertainties. At this tier, if

alternate models for representing transport, dispersion, uptake, etc., were considered, there

should be an effort to consider the impact of alternative models on the magnitude of the

hounding exposure estimates. If this exercise reveals a need to revise the analysis of the

upper-bound point estimate of risk, then the updated estimate should be compared to some

regulatory level of concern. If the revised point estimates are below the level of regulatory

concern, additional analysis may nQt be necessary.

Tier 3: Quantitative Sensitivity Analysis of High-End or Mid-Range Point Estimates

At the third level of complexity, a sensitivity analysis should be used to assess how predictions of

exposure are affected by both model reliability and the quality of the input data. The goal of a
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sensitivity analysis is to rank the input parameters on the basis of their contribution to variance

in the output. At this tier, a sensitivity analysis should be quantitative and formal. The formal

sensitivity analysis is used to assess how variations of individual model parameters affect the

magnitude of model results.s When evaluating the reliability and sensitivity of mid-range and

upper bound point estimates, it is usefu\ to calculate how a small (i.e., 1 percent) change of an

input value .affects a bounding point estimate (i.e., 1 percent or greater). This measure of change

is the sensitivity of the model about a single reference outcome and is an approximation of

partial derivatives used to construct a linear approximation. Multiplying the point sensitivity

value by the coefficient of variation of a parameter is a useful way to get an approximate

normalized rank of the importance of each parameter's uncertainty to the magnitude of

uncertainty associated with the point estimate The quantitative uncertainty analysis process in

Tier 3 is simply a more quantitative way to elicit errors in model framework or uncover ways in

which the model has been incorrectly specified. If the estimated risk remains higher than the

level of regulatory concern, fourth-tier methods should be used to get a better characterization of

the problem and more insight on how to develop an intervention strategy.s

Tier 4: Fully Quantitative Characterization of Uncertainty and Uncertainty Importance

At the fourth tier, vari~nce propagation methods (including but not necessarily Monte Carlo

methods) should be used to carefully map how the overall precision of risk estimates is tied to

the variability and uncertainty associated with the models, inputs, and scenarios. Mapping the

uncertainty of input parameters into the uncertainty of an output variable involves the following

steps: 1) identify the inputs that contribute significantly to model prediction uncertainty (this

should have been completed as part of the Tier 3 process), 2) construct a probability density

function (PDF) for each input that defines the range of values an input parameter can faU within

and reflects the likelihood that the parameter will take on the various values within that range, 3)

account for correlations (dependencies) among the inputs, 4) propagate the uncertainties through

the model to generate a PDF of predicted outcome values, and 5) derive confidence limits and

SSee "A Hierarchy of Methods for Sensitivity Analysis" (pp. E-10 - E-15) for a description of
commonly used sensitivity-analysis methods and additional discussion on methods for ranking the
importance of individual parameter uncertainty.
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intervals from the predicted outcome variable PDP in order to provide a quantitative statement

about the effect of input uncertainty on the model predictions. Ranking uncertain parameters

(as part of a parameter uncertainty analyses) helps determine each parameter's contribution to

uncertainty in model prertictions and can provide guidance for additional research efforts.

Methods available for parameter uncertainty ranking often depend on the type of variance

propagation used in characterizing the uncertainty in model outputs.s
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USE OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS IN MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS

Christopher Frey and Scott Ferson

For Monte Carlo analyses, numerical experiments are often used to:

• Evaluate the effect of alternative assumptions regarding probability distributions
for model inputs. For example, when preserving the moments of the distribution,
evaluate the effect of plausible alternative distribution shapes on the estimate of
the assessment endpoint (e.g., 95th percentile of the population).9

• Evaluate the effect of alternative correlation structures among model inputs.
This could include the sensitivity of results to different values of linear correlation
coefficient;; as well as the implications of correlation matrices for groups of model
inputs.

• Evaluate the implications of alternative models on the estimate of the assessment
endpoint. This can be done through alternative cases, in which each model is run
and the results are compared (preferred), or probability trees, in which weights
are assessed for each model and then all possible combinations of the models are
evaluated as part of a probabilistic analysis. It is difficult, however, to estimate
the weights that should be given to the models and it can be misleading to lump
models together if they in fact lead to different conclusions and are based upon
substantially different theoretical bases.

• Confirm the results of other sensitivity analysis techniques. For example, it is
common t., use rank correlation coefficients to identify the strength of monotonic
relationships between input variables and the model output. Such analysis,
however, may fail to account for shifts in the central tendency of the model result
due to skewed model inputs that have little contribution to the variance in the
model output and may also fail to account for effects at the tails versus the
central tendency of the model result. As an alternative to analysis of covariance
of model inputs and outputs, one should run the model "with" and "without"
various input distributions or groups of input·distributions. For example, if a
regression analysis indicates that many of the probabilistic model inputs contribute
little to overall variability or uncertainty, then these inputs could be set to their
central values (e.g., mean, median, mode) and the analysis repeated. If the
probabilistic results differ insignificantly from the base case, then it is confirmed
that the model result is insensitive to that particular input. This process can be
done for groups of variables as well.

9Hoffman, Owen. Presentation at the 1995 Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting.
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A HIERARCHY OF METHODS FOR SENSITMTY ANALYSIS

Workgroup Chair: Mitchell Small

Three broad classes of sensitivity analysis methods can be identified ranging from simple to more

complex:

• Methods that compute the model's direct response to changes in input values or
assumptions. These methods generally involve simple perturbations of the model
and are usually employed prior to more sophisticated evaluations of uncertainty.

• Methods conducted as part of the uncertainty analysis, often through
postprocessing of the simulation results.

• Decision-driven methods that assess the impact of uncertainty in input
assumptions on pending decisions and the potential loss (Le., costs aJJd benefits)
associated with them.

A hierarchy of methods for sensitivity analysis is thus suggested.

Level 1: Sensitivity Analyses

The simplest direct response methods explore changes in model output for a discrete or unit

change in each of the inputs, one at a time. With range sensitivity, the input is varied from its

nominal value to low and high plausible values and the model response noted. In differential

(a.k.a. point or local) sensitivity, the partial derivative of the output with respect to the input is

computed at the point of the nominal input. This can be done analytically using methods of

calculus when the model is simply based on analytical equations; more generally, it is computed

numerically with very small perturbations in the input around its nominal value. A normalized

differential sensitivity may be computed by dividing the change in the model output in the

numerator by its nominal value, and the change in the model input in the denominator by its

nominal value, yielding a dimensionless quantity that can be more readily compared across

inputs. In each case, all other inputs to the model are held at their nominal (a.k.a. baseline,
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"best-guess," or point) values when the sensitivity is computed; these nominal values generally

correspond to the means or medians in the subsequent probabilistic analysis.

While the simple methods described above provide a first indication of the sensitivity of the

model output to each of the inputs, this picture can be clouded by failure to account for model

behavior over the full range of the model input, which can be nonlinear and in some cases

nonmonotonic; failure to account for interactions between parameters; and failure to consider

how the model sensitivity to an input combines with the uncertainty in the input to determine the

overall contribution to model output uncertainty. The former two concerns can be addressed

with more sophisticated numerical studies of the model input-output space (also called the

response sz:rface). The latter is addressed by conducting the sensitivity analysis in the context of

the overall uncertainty analysis with the second class of methods, described below. While the

simple (pre-uncertainty) fensitivity methods thus provide only a partial picture from which to

judge parameter importance, they can be used to screen or prioritize parameters for the

subsequent uncertainty analysis. Parameters eliciting a very small response from the model can

in certain cases be eliminated from further probabilistic treatment, assuming important higher

order, nonmonotonic or parameter interaction effects are also precluded.

Level 2: Sensitivity Analyses

The second class of methvds for identifying parameter importance combine sensitivity of the

model output to the parameter with the uncertainty in that input. The simplest of these, first

order uncertainty analysis (FOUA), approximates the output variance as the partitioned sum of

the variances contributed by each uncertain input (Cox and Baybutt, 1981):
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where dY/dXi is the differential sensitivity of the model output Y to input Xi, and Var[Xi] is the

uncertainty associated with this input. Each term represents the contribution of input Xi to the

overall variance, so the importance of each input is indicated by this term divided by the total

(i.e., the fraction of variance in Y explained by uncertainty in Xi). The FOUA equation assumes

uncertainties in the inpu1..~ are independent and that the uncertainties are small relative to

nonlinearities and interactive parameter effects in the model response surface. Elaborations of

FOUA (e.g., Morgan and Henrion, 1990) allow for covariance terms for correlated input

uncertainty and higher-order derivatives which can address some nonlinearities, at least locally

(e.g., second-order uncertainty analysis, which also uses the second derivative of the response

surface)..As a first approximation which requires only estimates of the variances of the inputs

rather than specification of their full distribution functions, FOUA can be used to screen

parameters for further numerical (or Monte Carlo) uncertainty analysis.

Once a full numerical Monte Carlo/probabilistic uncertainty analysis is conducted (henceforth

referred to as MC/P analysis, but also including numerical methods based on nonrandom

sampling, such as LHS), a suite of methods is available for assessing parameter importance,

involving post-processing or modification of the numerical simulations. Unfortunately, while

MC/P analysis can provide a more accurate derivation of model output uncertainty than can the

approximate FOUA and .. elated methods, interpretation of results in terms of partitioned

variance is less direct. The most common of the methods rank importance based on correlation,

partial correlation, or partial rank-order correlation of the model inputs with the output, the

latter generally being most robust and popular. Higher correlations imply greater importance.

These methods should be accompanied by an input-output scatter plot of the simulation to check

for the presence of nonlinear or nonmonotonic behavior that may not be apparent from the

value of these correlation measures.

A second set of methods for identifying parameter importance in the context of an MC/P

uncertainty analysis involves rerunning the simulation by selectively setting the target input or set

of inputs to their nominal value, thereby eliminating the probabilistic character of these inputs.

The magnitude of the change in the simulated output distribution is then noted. More important

parameters result in more dramatic changes in the output distribution (generally reductions in

spread or variance, but also possible changes in central tendency). This method can also be used
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to test the sensitivity of the model for conceptual or model structural assumptions, again noting
. . .

the change in the output distribution resulting from the new or alternative formulation.

While direct and exact determination of the contribution of each uncertain parameter to output

variance cannot be accomplished with MC/p methods, approximations are avail~ble. If the

model can be well-represented by a linear response surface, partial correlation coefficients

(squared) of the inputs approximate the contribution to variance. In certain cases, analysis of

variance techniques combined with selective addition or subtraction of uncertain terms can be

used. Special sampling methods such as Fourier sampling (e.g., McRae et aI., 1982), are directly

amenable to the partitioning of variance, but these may imply overly restrictive assumptions on

the shape of the input distributions and require special computational tools.

Level 3: Sensitivity Analyses

The third and perhaps most advanced set of methods for assessing parameter importance

measures the impact of parameter uncertainty on the pending decision(s). A first approach,

requiring little additional effort beyond MC/P analysis, involves portioning the model output

simulations into classes, dep~nding on the risk management decision they imply. If the

distributions of the sampled inputs in these partitioned classes differ from each other

significantly, then the parameter is inferred to be important relative to the decision. This

approach is similar to the sensitivity analysis methods developed by Hornberger and Spear (1980;

Beck, 1987), who divided input distributions into classes depending on whether the output was

"acceptable," i.e., consistent with observations of the output, except here the emphasis is the

impact on decision, rather than consistency with observation. Both methods can of course be

used productively at different phases of the assessment. Mertz et aI. (1992) illustrate uses of

logistic regression to demonstrate which parameters most dramatically affect a decision for the

case of a yes-no (or zero-one) decision (e.g., whether or not to regulate, remediate).

The most general and broadly applicable set of decision-driven techniques for evaluating

parameter importance involve the calculation of value-of-information (VOl), or data-worth (e.g.,

Henrion, 1982; Finkel and Evans, 1987; Taylor et al.,.1993; James and Freeze, 1993; Dakins et
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aI., 1994, 1996; Brand and Small, 1995). These calculations are set in the context of an uncertain

model output used for a risk-based decision, in which a loss function is specified. (e.g., value of

net costs minus benefits), and decisions made to minimize the expected loss (or, for optimists, to

maximize expected gain). The expected value of perfect information (EVPI) can be computed

for the cases where uncertainty in the input or set of inputs is completely eliminated, or for the

case of imperfect information (EVSamplingI), where inaccuracies in the information gathering

process for the input (e.g., data collection program, lab studies, fundamental research) are

considered. This allows for explicit tradeoff between the accuracy of information gathering

efforts and their costs. Programs whose data worth (EVSI) for the decision(s) exceed their cost

are worth the effort. Those with the highest data worth relative to cost should receive the

highest priority. Calculation of the value-of-information requires explicit specification of the

quality of the information gathering program (Le., accuracy and precision, if known), loss

functions for outcomes and decisions, and the subsequent dependency of the decision on the

model output and related information or data. Also, the Bayesian methods needed to assess

VOl can be computationally intensive, especially for the case of imperfect information (as such,

BVPI is often computed to provide a first, simpler estimate of parameter importance), though

software to assist in this calculation is becoming available. In the end, decision-driven

uncertainty and sensitivity analysis methods can provide the most rigorous and comprehensive

basis for evaluating parameter importance; their gradual implementation, at least for high-profile/

high-cost decisions, can be expected as the methods are more broadly disseminated and applied.
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COMMON SAMPLING-RELATED ISSUES THAT ARISE WHEN CONDUCTING
EXPOSURE ASSESSMENTS INVOLVING SOILS

Teresa Bowers

Workshop participants identified the following as common issues that arise when conducting

exposure assessments involving soils (including those with Monte Carlo analysis):

• "Extent of contamination" samples are frequently the focus of site investigations
and subsequently represent the data used in exposure assessment. This occurs
because the initial sampling done for a site is often an attempt to define and
delineate the extent of contamination. This leads to a sample set that is biased
geographically and includes more sampling in contaminated areas than in clean
areas. Due to cost considerations, however, this sample set may nonetheless be
used. A mechanism is needed to take the bias out Of such sampling plans. An
area-weighted average concentration can easily be calculated, but EPA guidance
requires use of an upper confidence limit on the average concentration, and it is
not clear how to create an area-weighted upper confidence limit, particularly when
the sample size is small.

• Often an exposure assessment is based on too few samples, or on samples taken
in the wrong area. How many samples are too few? Clearly an adequate sample
size is in part a function of the sample standard deviation, but it should probably
also be a function of the area. Exposure areas, or exposure units, need to be
chosen before the sampling plan is developed so that, with the receptor in mind,
the correci. areas are focused'on in the sampling.

• Often many site samples have been taken, but as a site is divided into smaller
exposure units the number of samples per exposure unit decreases, and the upper
confidence limit, and therefore calculated, risk, increases on an exposure unit
basis. This puts us in the odd situation that while risks calculated for an entire
site may be acceptable, the risk foreach exposure unit is higher and may be
unacceptable. Do neighboring samples in the next exposure unit provide
information about and hence help determine confidence on the mean in any
particular exposure unit? This is essentially the same question as asking on what
scale does contaminant heterogeneity in soil occur.

• EPA guidance gives procedures for calculating the mean concentration's upper
confidence: limits when calculating risks for normal and lognormal contaminant
distributions. Although there are many physical reasons that suggest that
contaminants are lognormally distributed in the environment, observation suggests
that distributions often deviate from lognormal in a manner that results in many
low concentrations and a few very high concent~ations. Is this often the case?
Does it result from transport, degradation, and volatilization affecting the
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distribution? Is it a result of combining distributions representing contaminated
and uncontaminated areas? The H statistic method of calculating an upper
confidence limit of a lognormal distribution may bias the upper confidence limit
in these instances, thus biasing calculated risk. The frequency and/or significance
of this bias is yet unknown.
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THE USE OF EXPERT JUDGMENT IN EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

Max Henrion and Clark Carrington

There are a number of methods used to elicit expert judgement. All quantitative risk analysis

requires some degree of expert judgment, if only in deciding how relevant a set of empirical

obselVations is to the quantity of interest. Using expert judgment within risk analysis is

unavoidable, but we can choose to make the judgment explicit or leave it implicit.

For example, consider a risk analysis to assess exposure of individuals to TXC who live near a

toxic waste dump. We need to know the dispersion rate of TXC in the ground between the

dump and possible exposure sites. Suppose we have estimates based on empirical measurements

for several waste sites in the same region that are believed to have similar geology, but we do not

have the resources to perform measurements at the site of interest. We could use a probability

distribution fitted to these empirically based estimates for other sites as a representation of the

uncertainty for the dispersion rate for the site of interest. Still, we cannot avoid the use of

judgment, for we are implicitly judging that in terms of dispersion rate the site of interest is a

random selection from the population for which we have measurements. Expert consideration of

the geological characteristics of the sites may confirm that this is a reasonable judgment-but it

is a judgment nonetheles~.

More likely, expert consideration of the geology will conclude that the site of interest is atypical

in some ways of the population of sites. A more appropriate distribution might be wider than

the original empirical distribution because there is uncertainty about how the empirical

distribution fits the site of interest-or it might be narrower, because we have specific

information about the geology of the site of interest, suggesting that it is among the sites with

high dispersion rates.
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In such cases, the analysthas three choices10: .

• Use the empirical distribution as the "objective" representation of the uncertainty
about the true dispersion rate, and pretend that no judgment has been used.

• Use the empirical distribution as above, but acknowledge in the report that this is
an assumption. This approach is honest, but not very useful, and does not
provide the full knowledge available.

• Elicit from one or more available experts a judgmental probability distribution
about the dispersion rate for the site of interest. The experts should be provided
the empirical distribution of dispersion rates and all information on the geology of
the sites. They may start with the empirical distribution and modify it to
incorporate· their judgment of how the site of interest might differ and their
uncertainty about the difference.

This example situation is typical of most risk assessments: Some relevant data are known, but

they are only indirectly related to the quantity of interest. Consequently, expert judgment must

be used to assess the degree of relevance, the degree of adjustment appropriate for the quantity

of interest, and the degree of additional uncertainty this introduces.

If the use of expert judgment is chosen, we suggest that these judgments be quantified in the

form of judgniental probability distributions using careful and formal elicitation methods. There

exists a well-developed and extensively practiced body of techniques to elicit expert judgment in

the form of probabilities, useful for judgment by experts with no background in probability.

These methods have been developed !>y decision analysts and risk analysts and have been in use

for at least 20 years. (For descriptions and reviews of methods, see Spetzler and von Holstein,

lOAfter the workshop, one panelist offered the following comment on the second and third
choices in this list.

"I believe that these statements are too dogmatic, and 1 disagree that employing empirical
(i.e., surrogate) data with the explicit assumption that it is applicable to a given analysis is
'not very useful.' While such data are not completely relevant and their use thus
introduces an unquantifiable element of uncertainty, the use of expert judgement to
explicitly modify the surrogate data is based on subjective (albeit 'expert' judgment whose
underlying assumptions and biases are not necessarily identifiable or open to quantitative
analysis. Such an approach, therefore, likewise introduces another (and not necessarily
less significant) source of unquantifiable uncertainty and bias."
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1975, and Morgan and Henrion, 1990). Elicitation of probabilities is a demanding process with

many pitfalls. Reliable results require trained elicitors following established protocols. Risk

assessors should report the elicitation methods that they use. Note that thewell-known Delphi

approach is only one among many methods for elicitation of expert opinion, and not one that is

now widely practiced, for reasons mentioned below. It is therefore unwise to use "Delphi" as a

synonym for the elicitation of expert judgment.

There also exists a substantial body of experimental research on human judgment under

uncertainty that demonstrates the existence of systematic cognitive biases, due to common mental

heuristics-for example, overconfidence due to not considering unexpected situations. This

research also demonstrates the efficacy of methods to reduce these biases. For example, asking

the expert to consider extreme scenarios-"What could cause the exposure to turn out to be

twice as high as the upper bound you have suggested?"-reduces the tendency be overconfident.

Widely used protocols for probability elicitation include such methods for mitigating these

cognitive biases.

Methods for elicitation of expert judgment vary widely in the level of effort needed and reliability

of results-match the method to the needs of the analysis. Start with a "quick and dirty" method

to obtain initial distributions for all uncertain variables for sensitivity analysis. Then use more

expensive and elaborate methods with larger numbers of experts only where the sensitivity

analysis demonstrates the importance of the quantity to the results.

It is important to use the most knowledgeable expert~, with representatives of alternative credible

schools of thought. Do not attempt a "random sample" from the population of expertsY The

goal is to provide the best representation of current scientific knowledge, not to "vote on the

llAfter the workshop, one panelist offered the following comment on this statement.

"It is naive to think that those parties who have a stake in the outcome of a risk
assessment will not consciously, or unconsciously choose those experts whose view
supports their desired outcome. The guidance expressed here of not attempting
to choose a random sample of experts raises the potential for this sort of bias.
Potentially, this can be addressed by having a disinterested third party conduct the
selection, but this creates a cumbersome and time consuming logistical structure."
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truth." If the disagreemer,.ts among experts do not significantly affect the conclusions, it is

acceptable to combine opinions, using a simple linear combination. But if there is significant

disagreement among experts, it is preferable to propagate these different opinions through the

analysis and to report the effects of the disagreement in the results.

Do not recalibrate expert opinion for a single study. Recalibration means expanding probability

distributions to compensate for possible expert overconfidence. It is virtually impossible to assess

an appropriate degree of recalibration for an individual study. Experts who know that they are

to be recalibrated may resent it, or may reduce their reported uncertainty to forestall the

compensation. An institution such as the EPA or SRA, however, could reasonably conduct an

experimental study of degrees of overconfidence in uncertainty assessment and use the results to

provided a recommended degree of recalibration for a wide class of studies.

Do not use Delphi methods that allow experts to modifY their opinions after viewing the opinions

of other experts. Empirkal research has demonstrated that the Delphi approach often leads to

extreme overconfidence due to a "group think" phenomenon. Typically, the spread of opinion

among experts who have not reviewed each other's views gives a better indication of the overall

uncertainty.
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METHODS FOR DEALING WITH CORRELATIONS IN MONTE CARLO ANALYSES

Christopher Frey and Scott Ferson

In general, ignoring correlations and dependencies among input variables in a Monte Carlo

analysis is unacceptable. 1\vo methods for dealing with correlations are:

• Simulation of Correlations. These include the restricted pairing technique (Iman
and Conover, 1982; Iman and'Shortencarier, 1984), Kendall's tau and Spearman's
rho rank correlation (Nelsen, 1986); Pearson product moment correlation
(Scheuer and Stoller, 1962); and iterative approaches (e.g., Lurie and Goldberg,
1997). The correlation matrix must be positive semidefinite (Iman and
Davenport, 1982), and the software employed should check for this. The
algorithms do not always yield perfect results (perhaps due to sampling error or
constraints in the approach). Therefore, you should check that the correlations
simulated are what were planned.

• Dispersive Monte Carlo Sampling. Ifvariables are linearly related, but the
strength of correlations between them is unknown (i.e., correlation coefficients are
known only within intervals), then you can use dispersive Monte Carlo sampling
(Bukowski et at, 1995; Ferson, 1994; cf. variance minimization described by
Bratley et aI., 1983) to find out ,how dispersed the model output might be in the
general case. Whitt (1976) gives a convenient method for conducting dispersive
Monte Carlo sampling. The restricted pairing technique cannot be used in this
approach.

Linear or monotonic dependencies are not the only possible types of dependence among

variables used in a Monte Carlo analysis. For example, a correlation of zero does not imply

independence. Failing to account for nonlinear dependence can lead to a substantial over- or

underestimate of variance and tail probabilities in model results. Rank correlations, although

they do account for some monotonic relCitionships, are not flexible enough to account for all

types of dependence. Gender, subpopulations, functional dependence (which should be modeled

if known), and switching between alternative processes can yield complex dependency problems.

It is helpful to develop mechanistic or empirical models to represent dependence between

variable quantities whenever possible. In general, the analyst should try to avoid relying on

simulating correlations if possible.
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Other helpful methods for dealing with correlations:

• Create groups of parameters that covary, and treat each group as a new
parameter (e.g., intake rate per unit bodyweight, rather than intake rate and
bodyweight treated as separate variables).

• Use joint distributions andlor marginal distributions that are conditional on the
values sampled from other distributions (e.g., hierarchical simulations [Voit et aI.,
1995]). With rich data sets, develop empirical models.

• Consider the dependence of probability distribution, shape, and parameters on
other random variables.

• Stratify the population into sets of relatively homogeneous subgroups that have
similar characteristics (e.g., intake rate - pica children) to reduce dependencies
among variable quantities.

• Create dependency bounds. When not enough is known to either characterize
dependence or to assume it does not exist, then dependency bounds analysis can
be used to bound your result regardless of the underlying dependency structure
(Frank et aI., 1986; Williamson and Downs, 1990; Ferson and Long, 1995). This
can be used in subsequent calculations using non-Monte Carlo methods.

• Use a maximum entropy approach for selecting a dependency structure subject to
constraints arising from empirical evidence or compelling arguments (Yi and Bier,
1997). This is possible using copulas (Schweizer and Sklar, 1983).

In all cases, the analyst should disclose assumptions regarding correlation and dependence and

give reasons for the assumptions.
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APIJROACHES TO ENSURING THE STABILITY OF
MONTE CARLO RESULTS AT THE TAILS

Workgroup Chair: David Burmaster

There are two aspects of the issue regarding the uncertainty and/or stability of Monte Carlo

results at the tails: measured data and simulation. While it is inevitable and universally true that

we know much more about the center of a distribution than its tails, we need only to take

suitable precautions to ensure the integrity of the results for management purposes.

Measured Data

The following discussion presumes that data have been collected using an appropriate random or

stratified-random sampling design.

With N data points measured for a phenomenon, we have no hard information above the

empirical {l-O.5/N}th percentile of the variability in the phenomenon, except insofar as we are

willing and able to model the variability with a parametric distribution that extrapolates beyond

the range of measurements. For N (less than or equal to) 10, for example, this is a major

limitation for both deterministic and probabilistic studies. In this range, however, probabilisitic

methods have a distinct advantage over deterministic approaches, especially if the analyst

distinguishes between variables with respect to variability versus uncertainty as discussed in

Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. For N = 20, we have empirical information spanning the central 95

percent of the variability in the distribution. As N increases and the analyst has more confidence

in the distribution, the uncertainty represented by the random parameters decreases (Le., the

distributions for the parameters converge towards point values). In other words, as N increases,

the uncertainty in the distribution for variability in the data decreases. The uncertainty never

disappears for finite N, however, and the uncertainty decreases most slowly in the tails of the

distribution for variability. So it is not surprising that measured data with large N are always

better in probabilistic (and deterministic) studies.
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Simulation

With simulation, the analyst can examine and visualize the implications of the "uncertain"

variables chosen as inputs. For the first few realizations (or iterations) of the simulations, the

uncertainty in the output distributions-especially in the tails-is dominated by the randomness

in the simulation. As the number of realizations grows, the uncertainty in the output distribution

decreases asymptotically to the combined uncertainties inherent in the input distributions. In this

case, the analyst can use numerical experiments to demonstrate acceptable convergence in both

performing i) the inner-loop for variability and ii) the outer-loop for uncertainty employing a 2-D

Monte Carlo analytical scheme (see "Use of Numerical Experiments in Monte Carlo Analysis"

earlier in this Appendix). Performing these numerical experiments is inexpensive with the

computers and software currently available. (See Section 3.2.1 for more on numerical

experiments.)
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ROLE OF BAYESIAN METHODS IN MONTE CARLO ANALYSES

Workgroup Chair: Mitchell Small

Controversy persists over the extent to which probability distributions are appropriately used to
"
represent uncertainty in expert knowledge versus their more traditional use in fitting data. While

classical statistical methods for fitting distributions attempt to consider only the information

contained in the data, Bayesian statistical methods explicitly allow for the incorporation of

subjective expert knowledge and judgment when developing distributions. Because they.allow the

knowledge in the expert judgment to be combined with the information in the data, however,

Bayesian methods have the capacity to bridge the gap between those who focus on expert

knowledge in developing distributions and those who put greater emphasis on lab or field data.

With Bayesian methods, a prior distribution is assumed or elicited to represent expert judgment

about the distribution before seeing the data. The prior distribution can incorporate information

from previous studies, the scientific literature, or data from other study sites. Alternatively,

lacking any such prior information, various forms of "informationless" priors can be assumed. A

likelihood function is next identified to relate the probability of obtaining different study (e.g.,

data) outcomes given each possible value of the prior distribution. Once data are obtained, these

are combined with the prior distribution and the likelihood function to obtain the posterior

distribution-the estimated distribution which combines the information in the data with that of

the (prior) expert judgment. General texts on Bayesian methods are available (DeGroot, 1986;

Press, 1989; Berry, 1996), as are edited volumes with applications to environmental quality and

health (Gatsonis et aI., 1993; Berry and Stangl, 1996).

Bayesian methods are quite compatible with efforts to separate variability and uncertainty in

exposure and risk assessment. A prior distribution can be used to describe the uncertainty in the

parameters of a variability distribution; then, as data are collected, a posterior distribution of the

parameters is obtained (generally, with less uncertainty). Examples of this include Wood and

Rodriguez-Iturbe (1975), Iman and Hora (1989) and Small (1994). Methods for eliciting prior

distributions for uncertain variability distributions are presented in the statistics literature

(Kadane et aI., 1980; Chaloner, 1996; Wolfson, 1995).
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Bayesian methods are very useful for designing experiments and data collection programs to

reduce uncertainty. This can be accomplished using the value-of-information approach discussed

in A Hierarchy of Methods for Sensitivity Analysis (see pp. E-10 - E-15). In addition, when

different stakeholders have very different prior beliefs about a particular exposure distribution,

Bayesian methods can help illustrate the quantity and quality of data required so that both sides

will have essentially the same posterior distribution despite their differing priors (Wolfson et aI.,

1996). When data sets are large and/or with sufficiently accurate data as defined by the

likelihood function, the posterior distribution is relatively unaffected by the assumed prior. Thus,

Bayesian methods exhibit a shift from reliance on the subjective expert opinion to reliance on the

data, as more and better data are collected.

Bayesian methods can be computationally intensive. For certain types of distributions, the

mathematical form of the prior distribution is maintained as data are collected, so that the

mathematical form of the posterior is the same as that of the prior. In this case the prior and

posterior distributions are said to be "conjugate." In the more general case, numerical methods

are required to compute posterior distributions. In either case, Bayesian methods are

conceptually difficult to grasp for many, and exposure and risk assessors will require the

assistance of a competent statistician experienced with Bayesian methods to apply these

techniques to their applications. While this may preclude their application in many cases,

increased use of Bayesian methods is likely in the future because of the types of problems they

can address and the associated insights and benefits they provide.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRESENTING
MONTE CARLO RESULTS TO RISK MANAGERS

Summarized from Bloom et al. (1993) in Appendix F.

At the beginning of a briefing:

• Present an overview of the significanceof the analysis.

• Identify stakeholders and briefly describe who is saying what about this issue.

• Discuss the positions of other EPA offices and other important constituents on
this issue.

When characterizing the risk of a chemical:

• Present information concerning the severity of the adverse health effect posed by
the chemical (i.e., is it death or is it a runny nose?).

• Establish the extent to which scientists believe the chemical is really a hazard to
humans.

• Describe the level of confidence in the data and in the numerical assessment of
risk. (Tell who else has seen the information and who else agrees with it.)

• Explain where the data gaps are and tell how important those gaps are to the
overall risk estimate.

• Highlight potential "high visibility data gaps" that are likely to become the focus
of attention of groups outside EPA

• Show all the formulae used to estimate exposure point concentrations, exposure
doses, toxic potencies, hazard indices, and/or incremental lifetime cancer risks. As
for any risk assessment, show the formulae and the spreadsheets in the text, in
tables, or in an appendix:.

• Calculate and present the point estimates of exposure and risk that are generated
following the current deterministic risk assessment guidelines from the appropriate
regulatory agency. The calculation of point estimates using standard techniques is
a desirable first step in undertaking a probabilistic risk assessment.
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When discussing exposure:

• Define what population is at risk. (Is it the general population? Children? The
elderly? Minority groups?)

• Estimate tile number of people who are exposed to levels of concern and present
the range of uncertainty around the exposure numbers.

• For parameter uncertainties, what distributions are used and why?

• What models have been used, what assumptions do they make, and what
uncertainty do they possess? Clarity in communicating model assumptions and
structure is as important as clarity in communicating uncertainty about results.

• What issues and factors do the models include?

• Are the model equations implemented correctly?

When presenting risk management options:

• Present the legislative mandate.

• Identify potential risk management options, including ones that have already been
rejected a:0ng with reasons for rejection.

• Discuss each option in regard to its costs, ease of implementation, and likelihood
of success for reducing risk.

• Clarify how much each option will reduce risk rather than merely shift it from one
medium to another.

• Estimate what proportion of the risk from this chemical a particular action will
actually address.

• Discuss the consequences of doing nothing.

• Review what has been done in previous similar situations.

• Mention studies in progress which could yield new and important information
about this chemical.
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In informing the decision-maker about the weaknesses of data:

• Provide a sense of the uncertainties of the data.

• Present the results from univariate (or multivariate) sensitivity analyses of the
deterministic calculations to identify the inputs suitable for probabilistic treatment
and then discuss any variables not included in the sensitivity analysis. A typical
risk assessment may require the specification of over 100 input variables. Only a
few of these inputs drive the risk assessment in one or both of these senses: i) The
values of some inputs account for a dominant fraction of the predicted risks
and/or ii) the ranges of some inputs account for a dominant fraction of the range
in the predicted risks. When using probabilistic techniques, it is important to
understand which inputs drive the predicted risk in both of these senses.

• Discuss how effective any proposed alternative substitutes to this chemical would
be in accomplishing their intended purpose.

• Discuss any risks, trade-offs, or unintended consequences of the proposed
substitutes to this chemical.

• Mention decisions (especially conflicting decisions) that other EPA offices have
made about this chemical.

When presenting risk information:

• Charts that are complex and visually busy contain more detail than is necessary to
make decisions. For example, box plots are thought to convey too much detail for
risk managers' purposes. When presenting the results of a Monte Carlo analysis,
most managers prefer the cumulative distribution 'format. Large spreadsheets and
proprietary cOI?puter codes can present obstacles to clarity.

• Since different people process information in a variety of ways, it is appropriate
for risk assessors to provide more than one format for presenting the same
information. In general, visual presentation aids need to be straightfOlward and
provide information in a clear, uncluttered way. Too much information in one
chart tends to drown out the most important point. Charts, graphs, and other
visual aids should be accompanied by written infonnation and/or oral briefings.
No one expects a chart to convey all the important information at a glance.

• When it is necessary to provide a more complex visual, it may be necessary to
provide a written report-including tables and figures-before a briefing, so that
interested constituents can study the information, absorb the details, and consider
the questions they want to ask.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRESENTING INFORMATION
ABOUT INPUT DISTRIBUTIONS

Summarized from Burmaster and Anderson (1994) and Henrion (Appendix D).

• Provide the following information for each input distribution:

A graph showing the full distribution and the location of the point value used in
the deterministic risk assessment.

A table showing the mean, the standard deviation, the minimum (if one exists),
the 5th percentile, the median, the 95th percentile, and the maximum (if one
exists).

• Include a 5- to lO-page justification of the selected distribution based on results in
a refereed publication, from new developments, or from elicitation of expert
judgement in the risk assessment.

• Discuss how, for parametric distributions, the statistical process or the physical,
chemical, or biological mechanism creating the random variable influences the
choice of the distribution.

• Show, to the extent possible, how the input distributions (and their parameters)
capture and represent both the variability and the uncertainty in the input
variables.

• Discuss the methods and report the goodness-oHit statistics for any parametric
distributions for input variables that were fit quantitatively to measured data.
Show plots of the parametric fits and the data on the same axes. Discuss the
implications of any important differences. If any distribution was generated
qualitatively or by expert judgement, discuss the techniques used.

• Discuss the presence or absence of moderate-to-strong correlations between or
among the input variables.

• Present th~ name and the statistical quality of the random number generator used.
Some well-known commercial products have inadequate random number
generators with short recurrence periods. If the analyst writes his or her own
specialty generator, include an appendix in the report listing the algorithm and the
implementation, along with the ~esults from a quality assurance audit.

• Discuss the limitations of the methods and of the interpretation of the results. Be
sure to acknowledge the source, the nature, and the possible effects of any
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unresolved sources of bias not explicitly included in the analysis, and indicate
where additional research or measurements could improve the analysis.
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DISTINGUISHING A "GOOD" FROM A "BAD" MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS

Workgroup Chair: Dale Hattis

Objectives and Purpose

• Determine if the Monte Carlo analysis is consistent with and appropriate for the
stated purpose of the. exposure assessment. Check to determine if the Monte
Carlo analysis includes a clear statement of purpose and objectives.

Checks on Input Distributions and Assumptions

• Make sure the analysis enables you to determine how the distributions were
derived or obtained from referenced sources. Carefully review the bases for any
site-specific or novel distributions.

• Check the variability and uncertainty of specific parameters against those reported
in other stadies and analyses.

• Check the bases of truncated distributions for the truncation and determine
whether values have been allowed to take on physically impossible values.

• Check to determine if the authors have assessed the effects of clear dependencies
among par~meters. Where these have been identified, determine if they have
been included in the exposure models in a logical manner.

• Check to determine if the underlying assumptions have been appropriately
identified.

• Check on the quality of information available for the tails of the input
distributions. These will affect the tails of the output distributions. Examine if
this has been specifically considered by the analysts.

• Check to see if the analysts has used influence diagrams, numerical experiments
and/or sensitivity analysis in an appropriate manner to evaluate the relative
importance of different parameters and exposure pathways in the analysis.

Checks on Model and Co;nputational Mechanics

• Examine the boundaries of the modeled system with respect to the stated purpose
and objectives of the exposure assessment. For example, have the populations of
decision-making interest been reasonably defined? Or have there been
geographic, age, or exposure pathway truncations or aggregations that could
materially o;hange the implications of the results for decision-making?
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• Check for model and analytical transparency. Make sure that all equations and
distributional assumptions are clearly documented.

• In exposure assessments for multiple pathways where the same parameter appears
more than once, check to determine that the same value of.that parameter is used
consistently on each trial. This requires being able to understand how the Monte
Carlo analysis was implemented. The report should provide sufficient information .
for the reviewer to judge this aspect of the analysis.

Checks on Results

• Check to make sure that variables and expressions balance dimensionally.

• For pure multiplicative/division models, perform a calculation of exposure using
the mediail or most probable values of the distributions in a separate deterministic
equation. The result should be similar-but not necessarily identical-to the
median value produced by the Monte Carlo analysis.

• Check to make sure that the temporal aspects and units for the exposures and
doses are consistent with those used to represent the effects in risk calculations.

• Perform a mass balance calculation to check the exposure estimates or review
checks made by the analysts, if possible.

• Check to see if the· analysis includes appropriate deterministic calculations for
standard high end exposure estimates.

• Check to determine if the analyst has adequately distinguished between variability
and uncertainty at a conceptual and possibly at a quantitative level as appropriate
for the analysis.

• Check to determine if the analysts has identified the exposure parameters and
pathways that are most important with regard to exposure estimates and the
uncertainty associated with these estimates.

• Check to be sure that the report includes a clear statement of limitations,
unaccount~d for uncertainties, and possible biases.

• Check to determine if and how the stability of results at the tails of the
distribution have been evaluated. This is critical for the needs of risk managers.

Other Checks

• Check if the results or values used in the analysis are given in more significant
figures than warranted. This may indicate a certain lack of sensitivity and a
certain desire on the part of the analyst to retain data that are not really meaningful.
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Communicating Risk to Senior EPA Policy Makers:
A Focus Group Study

1. INTRODUCTION

Information needs of risk managers in high-level EPA positions are
not always well understood by risk assessors who provide them with risk
assessment results. Little is documented about how risk managers use risk
information in making regulatory decisions, or which formats they find
most useful. Moreover, not enough is known about the level of detail risk
.managers w~t about the assumptions and uncertainties of the risk data.

The Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is charged with presenting risk
assessment information to decision makers. In the past, the office has not
asked decision makers about how well this information serves their needs.
To enable risk assessors to present the essential information needed by risk
managers, officials within OAQPS authorized a focus group to ask risk
managers directly about their needs and preferences. The focus group was
not designed to test theories or preconceived ideas about how risk
information should be presented. Instead, it was a search for the ideas and
insights of those· who use this information everyday for real-world risk
management decisions.

The focus group consisted of eleven senior EPA Headquarters
decision makers, selected to represent the following offices and programs
throughout the Agency: the Office of Air and Radiation; the Office of
Water; the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response; the Office of
Prevention, festicides and Toxic Substances; the Office of Policy Planning
and Evaluation; and the Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. The

.participa.itl) ~cluded Assistant Administrators, Deputy Assistant
Administrators, Office Directors. and Science Advisors. The focus group
provided specific examples of visual risk information for the group' s on
the-spot reactions, and lasted two hours. The focus group took place two
months after an OAQPS in-depth telephone interview study of 30 risk
managers from Headquarters and from Regional, State, and local air
pollution control offices addressing similar questions.
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2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

2.1 Key issues for risk managers making regulatory decisions.
Participants were asked to imagine that they had to make a policy
recommendation or decision about regulating a hazardous pollutant such as
benzene, asbestos, or chlordane. They were asked which major issues they
would consider in making their decision. The issues they think about fall
into several categories, including legal considerations, adverse health
effects, exposure infoIn?-ation, possible risk management options, degree of
consensus, and issues of confidence in the data. One further issue they·said
they consider is what precedents they may be setting with this decisfon.

2.1.1 Le~a1 considerations

Knowing the legislative mandate is an important first step according
to most of tlfe participants, as illustrated by this comment:

"The legislative mandate is critical. For example, is it a ris~nefits

statute or risk only? You regulate polluters differently under
different statutes. We would regulate radon under the Indoor Radon
Abatement Act very differently than we would under the Safe
Drinking Water Act."

2.1.2 Adverse effects and exposure issues

Other issues the p'oHcy makers consider are the magnitude of the
adverse effect of the chemical and the extent of exposure to the population.
They seek a sense of where this chemical fits in the spectrum of
environmental problems. Participants described these issues in the
following way:

"1 want to know what are the physical effects and how serious "are
they. Is it dea~ or is it a runny nose? How many people are exposed
and at what levels?"

"I want to know who is exposed. Is it the general population?
Children? The elderly? Are there sensitive subpopulations? Are
certain groups like the poor or ethnic minorities exposed
differently?"
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2.1.3 Risk Management Options
.

The group members said they also look at several aspects of the risk
management options that are available. They look at the costs of those
options and the benefits in reduced risks. In addition, they consider the
feasibility of implementation of each option. The following comment
illustrates some of the issues surrounding risk management options:

"1 want to know about all the risk management options including
those that have already been rejected. I want to know how successful
the risk management options are likely to be in reducing risk.
Then, I consider our ability to implement those options.
Sometimes we have good options but we can't implement them., How
many resources will it take?"

Along these lines, participants also said they consider whether there are
substitutes or alternatives available for the chemical they'are considering
regulating. Ideally, they would like information regarding the efficacy and
safety of those alternatives.,

2.1.4 peme of Consensus

Participants said that before making their decision, they identify who
it is that cares about this issue. Sometimes. if a lot of vocal people are very
concerned about the risks of a chemical. EPA addresses' those concerns.
One risk manager offered this co.mment:

"Is this an issue of public concern? Who cares about the risks? We're
spending a lot of time on "killer catpets".where we don't have a lot
of risk, however there is a lot of concern about the risk on the part
of some very vocal people. So we at EPA address those concerns."

Similarly, risk managers consider what others both within the
Agency and outside 3"."C s~ying about the issue. They consider the positions
of environmental groups, citizens groups. and industry, as well as the
positions of other EPA offices and the Office of Management and Budget..
A typical comment follows: '

"It is important for me to know what the reactions of the
stakeholders will be to the various risk management options and to
our recommendedoptions....In terms of the Agencyt 1 think about
whether the Office of Policy Planning. and Evaluation (OPPE) or
the Office of General Counsel (OGe) would agree with our
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recommendations. CoJld I sell this through the management chain?
Could I get it through OMB?"

2.1.5 Confidence in the data

Another issue risk managers say they think about when making
decisions is the extent'to which the risk and economics information has
been peer reviewed. Peer review by credible groups 'gives them more
confidence in the information. As one participant explained:

"What is your level of confidence in the risk information and in the
numerical assessment of risk?·Who has looked at this information?
Just our staff or others? I want to know to what extent the science
has been peer reviewed by the Science AdVisory Board."

In summary, the focus group participants said that they consider a
vanety of issues when making regulatory decisions including:

• The legislative mandate
• The seriousness of the adverse effects of the chemical
• The number of people exposed to the chemical
• The subgroups are exposed (Children? Ethnic groups? The

elderly?)
• The costs, cost effectiveness. economic impact. and ease of

implementation of the risk management optioris
• The alternatives -and substitutes available for the chemical in

question
• The efficacy and safety of those substitutes
• The people who care about this issue
• The positions of stakeholoers concerning the issue and their likely'

reactions to options
• The positions of other offices within EPA
• Likely reactions of Oh·m
• The extent to which the science and economics have been peer

reviewed
• The precedents that are being set by this decision

2.2 What information risk managers want to hear when they are
briefed. The participants were tolef to imagine that they were going to be
briefed on a hazardous air pollutant. The purpose of the briefmg would be
to provide them with information for making a regulatory decision. They
were asked to further assume that ,this would be the first time they would
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hear the information. The scenano suggested that a large number of people
were exposed to this chemical and the costs of controls to industry were
high. They were told to pretend that their one-hour briefmg had been cut
to 15 minutes. They were then asked what key points they would like
addressed within this time constraint.

All the group members noted that, in reality, they wouldn't make a
decision based on a IS-minute briefmg. In contrast, their decisions are
complex and would be thought out more carefully, as these comments
reflect:

"When you think about making a decision, it's on the basis of
infonnation. on several different dimensions. In my approach, I
couldn't make the decision on justone. If I just knew the hazard arid
the exposure it would get my attention, but I can't move forward on
my decision making without some of the other pieces of
information...

"If it is an important decision, we're going to take the time until we
get a level of satisfaction with the data and iriformation that we need
to make that decision. I don't ,think we are going to say that X is
more important than Y. We're going to want to know both X and Y.
We'il get the information we need to make the decision."

The participants said that they would want quantitativeassessmems of
risk such as the potency of. the hazard. maximum individual risk. and
population risk. In regard to the qualitative infonnation they want to know .
in a briefing, there was some overlap with the issues they consider in
making decisions (listed in the preceding section). For example, they would
want to determine how many people are being exposed to the chemical and
the implications of this for health and safety. Moreover, they want to have
an idea of who else agrees with the scientific information.

In a briefing, the risk ma.l1~g~rs want a picture of the possible
options including the option of taking no action. They said it is also helpful
for them to know which options have been used in previous, similar
situations. These comments ret1ect some of the information needs of the
group:

"'What are your risk management options and how effective are they'?
In this situati<?n the'natural question to ask is 'What is the
consequence of doing nothing?' and 'What has been done in previous
other situations with similar pollutants:'"
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"1 want to hear about the reactions of the stakeholders to the risk
management options and the 'recommended options. How will they
react if we do nothing?"

To summarize, decision makers want to be briefed about the
following kinds of infonnation:

• Numerical estimates of risk
• Magnitude of the adverse effect
• Level of exposure
• Level of confidence in the data
• Risk management options
• Consequences of doing nothing
• Reactions of stakeholders to the recommended risk management

options
• Costs and economic impacts
• What has been done in previous, similar situations
• Positions of other EPA offices and of OMB

The participants said that they would use this same information to
brief the Administrator. Additionally, they would tell the Administrator
what their recommendation is, and how they think that decision will be
accepted by the public.

'2.3 What risk managers.would like to see 1n a qualitative
description of the risks of a pollutant. The participants were asked
to brainstorm to create an introductory statement to a briefmg package
which would present "the big picture" about' the risks of a chemical. They
were told that the purpose of this exercise was not to see whether the
details are accurate, but instead to fmd out what kind of language they
would use. The group chose benzene to U~e a.s an· example.

They would describe it in the, following way:

"Benzene is a known human carcinogen. A large number of people
are exposed to levels of concern. Regulation will make a difference
-- there is something we can do about it. We can reduce
exposure on a technological basis. Controls are reasonable.
Additionally, we are under a court order so we MUST do something;
about it," -
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In addition. they would include a discussion of the efficiency and cost
effectiveness of control~ and the reactions of industry, the
environmentalists, and the Administration.

In such an introductory statement, they would also include other
pes'sible options besides the proposed option, including options that were
rejected and reasons for their rejection. One risk manager indicated that
some other background infonnation might be important to clarify in an
introductory statement:

"'bere is a lot known about benzene, so saying it isa knO\\t11 human
carcinogen is very meaningful here."

This participant noted that "KnO\\t11" is a code word for the level of
research that has been done in assigning this carcinogen a classification. In
a briefing,he .said it would be helpful to explain: .

"What groups say it's a carcinogen and what are the range of options
that have been expressed. A concise discussion of the science would
be helpful."

There was consensus that such an introductory qualitative statement,
such as the description of benzene, would be useful in a briefmg.

2.4 What kinds of uncertainty' information risk managers want.
There has been much discussion at EPA about the presentation of .'
unc~rtainty infonnat.ion relevant to the risk data. The risk guidance memo
(February, 1992), for example, advises risk assessors to provide risk
managers with an understanding of the uncertainties of the underlying
analysis. However, it is not clear to risk asses~ors exactly how risk
managers defme uncertainty, and what level of detail is optimal.

Focus group participants were asked io °:iiscuss how they define
"uncertainty" in the context of risk. They cited several dimensions of this
term including uncertainty around the numerical assessment of risk. the
unc.ertainty about the magnitude of the hazard in humans, the uncertainty
around the extent of the exposure to humans. the data gaps. and the .
uncertainty surrounding the effectiveness of the options. These dimensions
are discussed below.
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2.4.1 Uncertainty of the adverse effect

Risk managers want to know about the uncertainty surrounding the
actual adverse effect of the chemical. Perhaps there is an adverse effect
documented in animals, but how certain is it that humans will experience
that effect? The following comments illustrate uncertainty in this context:

"How certain are we about the hazard information? How confident
are we that this is going to be a problem in humans? Benzene is in a
category of a small number of compounds where we have data that
are good. How confident are we that another chemical will cause
cancer (or reproductive effects or birth defects) in humans? At
what exposure level can we expect to see an effect in humans? How
sure are we of that?"

"Is there consensus among the .scientific community about the
seriousness of this effect, or are we the only ones saying this?"

The following comment illustrates how uncertainty could exist about an
effect at a particular exposure level which may be well-documented in
animal studies but not in humans.

"In formaldehyde, for example, we have very good information
about carcinogencity in animals. We have some information for
humans. Based on our experience, we believe that it will be a human
carcinogen. But, what about exposure levels? It may be that you're
going to need higher levels inhumans, than what you get in animals.
So, it has to do with extrapolating from an effect in animals to
humans. Also we must extrapolate the dose levels at which humans
are going to be exposed. Are these reasonable as.:umptions?"

2.4.2 Uncertainty surrQundin~ ej(PQsure

Risk managers also use "uncertainty" in the context of exposure.
They want to know the range of uncertainty of the actual number of people
who are exposed to the chemical. They seek answers to questions such as:·

"What are the bands around the numbers? 'When you saythere's
100,000 people exposed do you really mean there may be 1.000 or
one million and we picked 100,000 because it's somewhere '
between?"



UDo we know if anYbodY is exposed? Are people really being
exposed to these levels?"

'2.4.3 Data &aps

Another dimension of uncertainties is "data gaps." The risk. managers
want to know just where the data gaps are and how significant they are to
the overall estimate. One participant gave the following. example of a data
gap:

''There are some things that we know and feel reasonably confident
about. But we know that there is missing infonnation. We've made
estimates about something, but there's a hole in the estimate. We
want to identify the fact that you don't have information from
humans, for example. An example of a data gap would be, 'It's all
based on animals, there's no information from humans.'"

Although there will always be data gaps, they want to know,
especially, about the ones that are likely to be very important. It will be
useful fordecision makers to know about these data gaps because they can
then see what kinds of criticism they will need to confront. This comment
illustrates the importance of knowing the data gaps that others outside of
EPA are likely to notice as deficient:

"What's going to pop up and bite us? Is there a missing element in
the data? Data gaps are always present, but which ones are going to
become the- focus of attention. We want to know if some professoJ: at
Harvard is likely to go on television on the evening news a,nd say,
'Look what EPA didn't do..,'''

In regard to data gaps. risk managers want to know if new
information is ,on the horizon. They want to know aLclltany forthcoming
new and significant studies, and whether it is wonhwhire to wait for that
infonnation before making their decisions. Two comments on this issue
were:

"If we delay this decision in order to get more infonnation. would it
be worthwhile? You may haye the option of saying, "Let's get
another study done' .~..Is there a new study coming out next year that
people think will be very significant? Will that study make a
difference or will it be just one more study in a chain of studies?"
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"Timing is critical. Is a new study already in the works? If they
are just starting and it will be a 5 or 6 year process it would not be
as useful to wait."

Along these lines, risk managers want to know which direction the risks
would probably go if the data gaps were filled in. As one put it:

"Do the uncertainties tilt in a particular direction? Have we made
assumptions that are conservative or not? Are the unknowns things
that have been ignored so that we may be missing some important
risks? If we could fill in the uncertainties, which direction do we
think the risk assessment would be going?"

2.4.4 Uncertainty surroundini management options

Another area of uncertainty that risk managers identify as important
is uncertainty surrounding the options. For example, they want to know
how likely the options are going to, work to reduce risks. They also want to
know about the uncertainties about the costs of the risk management·
options.

In sununary, EPA policy makers have several meanings in mind
when they speak of "uncertainties." Generally, they want the following
questions surrounding uncertainties addressed in briefings:

• How confident are we that this chemical is really a problem?
• How confident are we that it will really cause cancer (or other effec~s) in

humans?
• Do we really know how many people are exposed? .
• What are the error bands around the exposure numbers?
• If we say 100,000 people are exposed, is the range really between 100

and 1 million?
• How accurate are the extrapolations from animal to man or from bigh to

low doses?
• What are the data gaps, and how important are they?
• If we had more information, in which direction would the risks go?
• If we delay the decision to get more information, what would

happen? .
• What new studies are in progress?
• Who has reviewed the uncertainty analysis -- our staff only, the Science

Advisory Board, or other credible groups?
• What are the uncertainties around costs?
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A few risk managers provided examples of uncertainty information
that have proven to be very useful. One piece of an effective presentation
of uncertainty is described below:

"In Pesticides, we have run sensitivity analyses around the different
use scenarios. If 100% of apples are treated with pesticide, (or 50%
or 10%), what does that do to your whole exposure number? In
addition, we also look at different risk management options. For
example, what happens if you put worker protection requirements in
place to get risk down, rather than take the chemical off the market.
These analyses give you both the sensitivity around your exposure
numbers and th~ sensitivity around the success of your options." .

According to participants, sometimes uncertainty infonnation is too
vague or inconclusive to be meaningful. For example, participants said it is
not helpful when they are told, ·'Here is the plausible upperbound. The real
risk could be less and might be zero." Equally unhelpful are comments they
sometimes receive such.as, "We can't do anything with this data, it's too
uncertain," or "You should do something very stringent°because of all the
uncertainties."

2.5 What additional information risk managers seek about the
weaknesses of the data. In their decision making, the focus group
participants all said they want °to know whether their positions are
vulnerable. The risk managers want to know 'What is industry thinking?
What are environmental groups thinking?' Knowing the weaknesses o.f
data, highlights potential challenges and helps risk managers prepare
arguments to support the EPA decision.

When these decision makers talk about "weaknesses in the data," they
are referring to a variety of possible problems with the supporting, data
that would leave the policy decision open to attack by stakeholders, other
EPA offices, or OMB. For example. they want an idea of where the data
gaps are and how important those gaps are to the overall risk estimate.
They also want to know how much an option will actually reduce risk,
rather than merely shift it from one medium to another (e.g., air to water).

An important factor before making their decision could center
around the substitutes available to the chemical in question. Facts about the
efficacy of the proposed alternatives to the chemical they are regulating are
needed. Participants said that having this type of information has helped
them in the past. For example, in the pesticide area, fanners want to know
how well a substitute chemical will work.
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They noted with surprise that seldom does anyone ask how risky
those alternatives are. For example, usually no one questions the.
flanunability of substitute chemicals. One participant remarked:

"Are the substitutes to this chemical risky? We didn't used to ask
that. The fanners ask, 'Are the substitutes effective?' but the
environmental community doesn't ask if there are risks to these
alternatives? They are often more concerned with getting the
chemical in question off the market. We at EPA now ask that
question, but it's not typically asked by stakeholders~"

Nonetheless, the risk managers believed it 'was important to know about
any unintended consequences, tradeoffs, or risks of the proposed
alternatives. This type of information would help them consider the broad
implications of policy decisions so they could make better decisions, as this
comment illustrates:

"Risks of alternatives or substitutes is something we think EPA
should be thinking about but sometimes we don't. We should be
thinking of safety issues or tradeoffs. With asbestos, for example, we
need to think about the safety of brakes using alternative substances.
It's a tradeoff issue that we need to consider. If we don't look at the
big picture, we could be'saying •You may die in a car accident, put
that's not our fault. We saved you from dying of cancer by taking
asbestos out of your brakes.'ot

Several focus group members said that they oft~n do not receive
information about conflicting positions of other EPA offices. A conflict
about what to do with a chemical may arise, because different offices tend
to work independently and thus are unaware of other recommendations or'
decisions. Generally, they said that no one looks at consistency among
offices in how they treat risks. These risk managers thought this lack of
coordination among EPA offices could embarrass decision makers asked to
explain such a disparity. Risk managers need more information about other
EPA office actions on particular chemicals, as the following comment
illustrates:

"We need to be more aware of consistency amorig offices in t~rms of .
how we treat risks. As one office goes forward and announces a
decision, it is at times uncomfortable to have someone point out that
another office has either accepted that risk and felt comfortable with
it. has rejected that risk and felt comfortable with that decision. or
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has been very concerned about the alternatives you are now
advocating....Perhaps we didn't ask the questions we should have
asked, or maybe our statutes have taken us in different directions. Or
maybe we have some real life circumstances that force one office to
accept a risk that another office rejects. To the public, this doesn't
always make sense. If there are discrepancies in policy directions
between the offices, we don't do a good job explaining why one
office regulated a chemical while another said it waS OK."

In summary, the focus group participants said they wanted to know
about any inherent weaknesses in the da~ which could affect their
decisions. Having this type of information allows them to fully consider the
impacts of their decisions and prepare to support those positions or
deci~ions. Infonnation risk managers seek on the weaknesses of the data
seemed to encompass several different kinds of dimensions including these:

• Data gaps and significance of those gaps
• The degree to which an option will reduce risk rather than just

shift it to another medium
it Stakeholders positions and likely reactions to the propOsed options
• Facts about the efficacy and risks. or unintended consequences of

proposed alternatives or substitutes'
• Conflicting decisions about the chemical made by other EPA

offices and rationale for those decisions .
• The proportion of risk attributable to a chemical that will actually

be ~ddressed in the proposed action

2.6 Reactions to concrete pieces of risk information. A focus
group is an excellent vehicle for pretesting materials. A team of EPA risk
assessors in the Durham and Research Triangle Park offices' created seven
risk infonnation visuals designed to present uncertainties in a variety of
fonnats. The focus group participants examined these examples. To
duplicate the experience of an authentic briefIng as much as possible, a
videotape of several risk assessors in a briefmg was created and shown to
the group. The risk assessors explained the purpose of each figure. After
each videotaped segment, the participants discussed their reactioBs to the
piece. The videotape lasted approximately 10 minutes.
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"We've already discus$ed the two major inputs to the ozone risk model-
the exposure mOdel and the probabilistic exposure/response relationships
derived from the health effects data. We've also presented the uncertainties
in each of these inputs to the model. The risk estimates shown in the figure
result from combining these two inputs. The result is a set of estimates of
the expected number of people experiencing chest discomfort one or more
times per year under alternative air quality scenarios and standards. The
scenarios are three different alternative one-hour ozone standards and an
66as_is" situation representative of recent air quality in Washington D.C.
The hash marks for each of these bars show the best mean or the best
estimate of the expected number of people experiencing this effect. The
mean, for example, is 145,000 under the "As-is" situation. The interval
represents the 90% credible interval and can be interpreted as meaning
there is only a one in 20 (or 5% chance) th~t the true number of people
adversely affected is greater than 240,000 in the case of the "As-is"
scenario, and only a 1 in 20 (or 5% chance) that the true number of people
adversely affected is less than 82,000. The uncertainties indicated by the
interval is due both to uncertainties represented in the exposure model and
uncertainty in exposure-response relationships."

Script for fi2ure 2

"Another way to show this infonnation is in a tabular format. Here we
have the mean and the 90% credible intervals for the ··As-is" situation and
for each of the three standards. As you see, both the mean decreases as we
go to more stringent standards. and the ranges decrease as well. to
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Reactions to figures 1 and 2

The .group members first viewed the videotaped briefmgs of figures
1 and 2, which showed two different "",:ays of presenting estimates' of the
expected number of people experiencing chest dis.comfort one or more
times a year under alternative air quality scenarios and standards. Figure 1
presented the infonnation in a graph while the same infonnation in figure
2 is presented in a tabular format.

The focus group participants liked both figures, and said that these
are the types of visuals they would fmd useful. Although most group
members preferred figure 2, there was con~ensus that they would like to
have both figures included in a briefing packet. It is appropriate for risk
assessors to present more than one visual conveying the same information
in different formats, as the following comments illustrate:

"You need both of these figures. You can't tell this is [points to .
figure 1] 82,000 by looking at the graph. but you can by looking at
the table."

'There is a lot of information behind this. I would want both of these
charts. figure gives you a sense of the magnitude, while figure 2
gives you specificity....Figure 1 gives a sense of proportion. while
figure 2 provides more information." ,

Several participants said that the graph (figure 1) could be deceiving,
since it suggests that going from the "as-is" situation to .12 is a big jump.
The other conditions seem to go down by modest decrements, but that
depends on whether "as-is" is .14 or .20. They indicated that "as-is" needs,
to have a number, stating:

"Where is "as-is" relative to the other numbers? Is it .14 or is it .20?
If it is .125 or .5. there's a big difference. I assume it is .14, but who
knows?"

Participants noted that neither figure 1 nor figure 2 indicates how
much confidence they can have in the numbers. Additionally. it is not clear
if the numbers are based on modeling, monitoring, or expert opinion.
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Script for figure J

"Ambient air quality data may be represented visually by a box plot. In the
box plot what we have is the 95th percentile represented at the top of the
plot. This indicates that 5% of the sites sampled were above this level. Then
we have the 90th percentile in the first insert, then the 75th percentile, and
the median which is the 50th percentile: Also shown is the composite.
average....Lead represents one of the true air quality successes in the
United States. What we see from the box plots is that from the °period 1980
to 1988 there was a broad wide-scale change in air quality standards with
respect to lead. This is the ambient air quality staridard. As you can see, in
1979 approximately 10% of the sites were above the ambient standard.
That very quickly decreased with the phase-down of lead use and the
variability decreased substanti~lyo also, so that in 1988 no sites exceededo the
ambient air quality standard for lead."
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Reactions to figure 3

Figure 3 is a box plot which represents visually ambient air quality
data. Most participants said they found box plots difficult to interpret.
Furthermore, most thought that the box plot provided more information
than they, as risk managers, need to develop a recommendation. One
group member noted that lead (the subject of these figures) has a
sufficiently rich data base to employ a box plot format. It is rare,
however, to have enough infonnation in the Air Office to be able to
generate this type of chart. Most said"they prefer a less detailed summary
of the information. As two participants commented:

"The basic message is that lead levels are going way down. We
would get that from the dotted line. We don't need the rest of it."

"The box plot gives you an overall impressio~ -- a very striking one.
It's effective. But if you were to try to make use Qf all this
information of these eight different numbers for each year, it would
be too much."

If risk assessors do provide box plots, they should do so in two
stages, since the actual information is very hard to extract from this type 'of
format. They should fU'St show the dotted line by itself. Then they should

" show the box plot and orally summarize the variability infonnation.
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Script for figure 4

"Now; let's look at some of the sources of uncertainty associated with
the benzene estimates of the maximum individual lifetime risk. This chan
represents some of the major sources of uncertainty split into 4 basic
groups: the uncertainties surrounding the unit risk estimate, the uncertainty
surrounding emissions and source parameters, dispersion model
uncertainties. and uncertainties in exposure assessmef:lt.

The bars are assumed to be of unifonn density in terms of
'uncertainty. We have shown them by orders of magnitude again with
estimates increasing to 10 and 100 fold in this direction. and decreasing to
10 and 100 fold in this direction. EPA's estimate is represented by the
vertical line here. H we look at the Unit Risk Estimate itself, we generally
regard the reasonabie uncertainty around tha~ estimate to be an order of
magnitude in either directio~. Obviously there is some fmite probability
that the Unit Risk Estimate, or that the carcinogencity of the substance, in
this case, Benzene,' is zero.

But generally we feel our estimates are roughly accurate within an
order of magnitude. On the other hand, the American Petroleum Institute
and The Chemical Manufacturers Association have derived a unit risk
factor for Benzene that is toward the lower bound of our reasonable
estimate. This is based on a reanalysis of the same data set that was used to
derive EPA's estimate. California Air Resources Board, on the other hand.
using the mouse data set, which is only a portion·of the animal data. has
derived an estimate for the potency of Benzene that is much closer to the
upper bound of EPA'5 estimate.

Looking at the emissions and source parameters. in this case the
emissions from equipment leaks, in the original analysis we used estimates
of emissions that were derived from emissions factors that EPA now
believes t~ l,e very conservative. In this case. we are looking at potentially
over-estimating the MIR for Benzene from anywhere up to a factor of
about 20.

In the case of by-product plant emissions, we feel that there is a plus
or minus condition here. That we are basically looking at about an order of
magnitude in either direction potentially. That effective stack-height is
somewhat symmetrically distributed around our own best-guess estimate.
In the case of plant life, we feel that this represents an over-estimate of the
risk since most plants tend to survive in-tact for about 20 to 50 years and
our estimates are based on a lifetime risk of 70 vears.·'
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Reactions to figure 4

Figure 4 is a chart showing some of the major sources of uncertainty
associated with the benzene estimates of the maximum individual risk.
Reactions to figure 4 varied. Some thought that it was useful to have the
uncenain,ty bands around the major assumptions or parameters, while a
few thought the -chart conveyed too much information. They described it as
"noisy for a high level decision maker" or "too busy." As one group
member said:'

"1 can't'make very good use of this information. It's too much
infonnation for me. I'd like to see the fIrSt two sections in a chart
and someone could tell me about the rest."

All participants said'they would need someone to &6walk them
tbIougij this chart." Funhennore, they wanted a chart with this level of
detail the day before the briefmg so they would have ample time tQstudy
it.

There were several points of confusion in this figure. Almost
everyone found the title, "Uncertainty Around MIR, Major Assumptions
EPA Best Estimate" to be confusing. Most thought it was necessary tq label
the center line "EPA estimate." The terms at the top of the chart,
&6Decreasing estimatelIncreasing estimate" were ~o somewhat confusing.
Some group members suggested substituting 66Lqwer valuelHigher value."
"Lower risklHigher risk," "+/-," or "Less conservative/more conservative."
In addition, participants wanted to know the source of this information.

They agreed that the chart could be revised as two separate charts:
"We would like to see the bottom line in a simplified form, so we'd like a
two..:stage presentation." The first stage would present the EPA unit risk
estimate, ~d the unit risk estimates of API/CMA and CARB. Such a figure
could include a list of key assumptions that resulted in three such different
risk estimates using the same data base. As one participant said:

"My question is why are these estimates so different? Since two other
groups came up with estimates very different than ours, they must
have had very different assumptions. I want to know which
assumptions were different. Then I would focus the discussion on
why."
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A se~ond figure could include the EPA unit risk estimate. but eliminate the
API/CMA and CARB estimates. Those·who perceived this figure as "too
busy" suggested eliminating the infonnation concerning the dispersion
model and exposure assessment. Others suggested leaving out parameters in
which there was a high degree of certainty or consensus.

Group members were somewhat confused about which assumptions
in this figure are most important. They wanted to know if there i's a risk
number with uncertainty bands that would reflect an overall estimate. They
stated:

UThere are a lot of factors here but you don't know which ones are
important. You can't tell from the chart which parameters really
drive the overall estimate."

One risk manager, in particular, found this figure extremely useful
because of the error bars surrounding each major area of uncertainty. To
him, they indicate the range of scientific debate relative to the assumptions
used in EPA's decision. He liked the figure's presentation of factorS driving
those estimates and EPA's position, relative to other groups:

"This figure tells me what the key things were that were driving the
uncertainties, what assumptions had to be made, and where we were
relative to other groups. To me, it shows where we are vulnerable
and where there is likely to be controversy."
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Script for fi2ure 5

"In estimating health risks from hazardous air pollutants we use an
exposure and dispersion model which when coupled with a potency
estimate provides us with the risk estimate. Many parameters are used in
the risk estimation process. Some of these parameters are very important.
These include the potency or in the case of a carcinogen, the unit risk
estimate, the emissions estimate, the stack height or the height above
ground level, and the distance to the fence line or the receptor.

Other parameters that are included particularly in a dispersion model
.are not as important. That includes the velocity of the emissions, and the
temperature of the emissions.

Script for fi&ure 6

"We can look at the relative importance of different parameters'
visually or graphically in a plot such.as this. Working from the base case of
our standard default assumptions, what you see in the case of potency and .
emission (which are overlaid in this particular line), is that as we move
from the default case to a doubling of those estimates, there is a direct
relationship and a doubling of the predicted concentration. In the case of
stack height and fence line distance, as you move from the default
condition, in closer in terms of fence line distance, or. to a shoner stack
height, these are extremely important to the resulting risk estimates. In
those cases also.• as you move away from the default conditions. moving
away in terms of fence line distance or moving to a taller stack height.
these become somewhat less important. In the case of the velocity of the
emissions. regardless of movement from the default condition to a less
conservative or a more conserva~ive assumption. It has very little impact
on the resulting risk estimate. Looking at the entire picture, this tells us
again that some parameters are critically important to the risk estimates
while others are not."
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Reactions to figure 5

. Figure 5 is a list of parameters which are important to the overall
risk estimate and a list of factors which are not. The group agreed that
figure 5, was to~ simplistic; it did not provide enough infonnation for
their decisions. They were confused about why "potency" and "emissions"
would be shown on the same chart.

Reactions to figure '6

Figure 6 presents ·graphically the relative importance of the different
parameters which·affect the risk estimate in a sensitivity analysis. The
senior decision makers found Figure 6 too complex to understand easily.
At first glance, they were overwhelmed by the level of detail: Decision"
makers at their level do not want or need ,that much detail. If the chart is.

.used for technical analysis, the risk assessor should provide an introduction
and then put up one line at a time to make the infonnation manageable.
They found haying "potency" and "stack height" on the same chart was
confusing. Some participants said they wo'uld prefer a bar chart to convey
tHis infonnation.
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Script Cw:.1i2ure 7

"In the fIrSt hour we talked about how the Monte Carlo analysis is actually
done. Now let's look at an output distribution. As we said earlier, we have
allowed many of the critical parameters ~ the analysis to vary. In fact, we
have represented them as distnoutions. This is a representative. of the
output distribution· from the modeling run. There is a probability density
function. As you can see, it's roughly a norma! or log-nonna! distribution
with probability on the vertical axis and the MIR. represented on the '
horizontal axis. As you can see, thecenttal tendency here of the
distnoution is somewhere in the neighborhood of 1 to 2 X 10-6."
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Reactions to figure 7

Figure 7 is an output distribution from a Monte Carlo analysis. The '
group liked the fonnat showing a distribution. There was some confusion
over whether this was a distribution of all the MIRs for the source category
or just one MIR for a single source. Some said that there is not enough .
infonnation ·presented. They would also need to kno'w the underlying'
assumptions. Several said they would rather see· cumulative probabilities.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

In swnrnary, OAQPS conducted a focus group of high-level EPA
decision makers across different offices and programs throughout the
Agency. Its purpose was to help risk assessors provide more useful risk
information to policy makers. A number of key point~ emerged from the
discussion concerning the kinds of infonnation that decision makers would
fmd .most valuable. According to the eleven focus group participants,
senior risk managers want a variety of qualitative information. in addition
to quantitative risk measures, to help them when making regulatory
decisions or recommendations. Based on the discussion of the group, .the
following key ideas could be useful to risk assessors in communicating risk
information to EPA policy makers.

1. At the beginning of a briefing,

• Present an overview of why the action (e.g., regulation) under
consideration is important.

• Identify who it is that cares about this issue.
• Present a picture of what the major stakeholders are saying about
. this issue.
• Discuss the positions of other EPA offices and other important

constituents (e.g., OMB) on this issue.

2. When characterizing the risk of a chemical,

• Present infonnation concerning the s~verity of the adverse health
effect posed by the chemical. (Is it death or is it a runny nose?)

• Establish the extent to which scientists believe the chemical is really
a hazard to humans.

• Tell what the level of corifidence is in the data and in the numerical
assessment of risk. (Tell who else has seen the information and
who else agrees with it.) . ' .

• Explain where the data gaps are and tell how important thosegap~
are to the overall risk estimate. - ..

• Highlight potential "high visibility data gaps" that are likely to
becoQ.1e the focus of attention of groups outside EPA.

3. When discussing exposure,

.• Derme what population is at risk. (Is it the general population? --
Children? The elderly? Minority groups?) '.
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• Estimate the number of people who are exposed to levels of
. concern and present the range of uncertainty ~round the

exposure numbers.

4. When presenting ris~ management options,

• Present the legislative mandate
• Identify potential risk management options, including ones that

have already been rejected along with reasons for rejection.
• DisCU$s each option in regard to its costs, ease of implementation.

and likelihood of success for reducing risk.
• Clarify how much each option will reduce risk rather than merely

shift it from one medium to another.
• Estimate what proportion of the risk from this chemical this action

will actually address.
• Discuss the consequences of doing nothing.
• Review what has been done in previous similar situations.
• Mention studies in progress which could yield new and imPOI1a.nt

infonnation about this chemical.

5 ..In infonning the decision maker about the weaknesses of data.

• Provide a sense of the uncertainties of the data.
• Discuss how effective any proposed alternative substitutes to this

chemical would be in accomplishing their intended purpose.
• Discuss any risks. trade-offs. or unintended consequences of the

proposed substitutes to this chemical.
• Bring to light decisions (especially conflicting decisions) that other

EPA offices have made about this chemical.

In regard to graphics presented at briefmgs, the group had definite
opinions about what types of charts and visuals are useful. In general. they
did not want to see complex. busy charts with more detail thaA~ n~eded to
make decisions. Box plots. for example. convey too muc;h detail for risk
managers' purposes. They liked the cumulative distribution fonnat best.

The risk managers noted that since different people process
infonnation differently, it is appropriate for risk assessors to provide more
than one fonnat for presenting the same information in different ways. In
general. they wanted visuals that are straightforward and clear. They did
not want too much information in one chart. They recognized the need for
accompanying written infonnation and/or oral briefings. The fonewing
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comment illustrates the point that these decision makers do not expect a
chart to convey all the important information at a glance:

"At some point you have to be able to read. A chart summarizes
what many paragraphs tell you. But if you end up putting everything'
in the chart you will have a paragraph....Charts usually don't give
you a full sense of ~ertaintiesand uncertainties of the science. I don't
think there's a chart that's going to convey that. That's got t6 be done
through written materials that accompany it or through an oral
briefmg. That's why you have briefmgs as opposed to just packaged
charts. The charts are necessary but not sufficient."

'When it is necessary to prov"ide a more complex visual such as figure
4 on benzene, risk managers want to have the infonnation before the
briefing to study it, absorb the details, and think about the questions they
want to ask. Especially for these complex charts. they recognize the need
!or a "good set of talking points and someone to walk you through it.""
They also suggested breaking up the information for complicated charts by
showing it in stages. .

At the end of the focus group. several participants endorsed holding
a focus group of risk assessors to fmd out what" information they believe
senior EPA risk managers .need to help them make well-informed
decisions. Participants thought that results from such a group, in
conjunction with information from their own focus group. would provide a
balanced picture of how best to communicate risk to senior EPA risk
managers.
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We propose 14 principles of good practice to assist people in performing and reviewing probabilistic
or M~nte ~rlo risk a;ssessments, especially in the context of the federal and state statutes concerning
chemIcals m the enVIronment. Monte Carlo risk assessments for hazardous waste sites that follow
th~e p~ciples will be easier to understand, will explicitly distinguish assumptions from data, and
WIll consIder and quantify effects that could otherwise lead to misinterpretation of the results. The
proposed p~ci?les ar: neither mutually. exclusive nor collectively exhaustive. We think and hope
that these prmclples WIll evolve as ,new Ideas arise and come into practice.

KEY WORDS: Probabilistic risk assessment; Monte Carlo.

1. INTRODUCTION

For over 50 years, Monte Carlo (MC) techniques
have been used in physics, chemistry, and many other
disciplines to compute difficult multi-dimensional inte
grals. One example of this use is to combine probability
distributions for several input variables to estimate prob
ability distributions for one or more output distribu
tionsp2,14) The widespread use of Monte Carlo
techniques in public health and environmental risk as
sessment promises significant improvements in the sci
entific rigor of these assessments. Because Monte Carlo
methods are more computationally intensive than the
"deterministic" or "point estimate" methods in com
mon use today, some people have suggested that Monte
Carlo analysis not be widely adopted at this time. We
believe that this is an overreaction, but we recognize the
need for safeguards and precautions to reduce mistakes
and prevent abuses.

I Alceon Corporation, P.O. Box 2669, Cambridge, ¥assachusetts
02238·2669.

2 Ogden Environmental and Energy Services, 239 Littleton Road, Suile
7C, Westford, Massachusetts 01886.

We propose 14 principles of good practice in this
article to assist p~ople in performing and reviewing.
probabilistic risk assessments, especially in' the context
of the federal and state statutes concerning chemicals in
the environment. Monte Carlo risk assessments for haz
ardous waste sites that follow these principles will be
easier to understan~, will explicitly distinguish assump
tions from data, and will consider effects that could oth
erwise lead to misinterpretation of the results. These
proposed principles arise from years of experience con
ducting and reviewing MC risk assessments and from
conversations with many knowledgeable people in man
ufacturing companies, consulting companies, law firms,
universities, nonprofit organizations, and government
agencies. We think and hope that these principles will
evolve as new ideas arise and come into practice.

Before proposin~ the 14 principles, we agree that
each risk assessment, whether deterministic or probabil
istic in design, must have a clearly defined assessment
end point<9) and must contain aU the information such
that a knowledgeable person can reproduce and then
evaluate the analysis from the material presented in the
final report.(13)
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2. THE PRINCIPLES

2.1. Principle 1

Show all the fonnulae used to estimate exposure
point concentrations, exposure doses, toxic potencies,
hazard indices, and/or incremental lifetime cancer risks.
As for any risk assessment, show the ,fonnulae and the
spreadsheets in the text, in tables, or in an appendix.

2.2. Principle 2

Calculate and present the point estimates of expo
sure and risk that are generated following the current
deterministic risk assessment guidelines from the appro
priate regulatory agency. The calculation of point esti
mates using standard techniques is a desirable first step
in undertaking a MC risk assessment.

2.3. Principle 3

Present the results from univariate (or multivariate)
sensitivity analyses of the detenninistic calculations to
identify the inputs suitable for probabilistic treatment
and then discuss any variables not included in the'sen
sitivity analysis. A typical risk assessment may require
the specification of over 100 input variables. Only a few
of these inputs drive the risk assessment in one or both
of these senses: (i) The values of some inputs account
for a dominant fraction of the predicted risks and/or (ii)
the ranges of some inputs account for a dominant frac
tion of the range in the predicted risks. When using Me
techniques, it is important to understand which inputs
drive the predicted risk in both of these senses.

2.4. Principle 4

Restrict the use of probabilistic techniques to the
pathways and compounds of regulatory importance to
save time, money, and other scarce resources. For ex
ample, if a conservative, detenninistic risk ass~sment

shows that one pathway contributes 1'10-8 incremental
lifetime cancer risk, some two orders of magnitude be
low the typical threshold of regulatory concern of "one
in one million" risk, then do not apply probabilistic
methods to that pathway. This will save resources in the
MC analysis without compromising its integrity or use
fulness to a risk manager. Similarly, if some compounds
contribute negligibly to the overall incremental lifetime
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cancer risk, then little need exists to undertake an ex
pensive effort to estimate distributions for the Cancer
Slope Factors (CSFs) or the Reference Doses (RIDs) for
these compounds until such time as the US Environ
mental Protection Agency publishes distributions for
CSFs and RIDs in their toxicological databases.

2.5. Principle 5

Provide detailed information on the input distribu
tions selected. At a minimum, we suggest the following
for each input distribution: (i) a graph showing the full
distribution and the location of the point value used in
the deterministic risk 'assessment and (Ii) a table showing
the mean, the standard deviation, the minimum (if one
exists), the 5th percentile, the median, the 95th percen
tile, and the maximum (if one ,~xi_sts). In additi9n, the
risk assessment should contain a 5,- to lO-page justifi
cation of the selected distribution based on results in a
refereed publication, from new developments, or from
elicitation of expert judgment. For parametric distribu
tions, discuss how the statistical process or the physical,
chemical, or biological mechanism creating the random
variable influences the choice of t~e distribution.(6)

2.6. Principle 6

Show, to the extent possible, how the input distri
butions (and their parameters) capture and represent both
the variability and the uncertainty in the input varia
bles.(1.4,S,9,13) [In this principle, we follow the growing
usage of these tenns in public health risk assessments:
(i) variability (V) represents true heterogeneity in a well
characterized phenomenon which is usually irreducible
through further measurement, while (ii) uncertainty (If)
represents ignorance about a poorly characterized phe
nomenon which may be reducible through further meas
urements.] To the extent possible, it is important to
specify the probability distributions for the input varia
bles such that they capture both the Vand the'U inherent
in each variable and permit Vand U to be described and
analyzed separately.(5,9,15)

2.7. Principle 7

Use measured data to inform the choice of input
distributions whenever possible, after making sure that
the data are relevant and representative to the population,
place, and time in the study.(IS) As appropriate for driv
ing variables, undertake new field measurements to sup-
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of moderate to strong correlations will have little effect
on the central portions of output distributiong(16) but may
have larger effects on the tails of the output distributions.
If it is possible that one or more moderate to strong
correlations exist but no data are available from which
to estimate them, perform Monte Carlo simulations with
the correlations (i) set to zero and (ii) set to values con
sidered high but plausible to learn if the possible cor
relations are important in the analysis. Display and
discuss the results of these correlation sensitivity anal
yses and computational experiments, and state the prac
tical' effect, if any, of including or ignoring the
correlations among the input variables.
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2.9. Principle 9

2.8. Principle 8

2.10. Principle 10

Provide detailed information. and -graphs for each
output d~stribution in the text and/or in an appendix. At
a minimum, we suggest the following for each output
variable: (i) a graph of the variable (in either log scale,
linear scale, or both, depending upon the shape of the
distribution) that clearly shows (a) the 10-4 risk and the
10-6 risk, or other allowable risk criteria, and (b) the
point estimate of risk calculated by the deterministic
method, and (ii) a table of the mean, the standard de
viation, the minimum (if one exists), the 5th percentile,
the median, the 95th percentile, and the maximum (if
one exists). In Fig. 1, the histogram of estimated risk in
the lower panel (on the log scale) gives a greater un
derstanding of the variability in the output than does the
histogra~ of the same results in the upper panel (on the
linear scale). In Fig. 2, the histogram and the cumulative
histogram in the upper and lower panels, respectively,
display the variability of the output differently, but it is
often useful to include both plots because each high
lights a different aspect of the results. The graphs shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 display the variabilities in the calcula
tions, not the uncertainties.

2.11. Principle 11

Perform probabilistic sensitivity analyses for all of
the key inputs represented by a distribution in the Monte
Carlo analysis in such a way as to distinguish the effects
of varhbiIity from the effects of uncertainty in the in
puts. Display the results of these computational experi
ments in an appropriate graph.(9) The forms of the graphs
will vary depending upon the method used to perform
the probabilistic sensitivity analyses, but they should
make clear which input variables contribute most
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Discuss the methods and report the goodness-of-fit
statistics for any parametric distributions for input vari
ables that were fit quantitatively to measured dat~. Show
plots of the parametric fits and the data on the same axes.
Discuss the implications of any important differences. If
any distribution was generated qualitatively or by expert.
judgment, discuss the techniques used.(18)

Fig. 1. Comparison of frequency distributions on linear and
logarithmic scales.

Discuss the presence or absence of moderate to
strong correlations between or among the input varia
bles. By strong correlation, we mean Ipl 2 0.6 or so. In
many, but not all, practical situations, the absolute values
of the correlations are less tharr 0.6. If so, the presence

ply missing information or to supplement partial in
formation. If empirical measurements are not available

. for any reason, use and document accepted techniques
such as the Delphi. method<3.13>-to estimate the input
distributions for nonmeasured variables.
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2.13. Principle 13

the analyst should use software that includes Latin hy
percube sampling (LHS) to help stabilize the tails of the
outputs as quickly as possible. In addition, the analyst
can and should discuss the sensitivity of the upper tails
of the output distributions to changes in the upper tails
of the input distributions. In practice, the changes in the
tails of only a few input distributions contribute strongly
to changes in the upper tail of"the output distribution.
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Fig. :z. Comparison of frequency distribution and cumulative
distn'bution on a logarithmic scale.

Present the name and the statistical quality of the
random number generator used. Some well known com
mercial produ~ts have inadequate random number gen
erators with short recurrence periods.(7) As the old com
puter saying goes, GIGO-"gaIbage in, garbage out."
Too often, this inadvertently becomes "garbage in, gos
pel out." Call your software vendor and demand. that
she or he supply you with an audit from an independent
testing laboratory that shows the strengths and limita
tions of generators and routines in the hardware and/or
software. If you write your own specialty generator, in
clude an appendix in your report listing the algorithm
and the implementation, along with the results from a
quality assurance audit.
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strongly to the output variables. It is important to un
derstand and display graphs showing which (groups at)
input variables contribute most strongly to the (i) overall
shape and location of the output distributions and (ii) the
conservativeness, if any, created by point estimates in
the deterministic analyses. For examples of these com
putational and visualization techniques, we recommend
the papers by Ibrekk and Morgan,(lO) Burmaster and von
Stackelberg,(2) and Hoffman.(9)

2.14. Principle 14

Discuss the limitations of the methods and of the
interpretation of the results. Be sure to acknowledge the
source, the nature, and the possible effects of any un
resolved sources of billS not explicitly included in the
analysis, and indicate where additional research or meas
urements could improve the analysis.

2.12. Principle 12 3. DISCUSSION

Investigate the numerical stability of the (i) central
moments (mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kur
tosis) and (ii) the tails of the output distribution of the
simulation. The tails of an output distribution are always
less stable numerically than the central percentiles. In
practice, the tails of the output distributions are more
sensitive to changes in the tails of the input distributions.
Because the upper tails of the output distributions often
stabilize very slowly, the analyst should run enough it
erations (commonly ~10,OOO) to demonstrate the nu
merical stability of the tails of the outputs. If possible,

Before an analyst undertakes a Me risk assessment,
we hope that she or he will read widely in the growing
literature on probabilistic risk assessment. We recom
mend reading and understanding the pathbreaking book
Uncertainty, a Guide to Dealing with Uncertainty in
Quantitative Risk and Policy AnalysW.l3) as the minimum
prerequisite. Morgan and Henrion-and many other au~

thors-stress that the purpose and the objective of a
study should guide its analysis. For example, at a haz
ardous waste site, there are important differences in ob
jectives between a study to estimate baseline risks for
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current conditions, a study to estimate risks for the rea
sonably foreseeable future conditions, and a study to es
timate cleanup targets.

We have proposed these 14 principles of good prac
tice as aids to performing or reviewing human health
and ecological risk assessments done using MC tech
niques. While we favor the widespread use of MC tech
niques, we recognize the need for safeguards and
precautions to reduce mistakes and prevent abuses. As
proponents of the new methods, we hope that these pro
posed principles are general enough to show the standard
of practice needed for conducting a MC assessment. We
further hope that these ideas promote careful studies and
innovation, which, in turn, create new insights and prin
tiples 'of good practice.

Several, limitations apply to the ideas in this paper.
First,the principles proposed are not mutually exclusive;
sOrI}e overlap with each other. Second, the principles
pro-posed are not collectively exhaustive; for example,
we have n()t proposed a principle concerning model un
certainty(13) .nor one concerning the truncation of un
bounded parametric input distributions (although the
effects of truncation on percentiles and moments may be
investigated through computational experiments and
sensitivity analyses). Third, not all of these principles
~eed apply to every study because not all of the prin
ciples are equally important in every situation. Fourth,
the principles proposed are not inflexible recipes such as
guidance manuals often present; we have instead tried,
to suggest the spirit of good practice without dictating a
fixed and inviolate set of methods. Fifth, some of the
principles are simply beyond the state of the art in some
situations; for example, it is not now possible to fulfill
all the proposed principles for a three-dimensional finite
element model of time-varying ground water transport.
Sixth, some of the principles are excessively burden
some for simple assessments. Notwithstanding all these
limitations, we hope that the proposed principles will
contribute to the quality of the MC studies undertaken.
We further hope that these proposed principles will en
courage others to refine these ideas to develop and pub
,lish new ones..
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